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Summary 

The effectiveness of increased expenditure 
The Chancellor’s budget book for 2004 claimed a direct relationship between the increased 
investment in education since 1997 and improvement in GCSE results in particular. Our 
evidence showed that with lower levels of investment GCSE results had improved to at 
least the same extent in earlier periods in the 1990s. The Government needs to take great 
care in making claims about the effectiveness of increased investment in education in 
increasing levels of achievement which the evidence cannot be proved to support. Links 
between expenditure and outcome remain difficult to establish. 

Schools’ funding 
The DfES declined to undertake the survey of schools which we requested in our report last 
year to establish the extent of funding problems in schools in 2003–04. A survey by the 
Audit Commission found that there was no widespread funding crisis. This confirmed our 
conclusion that the DfES reacted to perceptions of crisis rather than an actual crisis. 

The consequences of the problems with schools’ funding in 2003–04 have been far-
reaching. Given that the settlement for 2003–04 was distributed using a new funding 
formula, it is remarkable that within eighteen months the whole rationale for that original 
change, that the funding system needed to be fairer and more redistributive, has been 
abandoned in favour of a highly pragmatic near flat-rate system, with three year budgets 
being introduced in 2006. This change has led to the loss of LEAs’ ability to make any 
executive decisions about schools’ funding in their areas and will, we believe, inevitably 
lead to far greater involvement of the DfES in day-to-day management of the school 
system. 

The DfES seems content to say that the formula spending share system failed, but that it 
does not matter to what extent and for what reasons it did not deliver the desired result. 
This is incredibly short-sighted. There is no proper evidential basis for saying that change 
is merited, and no way of being confident that the changed system will adequately address 
any problems that exist. For a Department that believes in evidence-based policy the DfES 
has remarkably little evidence to support the changes it is making. 

Staff reductions 
We accept the principle of the Gershon review’s proposals to increase efficiency in public 
services and to redistribute resources to the front line. However, the 31% proposed cut in 
DfES staffing has clearly not been effectively worked through. It may or may not produce 
the strategic department that the Government wishes to see. In order for us to understand 
fully what is being proposed, the Department should make public both the detailed 
reasoning behind the headline 31% staff reduction and a comprehensive assessment of the 
risks in making that reduction and the ways in which they are to be managed. In particular 
we need to see evidence that schools’ funding will in future be overseen effectively without 
a large new bureaucracy. 
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Management capabilities of the DfES 
We have identified financial management and project management problems within the 
Department, and it clearly needs to address its methods of working in order to limit the 
possibility of similar problems in the future.  

Further Education 
Much of the education for 14–19 year olds is provided by further education colleges and 
the proportion is likely to increase as greater encouragement is given to vocational 
education and training. One of the issues that has been raised with us is the differential in 
funding per student between schools and further education colleges. This is particularly 
relevant to sixth forms. It makes no sense that a student undertaking a course at a further 
education college should, other things being equal, be less well funded than a student 
taking the same course at a local school, but progress towards equal funding is painfully 
slow. Greater urgency is needed. Further education colleges should not be seen as a means 
of providing education on the cheap. 
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1 Introduction 
1. This report arises from the Committee’s annual examination of DfES expenditure and 
management of resources. It is based principally on the Department’s Annual Report,1 and 
meetings with the Rt Hon Charles Clarke MP, Secretary of State for Education and Skills, 
and with Mr David Normington, Permanent Secretary, and Mr Stephen Kershaw, Director 
of Finance, of the Department for Education and Skills. 

2. Last year in the equivalent inquiry one expenditure issue overshadowed all others: the 
funding of schools. This year saw a more varied picture and so in this report we comment 
on a range of issues about DfES expenditure on, and management of, the services within its 
remit. We do, however, return to the subject of schools’ funding and changes that the 
Government intend to make to the funding system, which could have far reaching effects 
on schools and local authorities. 

3. We are grateful for assistance with this inquiry from Tony Travers, Director of the 
Greater London Group at the London School of Economics. 

 
1 Departmental Report 2004, Department for Education and Skills, Cm 6202, April 2004. 
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2 The effectiveness of increased 
expenditure on education and skills 

Increased expenditure since 1997 

4. Public expenditure on education in the United Kingdom was equivalent to 5.5% of GDP 
in 2003–04, a rise from 4.7% in 1997–98.  Table 1 shows education spending as a 
proportion of GDP for each year since 1997–98.  Spending has increased as a share of the 
economy during a period of economic expansion, so the resources made available have 
increased significantly in real terms.  It is worth adding that public expenditure on 
education and skills as a proportion of GDP was also well over 5% in the early 1990s. 

1997-98 1998-99 1999-00 2000-01 2001-02 2002-03 2003-04

Education as % of GDP 4.7 4.6 4.6 4.8 5.1 5.2 5.5

Public expenditure on education as a % of GDP, 1997-98 to 2003-04

(United Kingdom)

Table 1

 
Source: Public Expenditure Statistical Analyses 2004, Cm 6201, Table 3.4, TSO, London 

 

5. Another way of analysing spending is to compare changes adjusted to take account of 
inflation (ie in real terms).  Table 2 shows real terms spending on each phase of education 
in each year since 1997–98. 

1997-98 1998-99 1999-00 2000-01 2001-02 2002-03 2003-04
Change 1997-98 

to 2003-04
Schools current (total) 20,583 20,973 22,460 24,431 26,723 27,608 29,763 +45%

of which

Under-fives 1,975 2,012 2,235 2,501 3,007 3,051 3,436 +74%

Primary 7,384 7,475 7,751 8,410 9,060 9,454 10,031 +26%
Secondary 9,202 9,361 9,769 10,513 11,525 11,901 12,594 +37%
Other 2,022 2,124 2,705 3,007 3,131 3,202 3,701 +83%

Schools capital (total) 1,210 1,322 1,429 1,743 1,984 2,156 2,628 +117%
Further Education and 
adult

3,690 3,702 3,738 4,003 4,773 5,194 5,671 +54%

Higher education 5,074 5,022 5,330 4,948 5,181 5,345 5,589 +10%

Student support 1,526 1,536 1,346 1,379 1,176 1,527 1,058 -31%
Administration and 
inspection

1,336 1,526 1,011 1,057 1,213 1,449 1,592 +19%

Total 33,408 34,080 35,315 37,560 41,050 43,278 46,301 +39%

Table 2

£ million, in real terms

Education expenditure, by sub-sector, 1997-98 to 2003-04 England

 
 

Sources: Departmental Report 2004, Department for Education and Skills, Cm 6202, Table 2.3, TSO, London; 
Departmental Report 2003, Department for Education and Skills, Cm 5902, Table 3.3, TSO, London. 
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6. Spending on each phase of education (apart from student support) has increased in real 
terms in the years since 1997-98.  The final column of the table shows overall spending 
changes over the full period.  Overall, schools’ current spending increased by 45%, 
compared with 54% in further education and only 10% in higher education. Table 3 
summarises spending per pupil/student data for the schools, FE and HE sectors in each 
year since 1997-98.  Spending per pupil/student has increased fastest in schools, followed 
by further education.  By contrast, real terms higher education spending per student has 
remained little changed, suggesting a continuing major relative shift of public resources 
away from universities towards other phases of education.  Other university resources, of 
course, may have increased. 

1997-98 1998-99 1999-2000 2000-01 2001-02 2002-03 2003-04 2004-05 2005-06

plans plans

Schools 100 101 105 112 119 122 128 131 137
FE 100 99 106 113 122 120 120 124 126
HE 100 100 99 99 99 99 102 103 106

Real terms funding per student/pupil, 1997-98 to 2003-04
(1997-98 = 100)

Table 3

 
Sources: Departmental Report 2004, Department for Education and Skills, Cm 6202, TSO, London, Tables 2.5 
(derived from figures given), 2.6 and 2.7; Departmental Report 2003, Department for Education and Skills, Cm 
5902, TSO, London, Tables 3.5 and 3.8 (derived from figures given); Departmental Report 2002, Department for 
Education and Skills, Cm 5402, TSO, London, Table 4.7 (derived from figures given). 

7. The Chancellor’s 2004 Budget book included the following assertion:  

“The sustained high investment in education since 1997 has resulted in a measurable 
improvement in standards.  In particular, the proportion of 11 year olds achieving 
expected levels in reading and maths have risen by 12% and 11% respectively, and 
almost 53% of 16 year olds achieved five or more A* to C grade GCSEs in 2003, 
compared to 45% in 1997…”2.    

This section is immediately followed by a chart (Chart 6.3) which shows “Improving GCSE 
performance”, with the percentage of pupils achieving 5 or more grades A* to C rising 
from about 48% in 1998-99  to 53% in 2002-03. 

8. It is indeed true that performance has improved in the way shown.  However, the direct 
link between higher expenditure and the improvement in examination performance is 
simply asserted.  No evidence is offered to support the assertion.  Table 4 below puts the 
relevant figures in historical context. 

 

 

 

 
2 Budget 2004 Prudence for a purpose:: A Britain of stability and strength, HC301, HM Treasury, paragraph 6.47. 
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Table 4 
GCSE performance and higher spending3 

 

Four-year period
Current expenditure 
increase (real terms)

Year 1 Year 4 Change

1998-99 to 2002-03 47.9 52.9 +5.0 +31.6%

1994-95 to 1998-99 43.5 47.9 +4.4 +3.4%

1990-91 to 1994-95 36.8 43.5 +6.7 +11.4%

5+ GCSE Grades A* to C

 
 
  
Sources:  1990-91 to 1994-95: DfEE Departmental Report 1997, Cm 3610, Table 4.1 and Annexe Bii; 1994-95 to 
1998-99: DfEE Departmental Report 2000, Cm 4602, Table 5.3 and Annex Bii; 1998-99 to 2002-03: DfES 
Departmental Report 2004, Cm 6202,  Table 8.1 and Table 2.3 

9. Table 4 looks at the change in GCSE performance and in real terms spending for the 
four year period immediately prior to 1998-99 to 2002-03 and then for the four year period 
before that.  The improvement in GCSE performance was fractionally smaller in the years 
from 1994-95 to 1998-99 than in 1998-99 to 2002-03, though rather greater between 1990-
91 and 1994-95 than in either of the later periods.  However, the increase in current 
expenditure between 1998-99 and 2002-03 was radically greater than in either of the earlier 
four-year periods. 

10. We asked David Normington to comment on the link between increased expenditure 
and increased achievement. He told us: 

“I cannot prove that a given level of investment produces a given level of output…I 
can show what we are getting out for what we are putting in.  I think one has to be 
given time to see the benefits of the investment; I do not think you will see it 
immediately.  All I can demonstrate to you is, really, two things: one is how much 
money we have spent over time and what the improvements are, and, secondly, my 
economists can show you the huge returns to the economy that we get for quite small 
increases in performance.  For instance…there is a big economic return for 
[improved] performance at GCSE, at A level and, of course, at university.  Therefore, 
I am confident that this money is worth investing, but I cannot prove to you…that a 
given level of investment produces a given level of output.  I would like to be able to 
do that, of course, but I cannot.”4 

11. We put the same question to the Secretary of State, who responded in a similar way: 

“My view is that higher spending and higher investment is a necessary but not a 
sufficient condition for education improvement and performance.  It is a necessary 
condition because the number of teachers, non-teaching staff working in a particular 
school or college is a significant factor.  Training of teachers, continued professional 
development, which costs money, is significant factor, so that teachers improve, and 
basics like the facilities that are in a school, the ICT that is available and so on, can 

 
3 GCSEs were introduced in 1988 

4 Q 151 
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reinforce performance, but it is not a sufficient condition because it is entirely 
possible to have all that but for it not to be focused properly on improving 
educational standards in the way that we all want to see, and any survey of different 
schools throughout the country will show that there are schools with similar social 
issues - free school meals, for example, or resources being broadly similar - which are 
achieving dramatically different results for their children, and that is why we have to 
focus on a reform agenda which tries to raise that performance and carry it through.  
I am not one of those who believes you simply pump in more money and that solves 
the problem - I do not think it does - but I do think you need more money for many 
of the things which obviously we see around.”5 

12. The analysis of expenditure we have undertaken here does not disprove a link between 
increases in public expenditure and increases in GCSE performance. We were interested to 
note, however, that the Secretary of State and the Permanent Secretary were both far more 
circumspect about the direct link between investment in education and improvement in 
achievement than the Budget document. The Government needs to take great care in 
making claims about the effectiveness of increased investment in education in 
increasing levels of achievement which the evidence cannot be proved to support. More 
generally, the value-added justification for higher expenditure on education is one that has 
wider implications: if large rises in expenditure are needed to produce improvements in 
education, this could be taken to imply that services that did not enjoy such increases 
would not see improvements. This issue is of significant concern in the context of public 
sector productivity review currently being undertaken by Sir Tony Atkinson. Links 
between expenditure and outcome remain difficult to establish. 

Future levels of expenditure 

13. The issue of how far increased expenditure leads to improved levels of achievement is 
likely to be brought into sharper focus over the coming Comprehensive Spending Review 
period, as the period of sharp spending growth on education in England comes to an end. 
The next three years will see much more modest growth in spending: 

“In England, education expenditure will grow by an average of 4.4% across the 
Spending Review period [2004-05 to 2007-08], that is by 6.0% in 2005-06, 3.8% in 
2006-07 and 3.5% in 2007-08”.6 

Such increases compare with an average real terms increase of 7.7% per annum in the 
period from 2000-01 to 2003-04. 

14. The consequence of this slowdown in the increases in funding could be to create an 
impression amongst school headteachers and other budget holders that resources are being 
cut. One  problems with schools’ funding in 2003–04 was that Ministers heralded the 
settlement as one of the best ever for education and many recipients thought that they were 
going to be given budgets in which there was considerable room for flexible extra 
expenditure. For a variety of reasons, which we explored last year,7 most of the extra money 

 
5 Q 178 

6 Departmental Report 2004, page 29. 

7 Education and Skills Committee, First Report of Session 2003–04, Public Expenditure: Schools’ Funding, HC 112. 
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was accounted for by increased costs in the system and the extra flexibility and added 
spending power that had been anticipated did not materialise. This impression that 
resources are reducing rather than increasing could be exacerbated once schools begin to 
experience falling rolls, in the coming years, as forecast by the DfES and others, because an 
individual school’s funding depends on numbers of pupils. It will be important for 
ministers to try to manage the expectations of budget holders more effectively than was the 
case in 2003–04. 

15. Something which may help is the move to three year budgets from 2006. In June, David 
Normington told us: 

“What you really want, you are trying to run your school and you have a longer time 
horizon than a one-year horizon.  So I think we must all try to provide that stability 
even though I think it would be very difficult…the Prime Minister has said publicly 
that he would like to see a move to three-year budgets…and I am saying that will be 
very difficult to achieve but that is what we are working towards”.8 

16. The Secretary of State told us that the aim was: 

“…to try and give schools the certainty, first, that…money intended for education 
does come through to education, and, secondly, to ensure that each school has its 
own budget on a three-years basis where it can plan and develop and see where it is 
going…”9 

17. This proposal was turned into a firm commitment in the DfES’ Five Year Strategy for 
Children and Learners, published in July 2004: 

“From 2006 we will provide guaranteed three-year budgets for every school, geared 
to pupil numbers, with every school also guaranteed a minimum per pupil increase 
every year. This will give unprecedented practical financial security and freedom to 
schools in their forward planning. It will be made possible by a radical reform of 
education finance to end the long standing confused responsibility between central 
and local government for setting the level of school funding”.10 

We will look at the possible consequences of this change in more detail in the next section 
of this report. 

 
8 Qq 44, 45 

9 Q 193 

10 DfES: Five Year Strategy for Children and Learners, Cm 6272, July 2004, p. 46, paragraph 11. 
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3 Schools’ funding 
18. Our public expenditure report last year concentrated exclusively on the issue of schools’ 
funding. Changes were made to the funding formula used to distribute money to LEAs 
which were designed to make the system simpler and fairer, overall funding for schools 
and LEAs would rise by 6.5% and each LEA received an increase in average funding per 
pupil of at least 3.2%. There was therefore reason to believe that there would be a 
significant increase in funding for all schools, but that is not what happened. Cost pressures 
in the system and the effects of the new funding formula on distribution led to widely 
divergent patterns of funding. There was a general outcry that schools’ funding was “in 
crisis” and that large numbers of staff, both teaching and non-teaching, would be made 
redundant. The Government’s response was to retrench, announcing guaranteed per pupil 
increases in funding for all schools for 2004–05 and 2005–06. This effectively overrode the 
fair funding formula11 and local government financing arrangements. 

19. The Government has now taken this ‘flat–rate’ approach one stage further. In its five-
year strategy,12 it announced the establishment of three–year school budgets from 2006, 
with minimum guaranteed levels of funding: 

“There will be a consultation beginning in the Autumn about the arrangements for 
the new Schools Budget, including transitional protection where local authorities 
have spent more than their formula allocation in the past. No authority will receive 
less funding for education than its current level of spending, and we will seek to 
ensure there are no adverse effects for the rest of local government. Funding will 
continue to be channelled through Local Authorities, though they will not be able to 
divert this spending for other purposes. Local Authorities will deliver the national 
guarantee of extra funding to each school each year, but will retain an important and 
necessary role in reflecting local needs and circumstances.”13 

20. One of the problems that we faced last year was a lack of hard evidence about what was 
actually happening in schools. Instead, the debate about what the real situation was 
progressed through a series of assertions and counter-assertions. Some efforts were made 
to quantify the difficulties,14 but the DfES, while it criticised the outcomes of other surveys, 
did not itself seek to produce hard data on the situation. It addressed all questions about 
the numbers of teachers and other staff whose jobs might be at risk by saying that the 
annual staff survey15 would provide the information necessary to make a judgement. It also 
said that information on spending by individual schools was collected at the end of each 
financial year and that this would show how many schools had deficits. We recommended 
a special survey of LEAs to try to quantify the problems and the causes of them. The DfES 

 
11 Education and Skills Committee, First Report of Session 2003–04, Public Expenditure: Schools’ Funding, HC 112. 

12 DfES: Five Year Strategy for Children and Learners, p 47, paras 12 and 13. 

13 Ibid, para 13. 

14 For example the CEER report for the NUT 

15 This shows numbers in post in January of any given year and is published each April. 
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in its response to our report said that it already collected information “which will give us a 
full picture of the situation”.16 

21. The DfES made much of the school workforce survey, but when it appeared it did not 
answer many of the questions in which we were interested. There were 4,100 more full-
time equivalent regular teachers in the maintained sector in 2004 compared with 2003,17 

10,000 more teaching assistants and 3,500 more administrative staff. As we said in our 
report on teacher retention and recruitment,18 within that overall picture we still do not 
have information about winners and losers; how many schools were badly affected by the 
problems over schools’ funding last year and how many did well. We also note that the 
13,500 extra teaching assistants and administrative staff were spread over both primary and 
secondary sectors and some 23,000 schools. 

22. It appeared to us that there was a marked reluctance on behalf of the Department to 
analyse in detail the causes and extent of the problems. As we said, “The danger for the 
DfES now is that it is attempting to remedy the problems without a full knowledge of 
where those problems occurred and the reasons for them.”19 The two year flat rate scheme 
was designed to act as a brake on further deterioration whatever a school’s financial 
circumstances, and seeking out the causes and extent of the problems appeared to be very 
much a secondary consideration. 

23. The DfES does collect some information about the financial position of schools. David 
Normington told us that in 2003–04 the number of schools in deficit had been about 
2,500.20 

“If you look at the pattern—I was looking at the pattern of numbers of schools with 
deficits over recent years—it has gone up and down around the figure 2,000.  So it is 
sometimes 1,800, it is sometimes two and a half thousand.  It is in that range.”21 

On the DfES’s own analysis, the number of schools in deficit in 2003–04 is within the range 
that might be expected, though at the very top end. However, given that at least 1,800 
schools would be expected to run a deficit in any given year, this is not a dramatic change. 

24. In the absence of the information that we sought from the DfES, we were pleased to see 
the results of a study undertaken by the Audit Commission into 15 LEAs to assess what 
had happened to schools’ funding in 2003–04.22 One of the study’s five key findings 
supports our conclusion about the nature of the problems and the amount of information 
available to the Government: 

 
16 Education and Skills Committee, Public Expenditure: Schools’ Funding, para 58; Education and Skills Committee, 

Government Response to the Committee’s First Report: Public Expenditure: Schools’ Funding, Second Special Report 
of Session 2003–04, HC 377, page 2. 

17 School Workforce in England, January 2004 (revised), Statistical First Release, DfES 23 September 2004 

18 Education and Skills Committee, Fifth Report of Session 2003–04, Secondary Education: Teacher Retention and 
Recruitment, HC 1057-I. 

19 Education and Skills Committee, Public Expenditure: Schools’ Funding, para 56. 

20 Q 26 

21 Q 28 

22 Education funding: The impact and effectiveness of measures to stabilise school funding, Audit Commission, July 
2004. 
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“There was not a widespread funding crisis in spring 2003. Government action 
was prompted by perception and assertion rather than accurate information. In 
any financial year a number of schools will face individual financial difficulties. 
However, in responding to significant concerns expressed by many schools and 
councils, the Government did not have reliable information about the state of school 
finances. Nowhere in the system, neither at government nor council level, is there 
reliable, consistent and up-to-date information about schools’ budgets and financial 
positions. Forecasts made in spring 2003 that there would be significant reductions 
in overall school balances have not been realised.”23 

25. The DfES reacted to perceptions of crisis rather than an actual widespread funding 
crisis, and in the solution that it has provided it has changed the nature of the funding 
allocation, the role of LEAs in education at the local level, and the role of the DfES. 
These decisions are matters of political judgment. The Government has opted for clarity 
and predictability in the schools’ funding system rather than traditional notions of fairness 
(as calculated by the FSS formula), and for national direction in the determination of 
funding priorities rather than local discretion. However, given the far reaching 
consequences of the changes introduced for 2004–05 and beyond, it concerns us that 
they were taken without the DfES having a full and accurate picture of the financial 
situation in schools across the country. If, for example, the figure on numbers of schools 
in deficit had been available earlier, the impression that an unusually large number of 
schools were affected could have been dispelled. 

26. The Audit Commission sets out clearly how the change to national flat rates of increase 
in funding are inevitably broad brush and may have some unintended consequences: 

“A minimum funding guarantee for schools and transitional funding for councils 
do not tackle areas of greatest need and represent an inefficient use of resources. 
Even though our study has confirmed that some schools are significantly 
overspending their budgets, schools in most financial difficulty are not necessarily in 
the one-third of councils that are to benefit from transitional funding support. Such 
‘one size fits all’ measures are inconsistent with the government’s published 
principles of fair funding, which promote transparency, equity and consistency in 
the way in which schools should be funded. This approach also constrains councils 
from tackling funding inequalities within their areas. By specifically attempting to 
support schools in deficit or likely to go into deficit an unintentional message has 
been given to schools that working within a budget is not a priority.”24  

27. The decision to change to three year budgets with ring-fenced grants and minimum 
funding guarantees was taken quite abruptly, its announcement forming part of the five 
year strategy. There has so far been no consultation with local authorities on the way in 
which their role is to be changed (a consultation paper is promised for early 2005, some 
time after the legislation to introduce three year budgets has been presented to 
Parliament).25  It puts funding for schools via LEAs on a completely different footing to all 
other local authority spending. LEAs in effect become agents of central Government, as 
 
23 Ibid, page 2 

24 Ibid, page 3  

25 HC Deb, 13 December 2004, col 839W 
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with housing benefit for example. LEAs will be responsible for calculating how much each 
school will receive in accordance with the rules laid down by the DfES, and will have no 
local discretion to change that allocation. Schools’ funding will no longer be paid for partly 
through council tax; all funding will come through a grant from central Government. This 
grant will cover schools’ funding, channelled through local authorities.  The actual 
amounts received by each school could still, it is expected, be topped up by councils, 
though this will not be a universal requirement.  Some authorities already fund their 
schools above the level implied by the schools FSS.  It is not clear whether this “overspend” 
will continue beyond a transitional period. 

28. The Government continues to stress the importance of the role of LEAs in delivering 
education locally, but heavily restricts what they can do. In a speech to the National Social 
Services Conference in Newcastle the Secretary of State said: 

“[Y]our role is not (for the most part, in my view) concerned with directly providing 
services. It will increasingly be about commissioning and working with and through 
others.”26 

How far this change will lead to an increased role for the DfES in the distribution of 
funding to schools is not clear. However, if LEAs have no discretion about what they 
transfer to any given school, it is reasonable to assume that individual complaints about the 
way funding has been calculated will increasingly be addressed to the DfES as the prime 
mover. Over time, if this model continues in place, local authorities’ role in the distribution 
of funding might be phased out and some new funding body for schools created. The 
previous Conservative Government set up the Funding Agency for Schools to oversee the 
funding of about 1,000 grant-maintained schools.  Given the proposed new funding 
arrangements, coupled with the increased autonomy now promised to schools, it is hard to 
imagine the DfES being able to cope without a new intermediary body.  The Committee 
would expect to be kept informed about any moves to create a new funding institution.  

29. Even without such a change the DfES is going to find itself more directly involved with 
day-to-day issues arising from schools’ funding. The effect that proposed staff reductions 
will have on the Department’s ability to do this is an issue we discuss later in this report. 

30. The consequences of the problems with schools’ funding in 2003–04 have been far-
reaching. Given that the settlement for 2003–04 was distributed using a new funding 
formula, it is remarkable that within eighteen months the whole rationale for that 
original change, that the funding system needed to be fairer and more redistributive, 
has been abandoned in favour of a highly pragmatic near flat-rate system, with three 
year budgets being introduced in two years’ time. This change has led to the loss of 
LEAs’ ability to make any executive decisions about schools’ funding in their areas and 
will, we believe, inevitably lead to far greater involvement of the DfES in day-to-day 
management of the school system. 

 

 

 
26 20 October 2004; see http://www.dfes.gov.uk/speeches/search_detail.cfm?ID=144 
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31. In our report last year we said: 

“If [the Government] has a desire for a greater degree of control over schools’ 
funding, about which we would have serious reservations, it should provide itself 
with an effective means of doing so.”27 

The Government has gone some way towards doing that, with a much simplified system 
for calculating each school’s entitlement, overriding all other arrangements. Whether it has 
provided itself with an effective mechanism for operating that funding system remains to 
be seen. The new system is designed to bring stability and predictability, so that schools 
know what they will be receiving over a three year period. This will bring some benefits, 
but we have concerns about the way in which this conclusion was reached. 

32. Moreover, for some schools (those with falling rolls) three-year funding settlements 
may mean predictable falling year-on-year resources, with all the local political salience 
that such news will generate.  It is likely that the coming of three-year budgets will intensify 
the pressure on DfES to move towards flat-rate increases for all schools, each year.  This 
end-point is nearly certain for small schools.  The possibility of redistributing money from 
one area or type of school to another will disappear.   Like the Barnett Formula (introduced 
in the late 1970s to maintain a balance of resources between different countries within the 
United Kingdom) the impact of the move to centralised school funding will inevitably be 
conservative. 

33. It is clear to us that the DfES does not have adequate information even now to be able 
to say with certainty how many schools had problems in 2003–04 and what the various 
reasons were for those problems. Therefore the new system is beginning with a leap of faith 
that all schools will be adequately funded. As the Audit Commission noted, the transitional 
funding made available to help with difficulties was provided by LEA area rather than 
school by school, so schools with problems in areas which received no extra funding will 
constantly be striving to keep their heads above water. It cannot be right to make far-
reaching changes to the funding system for schools because of reported problems 
without quantifying those problems to see if change is merited, nor without 
understanding fully the nature of any failings so that the changes made can be 
demonstrated to address them.  

34. The DfES seems content to say that the formula spending share system failed, but 
that it does not matter to what extent and for what reasons it did not deliver the desired 
result. This is incredibly short sighted. There is no proper evidential basis for saying 
that change is merited, and no way of being confident that the changed system will 
adequately address any problems that exist. For a Department that believes in evidence-
based policy the DfES has remarkably little evidence to support the changes it is 
making. 

 
27 Education and Skills Committee, Public Expenditure: Schools’ Funding, para 60 
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4 Staff reductions 
35. The Chancellor announced in his budget statement that the DfES would be reducing its 
staff numbers over the coming years: 

“…the Government have also decided that in the spending review all Departments 
will cut their administration budgets by at least 5% in real terms by 2008, and as part 
of his efficiency programme, the Secretary of State for Education and Skills is today 
announcing a 31% reduction in headquarters staff by 2008, which will enable him 
to direct more funds straight to schools and spend more cash per pupil in the 
classroom.”28 

36. This means that staff at the DfES would be reduced by 1,460 by April 2008, with a 
reduction of 850 to be achieved by April 2006. The Department says that “Work is in train 
to develop detailed plans for taking this forward”.29 The Permanent Secretary told us: 

“The Prime Minister and the Chancellor together have been setting a challenge to 
government departments to think about what the role of the centre of government is 
and how much resource needs to be spent on it and that is something they have done 
well before the Budget …we have been working on this for about five or six 
months.”30 

He added that the saving on staff costs “[i]n very crude terms …is about £70 million”. 

37. We asked the Secretary of State if he thought the reduction in size of the Department 
would affect his role, making him less accountable for operational activities and 
concentrating on broad strategy. He replied: 

“…I believe that one of the consequences of reducing what we do is to reduce a lot of 
interactions that take place which do not necessarily need to take place… Will it 
reduce operational responsibility for any aspect of what is happening?  No, I think it 
will increase it because it will make it much more transparent what we are doing and 
we will get greater clarity… We have to say that the reduction in numbers of people 
is not about making them work harder but about us being more candid about what 
we can do and what we cannot do and sharing our responsibilities with others more 
effectively”.31 

38. This theme is developed in the Five Year Strategy: 

“The core role of the Department will be to support Ministers in providing strategic 
leadership to the system. That means setting the overall strategic direction and the 
outcomes that are being sought for children, young people and adults; developing 
powerful and relevant evidence-based policy; and having the capacity to engage with 
those in the system so that they understand and share the direction of travel… The 

 
28 HC Deb, 17 March 2004, cols. 331–2. 

29 DfES annual report, page 101. 

30 Q114 

31 Q 271 
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corollary of this is that the Department itself will do less direct management and 
direct service delivery. It will increasingly be the ‘system designer’, setting in place the 
framework of legislation, incentives, information and funding to make change 
happen. It will use the guiding principles of this strategy – personalisation and 
choice, diversity, freedom and autonomy and stronger partnerships – to underpin its 
work.”32 

39. It is entirely right that every organisation should review its way of working to ensure 
that it is operating in the most efficient manner possible and that it is clear about its 
purpose and functions. We asked David Normington how the reduction in staff had been 
determined. He said that the sequence of events had been that Departments were asked to 
examine their functions and come up with proposals for change, which in the case of the 
DfES resulted in the proposal for a 31% reduction in staff. When we asked the Permanent 
Secretary to confirm that the figure had come from him, he replied: 

“Yes, but when the Prime Minister and the Chancellor ask you to look at your 
organisation with some clear objective in mind, but not a figure, you take it seriously, 
do you not, and that is what I did.”33 

40. He told us that the changes would come about through three main routes: 

“firstly, through a major re-engineering of the system…, so fewer funding streams, 
fewer planning arrangements, fewer accountability systems, and fewer initiatives; 
secondly, sorting out some of the overlaps between us and our NDPBs…; and, 
thirdly, through what all organisations should do from time to time, which is purely 
bearing down on your costs and looking for efficiencies, particularly in your support 
functions and doing that by benchmarking your HR and your finance functions 
against external benchmarks.”34 

41. We received a memorandum from one of the unions with members at the DfES which 
was critical of the staff reductions and reorganisation. The Public and Commercial Service 
Union (PCS) told us that: 

“…our view is the reorganisation of the DfES on the basis of large scale job cuts risks 
compromising the translation of public expenditure on education and skills into 
efficient and effective delivery of policy…PCS’ view is that the under-resourcing of 
the Department will result in a human cost and increased workloads as well as an 
increased level of inefficiency that combined will pose a high risk to the successful 
working of the DfES.”35 

42. PCS expresses particular concerns that the staff cuts have not been adequately justified  
and the reorganisation has not been properly explained: 

“PCS has not been able to elicit any answers of substance about how the DfES will 
compensate for losing roughly a third of its staff:  the Department has made much of 

 
32 DfES: Five Year Strategy for Children and Learners, p 102, paras 4 and 5. 

33 Q 117 

34 Q 114 

35 Ev 51, paras4 and 7. 
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becoming more ‘strategic’ in how it works, but it already occupies a highly strategic 
role, and while PCS believes that such a role is appropriate to the Department as the 
lead organisation within its sector, it [is] still unclear how the organisation of work 
will be revised and how stopping certain DfES functions will allow the Department 
to take on a more strategic role…. Job cuts will not guarantee that public expenditure 
is used more efficiently or effectively, and we note that the Department has not, 
despite continual prompting by PCS, produced a risk analysis of the effect of the cuts 
on front line services.”36 

43. All of this is taking place against the background of a number of Government initiatives 
to improve efficiency and reduce cost. The Gershon review of efficiency37 was part of the 
process which led to the DfES announcement of reductions in staffing, and has made wide-
ranging recommendations for the whole public sector, not just central Government, 
involving matters such as procurement, payment systems and relocation of staff away from 
London and the south-east. This last was also the subject a separate review by Sir Michael 
Lyons.38 

44. When we talked to the Permanent Secretary about the Lyons review and the possibility 
of staff relocation he told us that 70% of the staff of the Department and its NDPBs were 
already based outside London, and that the DfES was regarded as a department which took 
relocation seriously: 

“I am not anticipating that there will be large numbers of departmental staff 
relocated in the immediate future because I cannot handle a run-down of the size 
that I am describing and a relocation of any significant size as well; that is just a 
management challenge too far really.  However, a larger proportion of the jobs which 
I am describing will be lost will be lost in London”.39 

45. The DfES is currently subject to a huge amount of change. It has just taken on 
responsibility for children’s services, with new and demanding plans for co-ordination of 
services. As we discussed in the previous section of this report, it has implemented two 
changes to the funding system for schools in the last two to three years, the second of 
which may be regarded as work in progress, and there is clearly a continuing and 
expanding need for involvement by the Department in order to make sure that the system 
operates efficiently and effectively. Given the school funding problems encountered in 
the spring of 2003, the risk to the Government of an ill-prepared or poorly-managed 
move to central funding could be profound. In the midst of these changes, it is being 
asked to restructure for reasons of efficiency and economy to bring about savings of £70 
million. 

46. We accept the principle of the Gershon review’s proposals to increase efficiency in 
public services and to redistribute resources to the front line. However, the 31% 
proposed cut in DfES staffing has clearly not been effectively worked through. It may or 
may not produce the strategic department that the Government wishes to see. Under the 

 
36 Ibid, para 9 and 10. 

37 Releasing resources to the front line: Independent Review of Public Sector Efficiency, Sir Peter Gershon, July 2004 

38 Well placed to deliver? Shaping the Pattern of Government Service, Sir Michael Lyons, March 2004 

39 Q 131 
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Gershon proposals there is an overall requirement to deliver £4.35 billion worth of 
efficiencies within the DfES by 2007–08. Overwhelmingly, efficiencies will have to be found 
within schools. The process of delivering such major efficiencies will inevitably need some 
central oversight. There is a risk that ill-thought-through changes to the DfES 
administration–especially during a period when schools’ funding is to be decoupled from 
local government–could simply lead to demands for the creation of a new arms-length 
regulator, which would negate the Gershon efficiencies 

47. It would be instructive to have greater insight into the process that resulted in a staff 
reduction of 31% being considered achievable. What analysis of the functions of the 
Department was undertaken? What assessment of future workload? Was a risk assessment 
undertaken once the plan was worked out in order to see where the problems lay and 
whether the Department could cope with them? In order for us to understand fully what 
is being proposed, the Department should make public both the detailed reasoning 
behind the headline 31% staff reduction and a comprehensive assessment of the risks in 
making that reduction and the ways in which they are to be managed. In particular, the 
Committee needs to have evidence that schools’ funding will in future be overseen 
effectively without a large new bureaucracy. 
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5 Financial management capabilities of the 
DfES 
48. There have been a number of events over the course of this Parliament which have led 
us to consider whether there is a particular weakness within the DfES over financial and 
project management. For example, there were serious problems with Independent 
Learning Accounts (ILAs), which were ended because of much higher take-up (and thus 
higher expenditure) than anticipated and because of suspected fraud. Another example was 
the change in the schools’ funding system which, as we discussed earlier, had unforeseen 
consequences and gave rise to suggestions that the whole schools system had serious 
financial problems. There have also been difficulties with the UK e–university which led to 
its closure. With this background in mind, in this section we look in particular at 
underspending by the Department and at outsourcing. 

Underspending 

49. In each of the years 2000–01, 2001–02 and 2002–03 the Department underspent its 
budget, although at a declining rate. The table below shows the underspends on individual 
programmes in each of the Requests for Resources (RfRs) in the DfES’ resource accounts 
for 2002–03.  As can be seen, some programmes were significantly underspent. 

 

Table 5

2002-03 RfRI £m
Net Total 

Outturn
Estimate Variation Variation %

B Childcare 161 184 23 -13%

C Support for Young People 527 593 66 -11%

D Higher Education 119 156 37 -24%
E Further Education, Adult 
Learning and Lifelong Skills

295 477 182 -38%

J Higher Education Fees and 
Awards through LEAs

89 73 -16 22%

K Education Maintenance 
Allowances

122 186 64 -34%

M Cost of Capital, 
Depreciation and Provisions

-2 14 16 -114%

2002-03 RfR2
A Sure Start Administration 
and Current Grants

184 286 102 -36%

C Sure Start Capital Grants 31 163 132 -81%

2002-03 RfR3

Children's Fund 140 150 10 -7%

DfES underspends 2002-03: selected programmes

 
Source: Department for Education and Skills Resource Accounts for 2002–03, HC 188, Session 2002–03, p 42. 
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50. We asked about the pattern of underspending.  Mr Normington explained that the 
DfES was working increasingly on three year budgets which meant that “it makes no sense 
to focus on the artificial point of the end of March each year”.40 He argued that the DfES 
actually performed well on underspending: 

“…in this year which has just finished we will be within about 2%of our budget 
which, on a budget of £27 billion, is pretty good actually, but it still turns out to be 
£500 million.  If you look at aggregate sums, £500 million really is quite a big 
underspend, but it is 2% of the total budget and most organisations would be quite 
proud to be within that range.  The issue is whether that money is lost.  No, it is not.  
It gets profiled over a three-year period and in terms of helping with the school 
budget position, we have actually used some of that projected underspend to 
underpin what we are doing to stabilise school budgets over the next two years, so 
that is how we manage resource over that three years.”41 

51. Stephen Kershaw, Director of Finance at the DfES, pointed out another reason for 
underspends: 

“[I]f there is one thing worse than underspending…it is overspending, so there is in a 
way a natural level of underspend…one way around that is precisely that we have to 
reduce the number of individual budgets because if everybody underspends a little 
on lots and lots and lots of budgets, that is what produces the big numbers which we 
are criticised for.”42 

He said that the aim was to help officials in the Department “to manage bigger clusters of 
budgets themselves in a much more intelligent way and do their own yearly reshuffling of 
money to the top priorities.”43 

Outsourcing 

52. On outsourcing, we asked the Permanent Secretary about the roll-out of Educational 
Maintenance Allowances and the lessons that had been learned from ILAs in introducing 
such projects. He said: 

“…we have been trying very systematically to learn the lessons from Individual 
Learning Accounts where that is appropriate and moving across to Educational 
Maintenance Allowances, and we have a very tightly run project for implementing 
education maintenance allowances which I personally have been keeping a close eye 
on…[there is] a much better risk assessment in the Department, which says: what are 
the big risks to us?  And clearly the implementation of a system like this is a risk 
involving quite a big IT system as well, and we have learnt that we need to plan that 
properly, that you need to get your sequencing right, that you need to work 
effectively with your private sector partners much better than we did on ILAs.”44 

 
40 Q 79 

41 ibid 

42 Q 91 

43 ibid 

44 Qq 69–70 
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53. When we asked who was the private sector partner providing IT services, Mr 
Normington told us that it was Capita.45 This caused us some surprise, as Capita had been 
involved in the ILA project and there had been criticism of Capita’s role in its failure, but 
Mr Normington defended their track record and the decision to use them again: 

“I do not like to contract with anyone who, I think, puts us at risk and we took the 
judgment that Capita were not going to put us at risk in the Educational 
Maintenance Allowances.”46 

54. Capita also responded to our questioning of their involvement: 

“Capita responded to the invitation to tender issued by the Department for 
Education and Skills for a partner to provide the national Assessment and Payment 
Body (APB) service in support of the Education Maintenance Allowance (EMA) 
scheme.  In bidding for a contract of this nature Capita undertakes a very robust 
process to ensure that the opportunity is compatible with the Company’s capacity, 
competencies and experience; to test the commitment and capacity of the client and 
the achievability of its requirements; to ensure the commercial viability of the 
potential contract; and to test whether Capita can add value to the programme.  In 
the case of the EMA APB Capita was, and is, of the opinion that this was an 
appropriate opportunity to bid and that the requirements are consistent with 
Capita’s strengths. Capita was selected by the DfES through a robust and competitive 
process.”47 

Review of schools’ funding 

55. We asked the Secretary of State about what reviews had been undertaken in the 
Department following on from the schools’ funding problems. He said that “a tremendous 
amount” had happened: 

“…I am more proud of what has been achieved in relation to schools finance and 
LEA finance than I am of any other single area that we have achieved.  We have 
made a significant step forward in the quality of our management arrangements… I 
receive, personally, a report every week on the latest state of affairs of what is coming 
through, for the obvious reason…that politically I felt vulnerable on the whole 
question of school funding and I wanted to make sure we had it working completely 
in a better way.  I think we have made progress for that reason.”48 

Conclusions 

56. There are a number of issues here to do with the operation of the DfES in general.  
Certainly mistakes have been made. In the case of ILAs, the objective of expanding 
training was given such a high priority that the caution normally associated with 
Government policy implementation was completely overlooked.  With schools’ 

 
45 Q 71 

46 Q 75 

47 Letter from Capita 4 August 2004 (Ev 54) 

48 Q 247 
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funding, although we may never have a clear picture of the extent of the problems, one 
difficulty was the way in which the settlement for 2003–04 was presented by Ministers, 
leading all schools to expect large sums of extra disposable income which in many cases 
did not materialise. The lessons here for the Department are clear: always have a 
rigorous risk assessment, and do not oversell a policy particularly where, as with 
schools’ funding, accurate forecasts of the outcome are not available. 

57. Government Departments have an unimpressive record generally with projects 
involving IT procurement. They are often poor clients, lacking the necessary skills to 
ensure projects run as they should. The National Audit Office and the Office of 
Government Commerce have compiled a list of common causes of failure in IT-enabled 
projects across Government and the DfES has clearly not been immune from them. The 
causes are:  

“1 Lack of clear link between the project and the organisation's key strategic priorities 
including agreed measures of success. 

2 Lack of clear senior management and Ministerial ownership and leadership. 

3 Lack of effective engagement with stakeholders. 

4 Lack of skills and proven approach to project management and risk management. 

5 Lack of understanding of and contact with the supply industry at senior levels in 
the organisation. 

6 Evaluation of proposals driven by initial price rather than long-term value for 
money (especially securing delivery of business benefits). 

7 Too little attention to breaking development and implementation into manageable 
steps. 

8 Inadequate resources and skills to deliver the total delivery portfolio.”49 

58. Not all the difficulties for the DfES are of its own making. The Department cannot 
offload all the risk of a venture onto its private sector partner. If the work done by a private 
sector partner is flawed, it cannot just be written off, because the Department has a duty to 
discharge its responsibilities in all circumstances. Ultimately, if anything goes wrong the 
Department will have to pick up the pieces. As the argument for using the private sector to 
undertake particular projects generally includes an expectation of “risk transfer”, the 
apparent difficulty of transferring risk away from the Department points to a long-term 
difficulty in the particular use of contractors to deliver major initiatives. 

59. This helps to explain why there appears to be little competition in providing services to 
the Department. If the risk is never completely transferred, then the tender will demand a 
large number of quality standards and safeguards which only a very few companies are 
likely to be able to provide. So Capita won the tender for ILA computer system, it runs the 
Teachers’ Pension Scheme, it won the tender for the EMAs computer system and, most 
 
49 Improving IT Procurement, Report by the Comptroller and Auditor General, HC 877, Session 2003–04, 5 November 

2004, page 4. 
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recently, it won the tender for the Primary and Key Stage 3 strategies. The press notice 
announcing the award of this last contract was at pains to stress the rigorousness and 
impartiality of the tendering process.50 There is no reason to doubt this, but, as David 
Normington told us, “[Capita is] very, very big in the education world”,51 and in these 
matters the size of a company and the resources it can bring to bear are crucial. Nor is this 
a criticism of Capita. Given the way in which these processes work, there will always be a 
company which fills the role that currently Capita fills with the DfES. In short, there is little 
real “market” here. 

60. The Department does appear to have learnt some lessons from recent events. It has 
recognised the need for comprehensive risk assessments on major projects, it has taken 
steps to monitor more closely the flow of funds to schools and it has instituted a funding 
system for schools which above all other considerations is predictable.  

61. All of this has meant a greater central control of certain functions, and it is at this point 
that several of the Government’s policies can be seen to have conflicting objectives. 
Funding for schools is decided centrally with LEAs acting as agents of the Department with 
no say in the manner of distribution; monitoring of spending is being undertaken centrally; 
responsibility for management and coordination of children’s services across England has 
been given to the department. And yet it is at this time that the DfES, along with the rest of 
the public sector, is being asked to make considerable efficiency savings: 1460 fewer staff by 
2007–08, 800 more staff relocated outside London by 2010, and a total of £4.35 billion in 
annual efficiency savings by 2007–08. 

62. Virtually the whole of the public sector will be in transition over the next five years 
as the Gershon proposals are implemented, and the Government will no doubt argue 
that the DfES along with other organisations has to contribute to the success of those 
changes. At the same time the DfES will be implementing the wide-ranging policy 
changes that we have discussed in this report across all schools and all children’s 
services. We have identified financial management and project management problems 
that have occurred within the Department, and it clearly needs to address its methods 
of working in order to limit the possibility of similar problems in the future.  

 

 
50 Capita awarded the National Strategies contract, DfES press notice 30 September 2004. 
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6 Further Education 

Disparities in funding 

63. During the year we have been looking at skills training and in particular 14–19 
education. We shall be reporting on 14–19 education separately, but a general issue arises 
which we wish to address here. 

64. Much of the education for 14–19 year olds is provided by Further Education colleges 
and the proportion is likely to increase as greater encouragement is given to vocational 
education and training. One of the issues that has concerned witnesses, particularly for the 
colleges sector, is the differential in funding per student between schools and further 
education colleges. This is particularly relevant to sixth forms, as the Association of 
Colleges told us: 

“There is a 5% difference in LSC funding rates for schools and colleges in 2003-4. In 
addition, colleges bear some costs which are picked up by local education authorities 
in the case of schools. The AoC estimate that the total funding gap between the two 
sectors for the same work is 10%.”  

It also argued that the schools’ funding settlement for 2004-05 which guarantees increases 
in funding levels “perpetuates a situation in which a disproportionate amount of 
government money is being targeted on institutions serving better qualified and better off 
young people”.52 

65. David Normington told us: 

“The Government are seeking to narrow the differential of sixth-formers between FE 
colleges and school sixth forms, but it is happening very slowly, though it is 
happening slightly.  For instance, the Government funded the increase per pupil for 
each qualification attained which was 4.5% in colleges last year and 3% in schools 
and that was an attempt to narrow the gap slightly… when the Learning and Skills 
Council took over school sixth-form funding, some guarantees were in place that 
they would not lose any money in real terms and, therefore, this has to be a slow 
process because actually the Government’s commitment is to bring all the funding of 
FE students up to the same level as school sixth-form students and that is a costly 
business and it will take time to achieve, it will take some considerable time.”53  

66. We also asked about the different approaches to capital investment in the schools and 
college sectors, with schools benefiting from the Building Schools for the Future 
programme, which is not replicated for colleges. Mr Normington answered: 

“This is simply a question of government priorities; the Government decided to 
prioritise schools and decided to put the bulk of its resources into schools.  I do not 

 
52 Memorandum from the Association of Colleges, 14–19 Ed memo 41. para 31. 
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think there is anything more than that, really, although it is putting capital 
investment into colleges now.”54 

67. The Secretary of State said that it had been a manifesto commitment to narrow the 
funding gap but that the Government would do that “in a very steady way”. He added that 
one of the problems was the different ways in which teachers in different education sectors 
were treated: 

“..how we can develop an approach to teachers and the profession of teaching more 
generally is an important consideration for us at the moment.  One of the 
consequences of being able to do that would be to have more consistent financing 
regimes.”55 

Standards in further education 

68. Another issue for the further education sector is the poor performance of some 
colleges. In the section of the Departmental Report on “Raising Quality and Participation 
in Post-16 Learning” it is stated that in colleges and other FE institutions: “16% of 
providers are below the floor target for long qualifications”; “12% of providers are below 
the floor target for short qualifications”; and “24% of providers are below the floor target 
for ether long or short qualifications”.  For work-based learning providers, performance is 
significantly worse.  New floor and improvement targets have been introduced from 
September 2004 “to ensure that all education and training is brought up to an acceptable 
standard.”56 On the positive side, student satisfaction surveys indicate that over 90% of 
students are highly satisfied with their course. 

69. These relatively disappointing outcomes in further education are particularly surprising 
in the light of the significant expenditure increases shown in Tables 2 and 3 above.  
Although funding per student in FE has not risen as fast as in schools – because of rising 
student numbers – there has nevertheless been a significant rise in spending (both overall 
and per student) since 1998-99. The total amount spent on FE in that period has risen by 
53.2% (from £3.7 billion to £5.67 billion) and the real terms increase per student is 27% 
(36% for school pupils). We also note the figures in Table 5 above on underspends, which 
show that in 2002–03, the budget for Further Education, Adult Education and Lifelong 
Learning was underspent by 38%. 

70. The Secretary of State said that there were real concerns about the deficiencies reported 
on by Ofsted and ALI: 

“…the results are not as good as the colleges themselves would have wished.  Now, of 
course, it is perfectly right to have satisfaction as an element in all of this but I think 
you cannot beat the Ofsted regime to try and understand what is really happening in 
colleges as elsewhere.  We are not inventing the Ofsted assessments, they are making 
assessments, the ALI is making assessments, as they rightly should, and I think most 

 
54 Q 143 

55 Q 289 

56 Departmental Report 2004, Department for Education and Skills, Cm 6202, page 74. 
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of the colleges would say that those assessments indicate there is still a great deal of 
work to be done to get the standards up to those that we want.”57 

71. There are a number of challenges here for the DfES. In order to be successful in the 
implementation of its plans for 14-19 education, it needs a strong FE sector. It is clear from 
the evidence presented in the Department’s report that while some colleges may perform 
well, others are struggling. Funding overall for colleges has increased by 53% since 1998-99, 
in a period when student numbers have increased by 13%.58 This is a substantial increase, 
but funding for schools has grown at a faster rate. 

72. The funding issue cannot be divorced from the quality issues. As we said at the 
beginning of this report, increased funding by itself will not lead to improved achievement. 
However, increased investment will help to address the issues concerning teachers that the 
Secretary of State referred to. Better pay for teachers, and improvements in teacher training 
for FE, which have recently been put forward by the Government, should also help to 
address these problems of poor achievement. 

73. There is an issue of equity here. It makes no sense that a student undertaking a 
course at a Further Education college should, other things being equal, be less well 
funded than a student taking the same course at a local school. The Secretary of State 
appears to recognise that truth, but progress towards equal funding is painfully slow. 
Greater urgency is needed. Further Education colleges should not be seen as a means of 
providing education on the cheap. 

 
57 Q 290 

58 998,000 to 1,132,000: Departmental Report 2004, Annex L, page 127. 
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Conclusions and recommendations 

The effectiveness of increased expenditure on education and skills 

1. The Government needs to take great care in making claims about the effectiveness of 
increased investment in education in increasing levels of achievement which the 
evidence cannot be proved to support.   (Paragraph 12) 

2. Links between expenditure and outcome remain difficult to establish. (Paragraph 12) 

Schools’ funding 

3. The DfES reacted to perceptions of crisis rather than an actual widespread funding 
crisis, and in the solution that it has provided it has changed the nature of the 
funding allocation, the role of LEAs in education at the local level, and the role of the 
DFES. (Paragraph 25) 

4. Given the far reaching consequences of the changes introduced for 2004–05 and 
beyond, it concerns us that they were taken without the DfES having a full and 
accurate picture of the financial situation in schools across the country. (Paragraph 
25) 

5. The consequences of the problems with schools’ funding in 2003–04 have been far-
reaching. Given that the settlement for 2003–04 was distributed using a new funding 
formula, it is remarkable that within eighteen months the whole rationale for that 
original change, that the funding system needed to be fairer and more redistributive, 
has been abandoned in favour of a highly pragmatic near flat-rate system, with three 
year budgets being introduced in two years’ time. This change has led to the loss of 
LEAs’ ability to make any executive decisions about schools’ funding in their areas 
and will, we believe, inevitably lead to far greater involvement of the DfES in day-to-
day management of the school system.  (Paragraph 30) 

6. It cannot be right to make far-reaching changes to the funding system for schools 
because of reported problems without quantifying those problems to see if change is 
merited, nor without understanding fully the nature of any failings so that the 
changes made can be demonstrated to address them. (Paragraph 33) 

7. The DfES seems content to say that the formula spending share system failed, but 
that it does not matter to what extent and for what reasons it did not deliver the 
desired result. This is incredibly short sighted. There is no proper evidential basis for 
saying that change is merited, and no way of being confident that the changed 
system will adequately address any problems that exist. For a Department that 
believes in evidence-based policy the DfES has remarkably little evidence to support 
the changes it is making. (Paragraph 34) 
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Staff reducations 

8. Given the school funding problems encountered in the spring of 2003, the risk to the 
Government of an ill-prepared or poorly-managed move to central funding could be 
profound. (Paragraph 45) 

9. We accept the principle of the Gershon review’s proposals to increase efficiency in 
public services and to redistribute resources to the front line. (Paragraph 46) 

10. In order for us to understand fully what is being proposed, the Department should 
make public both the detailed reasoning behind the headline 31% staff reduction and 
a comprehensive assessment of the risks in making that reduction and the ways in 
which they are to be managed. In particular, the Committee needs to have evidence 
that schools’ funding will in future be overseen effectively without a large new 
bureaucracy.  (Paragraph 47) 

Financial management capabilities of the DfES 

11. In the case of ILAs, the objective of expanding training was given such a high priority 
that the caution normally associated with Government policy implementation was 
completely overlooked.  With schools’ funding, although we may never have a clear 
picture of the extent of the problems, one difficulty was the way in which the 
settlement for 2003–04 was presented by Ministers, leading all schools to expect large 
sums of extra disposable income which in many cases did not materialise. The 
lessons here for the Department are clear: always have a rigorous risk assessment, 
and do not oversell a policy particularly where, as with schools’ funding, accurate 
forecasts of the outcome are not available. (Paragraph 56) 

12. Virtually the whole of the public sector will be in transition over the next five years as 
the Gershon proposals are implemented, and the Government will no doubt argue 
that the DfES along with other organisations has to contribute to the success of those 
changes. At the same time the DfES will be implementing the wide-ranging policy 
changes that we have discussed in this report across all schools and all children’s 
services. We have identified financial management and project management 
problems that have occurred within the Department, and it clearly needs to address 
its methods of working in order to limit the possibility of similar problems in the 
future. 

Further education 

13. It makes no sense that a student undertaking a course at a Further Education college 
should, other things being equal, be less well funded than a student taking the same 
course at a local school. The Secretary of State appears to recognise that truth, but 
progress towards equal funding is painfully slow. Greater urgency is needed. Further 
Education colleges should not be seen as a means of providing education on the 
cheap. (Paragraph 73) 
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Formal minutes 

Wednesday 15 December 2004 

Members present: 
Mr Barry Sheerman, in the Chair 

Valerie Davey 
Paul Holmes 

 Nick Gibb 
Mr Andrew Turner 

The Committee deliberated. 

Draft Report (Public Expenditure on Education and Skills), proposed by the Chairman, 
brought up and read. 

Ordered, That the Chairman’s draft Report be read a second time, paragraph by paragraph. 

Paragraphs 1 to 73 read and agreed to. 

Summary agreed to. 

Resolved, That the Report be the First Report of the Committee to the House. 

Ordered, That the Chairman do make the Report to the House. 

Ordered, That the provisions of Standing Order No. 134 (Select committees (reports)) be 
applied to the Report. 

Several papers were ordered to be appended to the Minutes of Evidence. 

Ordered, That the Appendices to the Minutes of Evidence taken before the Committee be 
reported to the House. 

 
 [Adjourned until Monday 20 December 2004 at 3.30 pm 
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Oral evidence

Taken before the Education and Skills Committee

on Wednesday 16 June 2004

Members present:

Mr Barry Sheerman, in the Chair

Mr David Chaytor Paul Holmes
Valerie Davey Jonathan Shaw
JeV Ennis Mr Andrew Turner
Mr Nick Gibb

Witnesses: Mr David Normington, Permanent Secretary and Mr Stephen Kershaw, Director of Finance,
Department for Education and Skills, examined.

Q1 Chairman: Can I welcome David Normington money and each course costing on average £44,000.
and Stephen Kershaw to the proceedings of the That does sound a bit like Individual Learning
Committee. David, of course, is Permanent Accounts, does it not?
Secretary to the Department and Stephen the Mr Normington: It is nothing like Individual
Director of Finance. I am sure that the radio this Learning Accounts, in the sense that Individual
morning did not reflect the views of either David LearningAccounts was about the public purse being
Normington or Stephen Kershaw when they said defrauded. That is not the case in this case. It is
they were coming in for their annual grilling! I know also the case that the plug has been pulled on
that the Department regards these sessions with the e-Universities relatively quickly. As soon as
Committee with total pleasure and anticipation. HEFCEE, who is of course managing this, saw that
Indeed, I have heard suggestions that you would like it was not succeeding, they have pulled the plug on
to come three or four times a year! it, but it is not a particularly good story. At the risk
Mr Normington: I am at your disposal, of course. of sounding complacent, if you are trying to do a lot

of things and spending £60 billion of public money,
Q2 Chairman: But it is a pleasure to have you here. 30 billion ours and 30 billion through local
David, would you like to say anything in terms of authorities, I think there will be some problems. I
introductory remarks, or do you want to get straight cannot guarantee that there will not be problems in
into the questioning? You can have it either way. that last ray of spending, but I am not pleased about
Mr Normington: I think we should get into the any of them and this one is one that is on the agenda
questioning really. I am just reflecting that we are in at the moment.
a rather diVerent position from when I was here last
year when we talked all the time about school
funding. I guess you will want to come back to that,

Q4 Chairman: But you remember when we did ourbut we have in this year managed to stabilise that
inquiry into Individual Learning Accounts. It wasposition and I have got quite a lot of other things
not just about the defrauding of the programme;underway, including improving performance, and
indeed, we were promised by you and otherwe are beginning a major restructuring of the
ministers that money was going to be retrieved andDepartment absorbing new functions on children
people were going to go to prison. We have not seenand young people, so it has been a very busy year.
any sign the last time I pushed the present Minister
on this of any money coming back or anyone inQ3 Chairman: Thank you for that. One of the things
prison. Our report was really about the competencethat does worry us as a committee when we look at
of the Department in a ranging programme,the overall performance of the Department is what
especially a public/private partnership programme;one of our members, one of our team has described
it was not just about the defrauding, was it?as “Groundhog Day”. I know that is an American
Mr Normington: No, that is true. It was about theexpression, but I think everyone now knows what it
competence of the Department, and we put ourmeans: the feeling that we have done this before and
hands up and said there were lots of things we didthe Department is going to do it again. We will be
wrong. We are still pursuing it, by the way. I recallcoming to Individual LearningAccounts a little later
that there were just about 100 people charged, 108in our questioning in some detail, but we now have
providers still being investigated and 193, I think,the e-University that seems to have run into severe
something like that, charged and some people founddiYculties again at considerable expense to the
guilty. I can provide you with those figures in detailtaxpayer. I think one estimation was: here is the
if you want, but it is a very prolonged process ofuniversity, it has only ever got a very small number
prosecution, which is very frustrating, neverthelessof students, it seems to have limped on for such long

time, a considerable amount of the tax payers’ that is being pursued.We have not given up on it.We
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are not recovering large amounts of money; that is Q9 Chairman: It is giving us a bit of concern.We are
going to be looking at the commitment to cut thetrue. We are recovering some, but it is small

amounts. Department, or the staV, by a third, and we have
seen the recent articles in the newspapers on this, but
some of us wonder: here is the Department with this

Q5 Chairman: But the e-University commenced ambitious target to cut by a third, but, of course, you
when? have all sorts of ways of transferring activity
Mr Normington: It was announced in 2000. It was a elsewhere, do you not. If you go through the
three-year commitment commencing in 2001 for a acronyms, you have HEFCE, which is a way of
three-year period. Money was committed over that delivering departmental programmes, you have
three-year period, and it was money for something Ofsted. Ofsted is nowwhat? Howmany people work
that was quite risky. It was something which we did in Ofsted?
not think would get oV the ground without Mr Normington: I think it is about two, two and a
Government investing money; it was an attempt to half thousand. I think it is of that number.
help the universities market on-line their degrees to
overseas students; and it was quite a risky business; Q10 Chairman: I think the last time they were goingand it did not work. I think we know that now, but, over the three thousand?of course, when we embarked on it, we did not know Mr Normington: They have taken on a lot of thethat it would not work. It was a genuine attempt to children’s responsibilities. That may have pushedimprove the competitiveness of UKuniversities and, them above, but I thought it was two to two and auntil you get to the point where you have tried to half.prove the concept and see whether it is working, you
do not knowwhether it is going to work. At the two-

Q11 Chairman: But substantial: over half the size ofyear point, when this review was held at HEFCE’S
your Department?instigation, it began to be clear that those targets
Mr Normington: Yes.were not going to be hit and that the concept was not

going to get oV the ground.
Q12 Chairman: Then we have ALI, the Adult
Learning Inspectorate?

Q6 Chairman: But it ran its full three years, even Mr Normington: Yes.
though very few people were signing up for the
courses. Your thoughts? As you started your answer Q13 Chairman: We have the QCA, we have the
you said you pulled the plug on it only after three Learning and Skills Council. I have to say, on the
years, and, if you take a comparison, it seemed to bus in I was noting a few of the acronyms: QCA,
arrive in the whole enthusiasm, the bubble for on- NAA, the LSC, Ofsted, HEFCE, the TTA, the ALI.
line courses and on-line businesses. They very We could add to them. No-one is going to be fooled
quickly went to the wall, did they not? If they were if all you are doing all the time is saying, “Look, we
not successful in the commercial world, shareholders have got less people over in the headquarters, but
lost their money, but it happened quite quickly. This everybody knows that they are scattered in diVerent
seems to be a very prolonged agony over three years? departments.” That is going to fool no-one, is it? Is
Mr Normington: I know you are going to have that what is going to happen?
Howard Newby here and you will get a more Mr Normington: No, because we are bearing down
detailed account of this. on the budgets, the administration budgets of those

bodies as well, and to be absolutely clear, there will
be some marginal adjustments between the work ofQ7 Chairman:We will be?
the Department and its bodies. There is someMr Normington: My understanding is that in the
overlap now.Wehave been quite actively shadowingfirst two years it was necessary to build the IT
the Learning and Skills Council and we will stopplatform, and that was where the investment had to
doing that to that degree because they are now abe made. It was always the case that the target of
body that has been in place for a number of years,5,000 courses was going to be met in the third year,
but we are looking for 15% reductions in theonce the IT platform was in place, so we did not
administration costs of all those bodies taken as aknow until the third year whether it was actually
whole. So they will not be able to increase their staVgoing to take oV, and the return on the public
to compensate for our reductions because this isinvestment was going to be subsequent to that. It
about trying to reduce the overall overhead whichwas the case that this was up-front public investment
we and all those bodies represent on the system. Ito build the infrastructure to make this possible, so
think that is an important thing to do.we did not know until the third year that the concept
Chairman: Right. I think we have limbered up withwas not going to work.
a couple of easy questions, so we will now get started
on the serious stuV from school funding. I think
Andrew wanted to start?Q8 Chairman: Why did it not come out of the

Department direct rather than HEFCE?
Mr Normington: Because HEFCE is our vehicle for Q14 Mr Turner: May I follow up on the question
funding universities. We do not fund universities you have asked about the e-University? It has
directly from the Department, we do it through an nothing to do with the EU, I understand! Could you

just tell us: when was the decision taken to invest thisarm’s length body.
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money in constructing the platform?Was a business lot of work done at that time, including on what the
delivery model might be. However, what was beingplan preparedwhich saw a return on that investment

over whatever period of time? particularly looked at there was the nature of the
problem we were trying to solve and the outcomesMr Normington: I believe so, yes, but the sequence

of events is that the Government decided that it we were trying to achieve and what seemed like the
best approach to delivering it; but, of course, thewanted to develop the e-Universities idea in, I

understand, 2000, and I think it was announced by business plan, the detailed business plan, had to
follow from that.David Blunkett. It then asked the Higher Education

Funding Council to set up the vehicle to make that
possible. It was done through a private company

Q20 Mr Turner: So it was actually the Departmentwhich was set up to run it, and that company did, I
that advised ministers that this was a reasonableunderstand, have a proper business plan which
aspiration to spend public money?showed how it would get the returns on the public
Mr Normington: The Department with the Fundinginvestment that was being made. Forgive me, this is
Council advised ministers, yes.quite properly being done at arm’s length from me,

so I know that much but I do not know all the details
because the responsibility in terms of ensuring the Q21 Mr Turner: Thank you very much. We can see
funding is properly used was with the Higher the result for ourselves. Moving on to schools’
Education Funding Council. I am not trying to push funding, could you remind us, please, of the
it oV, but that is a fact. milestones which led up to what was called the

funding crisis last year when, for instance, the
ODPM made its decision about changing fundingQ15 Mr Turner: No, I realise that, but when the
for local authorities, when ministers made theChairman says the shareholders lost their money in
decision about passporting, when ministers maderespect of some other IT companies, what we are
decisions about the standards, and how thosesaying is the taxpayer lost his money?
milestones have moved, where they have moved,Mr Normington: Yes.
with the result that there has not been a funding
crisis this year?Q16 Mr Turner: By which date was it anticipated
Mr Normington: I am not going to get all the datesthat he would get a return on his investment?
right. What we have been trying to do this year,Mr Normington: It was a three-year commitment of
compared with the previous year, is to bring all thepublic money, the money committed over three
decisions forward by about two months, if possible,years ending this spring, with the expectation that
and 29 October last year was the point at which wethe main return would come after that—in other
were able to provide most of the detail about thewords, that would be the public investment which
education budgets for 2004–05, albeit that was thenwould ensure that the concept was in eVect and
followed by the local government settlement someproved and the thing was working—and there was
weeks later, but the whole process was broughtan assumption that this would be so attractive (and
forward by six to eight weeks.this was in the business plan) that the private sector

would want to invest in it.

Q22Mr Turner: So every school should have known
Q17 Mr Turner: But the private company, which I its full funding allocation by 31 March this year?
assume was not a real private company, it was a Mr Normington: If the local authorities had made
private company funded entirely by government? that possible, yes, but it is in the hands of the local
Mr Normington: It was at that stage, yes. authority then to set the local budgets and to

allocate the money, albeit within quite a tight
Q18 Mr Turner: HEFCE was told by the framework which we had set, which included floors
Government what product it had to produce before and ceilings.
drawing up a business plan which concluded there
was a market for that product; is that correct?

Q23 Mr Turner: Do you know how many schools’Mr Normington: I guess, in sequential terms, that
did have that knowledge?was true. There would be quite a lot of debate going
Mr Normington: No, I do not, but a lot more thanon about what precisely the nature of the investment
the previous year when they went on not knowingwas, but, yes.
about it until well into July.

Q19 Mr Turner: But that is absolutely bonkers. No
sensible private company, surely, would start by Q24 Mr Turner: Finally on this subject of schools

funding, do you think there is a causal link betweendeciding what product it wants to use and spending
a huge amount of money and only then trying to the amount of money that is spent and, for example,

the GCSE results?work out whether its business plan can sell that
product, whether there is a market for that product? Chairman: Andrew, I am sorry, will you hold that

question to David Normington. That is a sectionMr Normington: I would have to go back to the
events of 2000. There was quite a lot of work done which we will be covering. I really think it pre-empts

other people’s opportunity of questioning. Couldto develop the idea before it was decided to go ahead
with it. Of course, it was not just decided it was a nice you stay on school funding per se?

Mr Turner: In that case I have finished.idea andwewould invest 60million in it. Therewas a
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Q25 Jonathan Shaw: The Government has Mr Normington: Yes. I mean, we worry about that,
introduced a sustainability fund, a transitional of course. The equivalent . . . I have just talked
grant— about two and a half thousand schools having
Mr Normington: Yes. deficits. Of course, just over 20,000 schools had a

surplus and it adds up in aggregate to about a billion
pounds. Quite a lot of that is capital money whichQ26 Jonathan Shaw:—to ensure that school deficits
they have accumulated for a building project whichare cleared by 2006. Why 2006?What is the thinking
they are waiting to start or which is spread over abehind that?
period, but quite a lot of it is not. It depends, but youMr Normington: Simply that we do not think it is
do hear of head teachers saying, “I am saving it forgoing to be possible for every school deficit to be
a rainy day”. Actually one wants them actively to bewiped out in one year. This is about trying to do it
using their resources for the benefit of the school andover a two-year period and to provide the
wants to leave them with that decision, but one doestransitional support over that two-year period. I do
not want them building up big bank accountsnot know the precise number of schools with deficits
against some future problem.at this moment, but the last information we had,

which was at the point before they entered this
problem, ie the end of March 2003, about two and a

Q31 Jonathan Shaw: You said in your openinghalf thousand schools had deficits.
remarks that you were trying to do a lot of things?
Mr Normington: Yes.

Q27 Jonathan Shaw: Could some head teachers be
forgiven for being rather irritated that some schools
are getting bailed out when they have managed their Q32 Jonathan Shaw: And some things perhaps do
budgets suYciently? You might have two schools not always go right. From what you have just
with a very similar catchment, the same numbers, et described, in a fair judgment, do you think this is the
cetera: head teacher A has managed his budget well, best use of public money? On the one hand you have
head teacher B, it is questionable whether they have got schools that are not managing their budgets,
managed the budget well and a set of similar giving themmoney, even rewarding them, you could
circumstances? say; on the other hand you have got a billion pounds
Mr Normington: Yes. Of course it can be very built up. Is this one of the things that the
irritating indeed to a school that has managed its Department cannot manage? Is it too diYcult? It is
budget well to find that happening, and that is why one of the core issues?
in the £120 million transitional relief we are Mr Normington: It is one of the core issues. I think
providing we are making it a condition that those we are trying to ensure that schools . . . It is a highly
schools with deficits have to have a plan for sorting devolved system. There are 25,000 budget holders
them out. Yes, it looks like a reward, but it comes out there. We are trying to ensure, with a lot ofwith strings attached about what you have to do to

support, that they get better and better at managingget yourself back into financial stability.
that budget. I think if we want them to be confident
about managing those budgets and not having large

Q28 Jonathan Shaw:What happens if in a few years’ reserves built up, we have to give them more
time those schools are in exactly the same position? certainty and stability in those budgets so that they
Will there be another £120 million? have confidence to spend the money, so they do not
Mr Normington: I sincerely hope not. It will depend fear that next year it is going to be a problem. We
why they are in deficit, of course. Sometimes it is a have admitted that we got it wrong last year, and we
short-term issue—they are not all incompetent—but were taken to task in your Committee’s own report
at the moment, in the present system, it is the local for it, so we are putting our hands up and saying we
authority’s responsibility where a school is in deficit got it wrong, but other people in the system got it
to discuss with that school and to make sure that wrong too. I think that our responsibility is toaction is taken to handle it. If you look at the provide a stable framework. If we could move to apattern—I was looking at the pattern of numbers of

three-year budget for schools, and that is a big “if”,schools with deficits over recent years—it has gone
but if we could do that and give them that certainty,up and down around the figure 2,000. So it is
I think I could say to a school, “Why have you gotsometimes 1,800, it is sometimes two and a half
a reserve built up? What is your three-year plan forthousand. It is in that range.
making sure you are using those resources
eVectively?” If you are doing it on year to year basis

Q29 Chairman:What is that as a percentage? you will always feel on the edge, and I think many
Mr Normington: I suppose it is about 10%. Two and schools do feel that.
a half thousand would be about 10%.

Q33 Valerie Davey: If I can follow straight on fromQ30 Jonathan Shaw: What about the other end of
that: it has taken a good while to build up thethe scalewhere we have got schools building up large
confidence of heads that there is going to be a yearreserves? Have you any feelings about that?Why are
on year increase in school budgets; it is not going tothey doing that? Why are they not spending it on the
be cut back suddenly?children at the school? Is it because they are worried

about future stability? Mr Normington: Yes.
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Q34 Valerie Davey: Having established that, Mr Normington: I do not know whether they
would . . . I hope they would not have beenhowever, if we are going to project forward,

although the budgets will be increased, they will not alarmed. I do not suppose so many of them read it,
but that article is about what we are doing to thebe increased at perhaps the same percentage in

future years. Is that dialogue being entered into with Department, it is not about the reduction in funding
streams. Part of the reform of theDepartment is thatschool head teachers?

Mr Normington: We are having a dialogue with we do not represent as much of an overhead and
burden on the system and that the system is givenrepresentatives of all those involved in funding,

including local authorities, about 2005–06. We have more freedom to achieve its outcomes. I think they
will get that from that message, from that article,not yet talked about 2006–07, 2007–08, partly

because the Government has not yet taken any and I hope they will be very pleased with it. I think
the Secondary Heads Association’s Generaldecisions about the system it is going to use for

providing security to schools in schools funding at Secretary, in a gentle way, says, “That looks like
good news for us”, but they know it is comingthat point, and partly because it is related to the

spending review. One thing we learnt from our because it is something we have been talking with
them about.problems last year was that we needed to be talking

much more to school representatives of head
teachers and local authorities about the details of Q38 Chairman:When you reflect on what happened
this. That is what your report said and that is what the year before last, you said that you got it wrong.
we have been doing, but it is not yet about 2006–07 In a sense it was worse than that, was it not, because
and 2007–08. you blamed other people, you blamed local

authorities, and that was very damaging. Your job,
Q35 Valerie Davey: So is that core funding, that in a sense, is maintaining a good relationship with
absolute basic funding which we are talking about, the departments that deliver education in this
the totality of budgets and LEA budgets, of course, country, and it did not do anyone any good when
with the additional local factors there, but I think I you in a sense falsely claimed that it was all their
would have been a bit concerned if I had read fault, not yours.Was there ever any kind of attempt,
yesterday’s article in The Guardian about the not to say sorry, but to apologise in some form, and
complete taking out of the Standards and what are you doing about building relationships that
EVectiveness Unit. I know they have been were very damaged at that time?
anticipating that, but how did they know that those Mr Normington:We have said sorry. Charles Clarke
additional funds for very special projects were going has said sorry, and we have said sorry to them and I
to go completely? have said it from public platforms. I know that this
Mr Normington: No, it is really important . . . This sounds as if it is trading words, but we did not think
headline: “The Standards and EVectiveness Unit is we were setting out to blame local authorities in that
going”, needs some explanation. This is simply a re- way. We were trying to make a point, which is true,
organisation in the Department. There will continue which is that we share responsibility and we need
to be a unit focused on primary and secondary everybody in the system to be working to make sure
standards, which is the core job of the Standards and that the local funding system works, and we were
EVectiveness Unit. The standards fund, which has trying to get local authorities to share that. They
been administered by that unit and others, will be certainly interpreted it as us trying to shift the blame.
retained. I think it is about £2.9 billion at the It does not matter what we think, that is what they
moment, and it will be retained. In fact, one of the thought, and that damaged relations, it damaged
things we had to do last year was to stop the plan to relations with secondary heads. What is so
move more of the standards fund into the local frustrating about this, as you know, is that at this
authority settlement in order to stabilise funding, so point we had made lots of progress in building a
that is still retained, but over time we need to move shared sense of endeavour with secondary head
to fewer and fewer school budgets so that the money teachers. We had probably got as far as I thought it
is not tied to lots of small things. We are trying to was possible to get at that point and it was all set
work to a positionwhere there will be, I guess, a local back by the school funding problems and we had to
authority settlement, and central funding comes in start rebuilding those relationships.
the smallest number of streams with an emphasis on
the outcomes you want from that and not on the

Q39 Chairman: It is a strange situation. Here is aprocesses and plans you need to put in place to
government that is pouring money into educationachieve it.
and youmanage, in themidst of these days of plenty,
to get it wrong in terms of your relationship and also

Q36 Valerie Davey: I am sure head teachers will be get it wrong in terms of the funding. The fact is you
delighted to hear the last part of your answer— have put in a report, you said you have put a sticking
Mr Normington: I hope so. plaster over it for a couple of years, but you may—

and this is coming back to my reference to
“GroundhogDay”—youmay be in exactly the sameQ37 Valerie Davey:—that we are not going to be

bidding, bidding, bidding; but if I had gone to a head position very shortly, because according to our
inquiry you have not sorted the basic problem. Thatteacher yesterday with this article, would they have

been able to explain that, or would they have been as is true, is it not? You have put a sticking plaster over
it for two years?alarmed as I was?
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Mr Normington: It is an interim solution, and until you do not bring back all those highly qualified
journalists for nothing—and they will be there likewe get certainty about what the long-term position

is, it will feel like an interim solution. Two things are locusts waiting to see if you have got the answer
that year?better though: one is that we know quite a lot more

than we did about the detailed position, and, Mr Normington: They will. They are very interested
in this, yes.We exist in that world and, first of all, wesecondly, you could continue with this arrangement

that we have. The arrangement we have put in place have to try to minimise the individual cases which
provide the story and often are the things that thenwhich guarantees an increase to every school is away

of providing security to schools, and you could roll cause the story to run away, but, secondly, we need
to provide some long-term stability on these bigthat forward—you could do—but until we are clear

what the long-term position is, there will be a feeling policy issues.
that this is a two-year sticking plaster. It is a bit
better than a sticking plaster, because it has Q44 Mr Turner: Do you really think that long-term
stabilised the position and ensured that schools are stability can be the Government?
getting an increase and that is in a sense the answer Mr Normington: I think it is very diYcult in a system
to the question. There is a lot of money going into which is . . . You must not read anything into this
the system. This approach we have adopted ensures comment—it is neither a plus nor a minus—but in a
that they do know that and they do see it, albeit that systemwhere it is a combination of national funding
they have lots of demands to put against that. and local funding, both of which depend on national

and local government’s willingness to fund, to put
Q40 Chairman: There is still the feeling, even with resources in so at local level it will depend on
new arrangements, even in terms of your longer term whether local authorities are able to put up the
objectives, that you would really like to cut the council tax in order to fund their share of this, it is
LEAs, the local authorities, out of the whole thing very diYcult in that kind of system to provide
and directly fund it. Is that not your real ambition? stability. On the other hand, if you are a school you
Mr Normington: That is something that the do not really understand that.What you really want,
Government will no doubt decide in due course. I do you are trying to run your school and you have a
not think I ought to say yes or no to that question. longer time horizon than a one-year horizon. So I
There is a debate going on about the future role of think we must all try to provide that stability even
local authorities and the future funding system, but though I think it would be very diYcult.
no decisions have been taken yet.

Q45 Chairman: The reason I ask is because it
Q41 Chairman: You will be giving advice to your sounded to me as though you were accepting the
Minister on that, will you not? sticking plaster because you could see long-term
Mr Normington: Of course. stability being achieved, but now you are telling us it

would be diYcult to achieve?
Mr Normington: Yes, but the Prime Minister hasQ42 Chairman:Would you like to cut out the local
said publicly that he would like to see a move toauthorities? Would it be much more convenient in
three-year budgets—that is what he said to theyour trimmed down department if you took all that
National Association of Head Teachers a few weeksresponsibility yourself?
ago—and I am saying that will be very diYcult toMr Normington: I am not . . . I think it would be
achieve but that is what we are working towards.wrong of me to give my personal view to this
Chairman: We would like to move now to schoolsCommittee. I will be discussing that with the
funding, particularly focusing on teaching numbers.Secretary of State. All I would say is that we have
JeV Ennis.lots of models around. We have a model where we

had a funding agency for schools which did fund
about a thousand schools by 1997 directly. There are Q46 JeVEnnis: If I could, prior to coming on to that,
those models around, but, as I said to this ask a question supplementary to the point we have
Committee before, you do need to have some local just been pursuing about the billion pounds that is
moderation of a national system, and these are big consumed in school budgets at the present time.
decisions which are for the Government to take, not David, you have already acknowledged that a fair
for me. chunk of that is being kept by head teachers for

future capital projects, but there is also a fair chunk
that is being kept for a rainy day by certain schools.Q43 Chairman: But you know how the media works

in these things, Permanent Secretary.You know that Do you foresee the fact that we are going, hopefully,
to a three-year budgetary span will that reduce thein a year’s time what happens at A level and GCSE

time will happen. You know, the BBC and all amount of that billion pounds that has been put
away for a rainy day, and should that be ruled out inthe media, all those people, the education

correspondents, all are brought back from their the amount that continues at the present time? Do
you foresee that happening?holidays—they are not allowed to go on holiday at

that time—and you know they will be back to this Mr Normington: If we can get to three-year budgets
or something that provides that kind of stability,time because they will find a story on the next wave

of how you fund schools. Yes? That is exactly what then I would expect it to be possible for schools to be
more confident about using their surpluses. That ishappens at A level and GCSE. They all come back

because they all know there are going to be stories— what our aimwould be. I thinkwe need to encourage
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them to do that, because that is money that is sitting last year was that some notices were being given
which were then not implemented. So it is verythere unused and it is public money for education.

Equally, I think we have to give them some diYcult to get an accurate figure here, and
compulsory redundancies are very rare indeed.discretion to decide what to do over a period.

Q47 JeV Ennis: But we are conveying that message Q52 JeV Ennis: Absolutely. So that is why it should
to head teachers? not be too diYcult to get the figure?
Mr Normington: We are conveying that message Mr Normington: I should think the answer would bevery strongly. Of course, in last year’s problem we almost none, but that does not tell you whether thereencouraged local authorities to try to use some of was a shake out of people, does it, because somethose surpluses to help the problems. people go every year for various reasons, some

voluntarily?
Q48JeVEnnis:Focusing on last year’s problem, first
of all, in terms of the problems it created for

Q53 JeV Ennis:What about compulsory?personnel issues with schools, we have been given a
variety of figures just exactly how many teachers Mr Normington: There would be none, almost none.
were lost within the system. The University of
Liverpool said that although we had a net loss of just

Q54 JeV Ennis:What information do we have aboutover 4,500 jobs in the private sector we had a small
the distribution of new teaching posts? Are theygain of 20 jobs in the secondary schools sector. Are
evenly distributed across the country, or does itthose figures accurate?
depend on the circumstances of individual schoolsMr Normington: The figures I have, which are based
or LEAs?on a January account of the number of teachers in
Mr Normington: I would have to come back to youschools, is that in January, 2004, compared with
on that.1 It is certainly the case that setting aside theJanuary 2003 there were just over 4,000 extra
one-year funding problem that there are some placesteachers in schools and 16,000, just over 16,000,
where there is significant growth in rolls and someextra teaching assistants in schools compared with
places where there are significant falls. The mostthe previous year. There are some diVerences
extreme cases are the North East, where school rollsbetween diVerent parts of the country. Generally
are falling quite sharply, and London and the Souththere were increases everywhere, but it was largely
East where they are growing quite fast. Theseflat in the North East and the West Midlands. We
aggregate figures, of course, do mask this problemare doing further analysis of that to see what the
that we have, that there are quite a lot of jobs in somelocal authority position is: because if it is true thatwe
places and the market is static in others. We do havehad problems last year, and we seemed to have, it
that picture, but I would have to come back with themay be that in particular places it shows up as a fall.
details if you wanted it.Can I say one other thing? We have this issue
Mr Kershaw: One way of answering that question isunderlined—this is why it is so diYcult to get to—we
through vacancy rates. We do know from last year’shave this issue of falling primary school rolls, and
figures that vacancy rates fell pretty much across theindeed from next year, falling secondary schools
board and fell more sharply in places like London,rolls, and that is causing some reduction in primary
where, as the Permanent Secretary says, the demandteacher numbers potentially, although it is not
for new teachers is biggest because the population isshowing up in the figures very much yet.
still growing, but actually the gap between the
number of teachers—Q49 JeVEnnis: So at some point in the future wewill

have the figures?
Mr Normington:Wewill have a better figure, but the Q55 JeV Ennis: The reduction in vacancy rates,
figure that we have is that schools in this last year would that be across all areas?
have employed 20,000 extra staV. Mr Kershaw: It will vary between subjects. I thinkwe

all recognise there are particular challenges, for
Q50 JeV Ennis: Do we have a figure on the number example, in maths and science teachers, but broadly,
of compulsory redundancies that were made last and it is an average in that sense, numbers are falling,
year? vacancy rates are falling, across the piece and most
Mr Normington: No, we have tried to get that sharply in the areas where the demand is greatest.
answer and I am afraid we just do not have it. We do We thought that was rather encouraging.
not collect that as a matter of course and I do not
have it.

Q56 JeV Ennis: Going back to the hypothetical
example that Jonathan quoted where you have got aQ51 JeV Ennis: Do you think we ought to collect it
school with a similar social mix and a similar pupilin future?
numbers, has the operation of the fundingMr Normington: I would have liked in the last year
mechanism meant that a school in one area canto have had a better handle on what was happening.
recruit more staV while a similar school in anotherWe tried to get a better handle on what was
area has had to reduce?happening using local authorities and they were

never sure what was happening right up until the
moment. In fact what was happening in the summer 1 Ev 22
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Mr Normington: Do you mean in one area? Q60 Paul Holmes:Why not equally then include all
the class time the PGCE trainees spend in schools,
which is a significant part of course?Why not roll all
those up and say, “We have got lots of extra teachers

Q57 JeV Ennis: From one LEA to another with a there as well”?
similar social mix, similar pupil numbers? Chairman: Very tempting.
Mr Normington: If I say, no, you will almost
certainly give me an example of a case where this is
happening. I cannot be sure that will not be Q61 Paul Holmes: I am sure it is comment!
happening. Overall the allocation mechanism was Mr Normington: Because they are not on the

strength of the school, these are trainees on thedesigned to move resources out of the south-east in
strength of the college. These are just definitionbroad terms, but there are quite significant historic
issues about where you count them. The traineesdisparities between the funding of education in
that you are referring to are in the schools, properlyneighbouring local authorities, whichmeans that the
involved in the schools, and so on. The PGCEresources that local authorities have from place to
students are there for some of the time but they comeplace do diVer quite a bit and you get schools on
and go, and, in fact, they will usually do two schoolseither side of the local authority boundarywhich can
in the course of the year, so they are not really on thebe funded quite diVerently. So it is possible, though
strength of the school; and usually the graduateif you are putting a floor in in terms of the increase
trainees are going to become qualified teachers ineach school is to get, every school should be getting
that school—not always but usually they will be—that increase. So in terms of the increase this year,
and they will be experienced often in their subjects,every school should be getting it, but it is from a
they will bring in experience from business ordiVerent base in each case.
industry. So they are more experienced people,
albeit they are not experienced teachers. There is
no . . . I do not want to mislead about this. Those

Q58 JeV Ennis: Is the funding of individual schools figures are on the record.
fairer now since 1997 and is it as fair as it should be?
Mr Normington: We try. In the reallocation, in the

Q62 Paul Holmes: So one amount of time for traineenew formula that was introduced, the one that was
teachers does not count, but one amount of time forthe basis of all the problems, that did attempt to
trainee teachers does count?provide a fairer system for allocating resources in
Mr Normington: The graduate training programmeterms of pupil numbers and need, and I believe that
teachers are included in the figures because they arewas a fairer formula. What has happened is that by
in the schools, the PGCE students are not. That isputting in floors and ceiling, as you well know, we
a fact.have slowed down the impact of that. So the impact

of that is going to be introduced over a much longer
period. It will happen, but putting in floors and Q63 Chairman: Can you take us through—
ceiling means that you do not have the sharp shifts Mr Normington:That is all on the record; it is just all
immediately. So it is fairer but it is going to take on the record.
time.

Q64 Chairman: Could you take us through the
planning. How does the Department work? We are

Q59 Paul Holmes: One quick question on teacher told that you are probably going to get rid of 20,000
numbers. Last year there were these big arguments, teachers in primary education by 2010 because of
which JeV has already referred to, with some surveys falling school rolls—that is the figure we have from
suggesting there were big losses of teachers, but the Liverpool University but everyone in the sector
Government has come out with figures saying that in believes there is going to be a very sharp drop:
fact there was a net increase of 4,200 teachers. Part because of the demographics there is going to be far
of that 4,200, nearly half of them, 1,800 people are less need for primary school teachers. If that is
trainee teachers, they are trained for qualified true—do tell us if you do not think it is true—how
teacher status through an employment route. Is that does the Department plan for that change?
not fiddling the figures when we do not include those Mr Normington: I would have to check on the
who doPGCEs as teachers, we do not include people precise figure, but obviously falling school rolls
doing BA and task teachers, why include trainees means that there will be the need for fewer teachers
through a third route as teachers? unless you take a decision that you have smaller class
Mr Normington: I do not think it is fiddling because sizes. There are other options, but that’s a question
those figures are on the record. We announce them. of resource. That debate is going on. It does not
So you can see it. If you want to take 1,800 and automatically follow that you should take the
4,200, fine. They are real people and they are in resources away from primary schools. You could
schools and the graduate training groups, the do, but it does not follow, and that debate is being
graduate teachers programme, does involve them had. In terms of planning for the future, we have
being in the classroom teaching, albeit with support relatively sophisticated means of analysing the
and supervision. So they are real people and they are future need for the teachers and setting the targets

for teacher training accordingly.teaching, but, yes, they are trainees.
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Q65 Chairman: But should you not have been Mr Kershaw: Yes.
planning for this for a long time? On the one hand,
you are training teachers and, as I understand it, you Q67 Chairman:When is that going to be insinuated
are not reducing the numbers of teachers training for into your model, because that is a very big political
primary schools; on the other hand, you do know, decision, is it not?
everyone knows, this is the last year of a high level Mr Normington:At themoment themodel is that we
of population coming through primary. Surely you will not go on reducing class sizes. In a sense the
have a mechanism of saying, “Look, here is a policy. position will be stable from now, but obviously with

the spending review just concluded and us thinkingWe are going to continue training this number of
about the next three years, that is an issue that isteachers and perhaps increasing them.” At the same
being considered and discussed.time it is very important that youmake adjustments,

surely, because otherwise these people are in training
now, or are about to begin their training in teaching Q68 Chairman:What about the feeling in something
and there are not going to be the jobs for them when that we are very aware of in terms of our interest in
they get through? early years, that there is a strong body of opinion out

there that there are not enough qualified teachers inMr Normington: I believe we have adjusted primary
early years, pre-school? This would be surely anteacher training levels.
opportunity to improve the quality of pre-schoolMr Kershaw:May I come in simply on the basis that
trained personnel?I know a little bit about it frommy previous post. As
Mr Normington: It is, and that will be factored intothe Permanent Secretary says, we have rather a
it. I think that the great expansion in under-fives’sophisticated teacher supply model which works
education and childcare does to some extentboth with our analytical services folk in the
counteract the declining primary numbers, becausedepartment and policy colleagues and in the Teacher
we do need more qualified people for under-fives,Training Agency which does indeed plan in some of
and that is an issue now.the judgments about falling teacher numbers as a
Chairman: Let us please move on then. Thank youresult of falling rolls in primary and has done for
for the answers to those questions. Jonathan, yousome years, and that is why the Teacher Training
wanted to do something on the financialAgency has long-term second recruitment targets,
management capability of DfES.although, of course, we modify them as we go along.

The second point, of course, is to count the
Q69 Jonathan Shaw: You said, and I repeat it, youdemographics of the population, the teacher
are trying to do lots of things. We have spokenpopulation, as well. So over time, as we know, a
about the individual learning accounts and thesignificant number of teachers are approaching
e-University. The next public roll-out of targetedretirement age and that, of course, is taken into
money is the Education Maintenance allowance,account in the model as well. So the falling numbers
which I believe runs into its third year aboutyou describe in primary, to some extent
£500 million. What, if any, lessons have you learntdemographic changes will take account of that. The
from ILAs and the universities and the many thingsthird thing is that when one takes the nature of that you do that you can tell the Committee withtraining that we are talking about, of course we are confidence that the Educational Maintenance

not going to ask the Teacher Training Agency to Allowances are pretty secure?
train people for whom there will not be jobs. It is fair Mr Normington: You are right to draw the
to say that over the last few years all the pressure has comparison, and we have been trying very
been to recruit and train more people generally systematically to learn the lessons from Individual
rather than cut them oV, but it is one reason why, if Learning Accounts where that is appropriate and
you look at the figures, over the last two or three moving across to Educational Maintenance
years there has been a distinct shift from the four- Allowances, and we have a very tightly run project
year B Ed which traditionally people have gone on for implementing education maintenance
from to primary school teaching into the PGCE, allowances which I personally have been keeping a
which traditionally has been the main route into close eye on.
secondary teaching, and that has been a very
deliberate shift to take account of that. That is what Q70 Jonathan Shaw: I bet you have. You do not
secondary people want to do, and that was where the want them to blow up on your watch, do you?
main challenge in terms of growing recruitment will Mr Normington: By the way, in a sense that comes
continue to be. So I think it is a bit more planned and from a much better risk assessment in the
a bit more long-term than your question suggests. Department, which says: what are the big risks to us?

And clearly the implementation of a system like this
is a risk involving quite a big IT system as well, and

Q66 Chairman: I am not saying it is not planned. I we have learnt that we need to plan that properly,
am saying the Committee would like to know how that you need to get your sequencing right, that you
you plan. This is one of the things we are seeking to need to work eVectively with your private sector
learn. A key political decision on all that would be at partners much better than we did on ILAs. The issue
what stage inserted into this do youwant to continue of fraud is one that we have been very concerned
training teachers because you want to reduce class about, because in amass payment system of this sort

there is scope for fraud, and we have been analysingsizes? That is crucial, is it not?
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where that may be and trying to put in steps to Q76 Jonathan Shaw: You do a lot of things, you try
to do a lot of things and in trying to do a lot of things,minimise it, with the National Audit OYce, as you

would expect, watching us every step of the way. you underspend quite a lot of money every year.
How much did you underspend on the EMA? DidWill it go well? I hope so, but all I can say is we have

done everything possible to make it go right. you not underspend on the EMA?
Mr Normington: I do not know. The Educational
Maintenance Allowances only roll out nationally

Q71 Jonathan Shaw: Who is your partner? Is there this year.
a partner?
Mr Normington: It is Capita. Q77 Jonathan Shaw: The pilots then. Did you
Chairman: Oh, that is interesting. They are old underspend in the pilots?
friends! Mr Normington: I do not know. I think it is very
Jonathan Shaw: I wonder if anyone else exists. unlikely. There were not huge amounts of money

being spent on the pilots certainly.
Q72 Chairman: Can I have Hansard report that the

Q78 Chairman: Well, Stephen is the FinancialPermanent Secretary is smiling!
Director, so would he know?Mr Normington: They won the contract, of course,
Mr Normington: We would have to look up thatfair and square and they are very, very big in the
detail. We can provide you with it though.2education world.

Q79 Jonathan Shaw: Why do you think it is that
Q73 Jonathan Shaw: Did they give you a every year you underspend? Is it because, in your
presentation on their track-record? own words, you are trying to do a lot of things,
Mr Normington: We are, of course, well aware of perhaps trying to do too many things?
their track record and their plusses and minuses Mr Normington: Well, we do a lot of things. This is
because we have a lot of dealings with them. not meant to be avoiding the question, but I need to

say that we operate increasingly on three-year
budgets and we are trying to manage our resourcesQ74 Jonathan Shaw:There is a great bigminus when
over those three years and it makes no sense to focusit comes to ILA, is there not? Permanent Secretary,
on the artificial point of the end of March each yearI think people reading the transcript and listening to
in terms of the way we manage resource, so what wethese deliberations would be rather taken back, the
are trying to do of course is to have a profile offact that you awarded this to Capita given the
expenditurewhich is sensible to get us as close to thatparallels with ILA. Some people might say you have profile as possible and actually in this year which hasgot the front to put in an application to run this? just finished we will be within about 2% of ourWhat would you say to that? budget which, on a budget of £27 billion, is pretty

Mr Normington: It is really important that we do not good actually, but it still turns out to be
attack Capita in their absence, after all they are a £500 million. If you look at aggregate sums,
highly competent company. They have a number of £500 million really is quite a big underspend, but it
contracts with us. They run the Teachers’ Pension is 2% of the total budget and most organisations
Scheme, for example, and they run it very well, so would be quite proud to be within that range. The
they do have a track record. The IT bit of this is issue is whether that money is lost. No, it is not. It
really not a complicated bit of system design at all, gets profiled over a three-year period and in terms of
it is a simple transaction. They won the tender fair helping with the school budget position, we have
and square and they are very experienced in this actually used some of that projected underspend to
field, but I am, of course, completely clear about the underpin what we are doing to stabilise school
risks we run, and I am sure this Committee will have budgets over the next two years, so that is how we
me back here if it all goes wrong. manage resource over that three years.

Q80 Jonathan Shaw: So you factor that in?Q75 Mr Gibb:What does a company have to do to
Mr Normington: Yes.be blackballed by the DfES? What do you have to

do?
Q81 Jonathan Shaw: You know you are going toMr Normington:You see, you assume that they were
underspend and you can provide a sort of cushion—the main reason that the ILA system collapsed and
Mr Normington: Sometimes.had a problem, that they participated in that, but

they were not the only reason. Indeed your report
Q82 Jonathan Shaw:—in case, with a lot of theshowed that there were all kinds of decisions taken
things you are doing, some of them go belly-up?at the wrong points which sent the programme in the
Mr Normington: Sometimes we anticipate anwrong direction. I do not like to contract with
underspend if we are confident about it. We also inanyone who, I think, puts us at risk and we took the
the Department always try to retain some kind ofjudgment that Capita was not going to put us at risk
contingency reserve against the unexpected and inin theEducationalMaintenanceAllowances.We are
fact it is largely spent now.working very closely with them to try to make sure

that the programme functions properly. A lot of
young people will be wanting this money. 2 Ev 23
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Q83 Jonathan Shaw: Does the Treasury anticipate extra £130 million into the Learning and Skills
Council and that is actually because they have donethat you are going to underspend each year?

Mr Normington: The Treasury gives us end-year a great deal better than either we or they had dared
to hope in terms of participation in learning by post-flexibility in the expectation that we will manage

resources over year ends and we will not fall oV cliVs 16s and actually we want to give them some extra
money to help themmake the most of that andmakeat the end of the year.
sure that colleges have sensible and challenging
budgets over the next three years. That is an exampleQ84 Jonathan Shaw: Those are not normally words
where we have used our end-year flexibility muchwhich you hear associated with the Treasury, giving
more in an intelligent way than perhaps we mightmoney and being flexible.
have done a little while ago, the kind of challengeMr Normington: Well, we all learn, do we not?
you, as a committee, have often set in the last couple
of years, and it makes the very best of the money weQ85Jonathan Shaw:Well, what I wonderedwas that
have got. That is much better than the kind ofwe do know that there are targets to meet and lots of
arbitrary one-year closure sort of debate wherethings to do in order to get money from the
actually what you end up with, I guess the technicalTreasury, so is that not the real reason why you
term, is a “splurging” and actually we do not do thatunderspend every year? Gordon Brown has such a
anymore, but we cross those end-year boundaries tolong list, so he says, “If you want money from me,
make the best of the money we have got.you are going to do all of these things”, so you say,

“All right then, we will do all of those things”, and
you know that you are never going to be able to Q88 Jonathan Shaw: Just for clarification, Mr

Normington, you did say that one problem wascomplete them, so is it not the case that that is why
you underspend? capital in terms of the underspend and then Mr

Kershaw said, “Well, it is only actually a small partMr Normington: I do not think so. There are
certainly cases, and I can cite one which is SureStart, of the picture”, so help us to understand where the

underspend problems emerge. As you rightly said,where when the programme starts out, there is over-
optimism about how quickly it will develop and £500 million is a lot of money and there are plenty of

headteachers and principals of colleges who wouldbuild up and, therefore, you get your profiling
wrong. It is not that you do not get to that target; it is give you a long list as to how you might best spend

that in their institutions. Does it arise from newjust that it is slower to develop than you expect. The
biggest problem always in Whitehall is actually initiatives, new projects? If you sort of have a list of

particular areas or policy which you are trying tomanaging your capital investment because buildings
do not ever go quite as you expected and do not fit implement, would new projects and new initiatives

come up more often for underspend than—neatly into financial years, so you do sometimes get
it wrong. You sometimes do, but I do not think that Mr Normington: Yes. We do not have the end-year

reconciliation, I think, for the underspend for theis because of the number of things we are asked to
do. Sometimes there is an ambition to do things year we have just come out of. If you look at the year

before, about half of the underspends in that yearfaster than is practicable, that sometimes happens.
were in the SureStart and children’s area which is
simply about the speed of the build-up and it isQ86 Jonathan Shaw: Of that £500 million
generally true that new programmes take longer tounderspend, what percentage of that is for planned
get oV the ground and there is over-optimism aboutcapital projects as against revenues?
the profiling of those at the outset and that isMr Kershaw: A relatively small proportion because
particularly so. This is also a factor in underspendwe have got a great deal better at managing our
when it is a highly dispersed programme, so you arecapital underspends in the last couple of years.
very, very dependent on local partnerships and local
programmes getting oV the ground. Therefore, forQ87 Jonathan Shaw: I am sorry, I thought the
two or three years before this one, the SureStartPermanent Secretary said it was only capital.
Programme has been a significant part of ourMr Kershaw: Capital is always one of the, he said, I
underspend, I think.think, most challenging things to do in terms of

managing any kind of budget and, therefore,
managing a potential underspend, but actually it has Q89 Jonathan Shaw: It is a reasonable point for us

to question you on, do you not agree? Earlier on youbeen tightened up quite a lot over the last couple of
years. My understanding is that at the moment we were complaining about headteachers squirreling

awaymoney and theymight say, “Well, don’t talk tohave an underspend on our capital investment of
round about 2.4% whereas, interestingly, the me while you have got £500 million I could deal

with”.Whitehall average, is nearer 8%, so actually the
Department is doing rather well compared with the Mr Normington: It is reasonable and indeed we do

not require the Committee to be an intermediary inWhitehall average. My point really was going to be
that actually in terms of investing our underspend, making that point to us; we get that point a lot.

Therefore, it is a reasonable point to make becauseyou are wrong, I think. It is not just about dealing
with problems or indeed pressures from the we have to be as good as we can be at profiling the

build-up, the expenditure profile of any programme.Treasury, but actually sometimes it is about making
the very best of success. Ministers announced We are getting better at it, but with new programmes

it is always a bit of a guess because you have someyesterday, for example, that they are putting an
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evidence, but you do not know for sure, but that doing in terms of the new relationship with schools
and the single grant for school improvement whichmoney is not lost to the system and the way in which

we have now got the flexibility over three years will go with that, the Permanent Secretary’s remarks
about the SureStart ring-fence and how over timeweenables us, and it has enabled us with school

funding, to transfer some of the underspends to are going to change how that works, those are ways
of actually helping colleagues within theschools. We have got out of the school funding

problems by putting a lot of extra resources in aswell Department to manage bigger clusters of budgets
themselves in a much more intelligent way and doas providing stability and that extra resource largely

comes from underspends, not wholly, but largely. their own yearly reshuZing of money to the top
priorities rather than, as it were, having to hold big
amounts back and saying to theDepartment that weQ90 Jonathan Shaw:Do you say to the Secretary of
will just live with the kind of underspends you willState when he comes in in the morning, “I’ve got a
probably criticise us for. So I think there are somenew idea. What we’re going to do is we’re going to
policy assaults on that problem as well as the classichave SureStart, we’re going to do all of this for
systems within the Department.young children and families in deprived areas and in

three years’ time it is going to look like this”, and do
Q92 Chairman: How many other ring-fencedyou ever say, “Hang on a minute, it won’t probably
programmes are there?look like that because going back year after year we
Mr Normington: The Children’s Fund is ring-fencedhave had this underspend and the reason why is
at the moment, although that is to be eased. I thinkbecause we can’t deliver it in the time that politicians
some of the student support budgets are not quitesay”? Do you say that to him?
ring-fenced, but they eVectively are because they areMr Normington:Yes, but it is not as unsophisticated
sort of demand-led and, therefore, we have to fundas that. I would not dream of suggesting that the
the number of students that come through.Secretary of State was as unsophisticated as that.
Mr Kershaw: And Educational MaintenanceActually SureStart was a prime example of a great
Allowances of course are currently within Annuallydeal of policy work which goes on beforehand.
Managed Expenditure rather than within ourThere is always quite a debate about what the
Delegated Expenditure Limit, so they are in eVectprofiling of a programme should be and, yes, I said
almostmanaged for us by the Treasury on a year-by-to the Secretary of State, “It’s not going to happen”.
year basis and that itself produces small rigidities inI have a Secretary of State who is quite realistic
the system, but we have agreed with the Treasuryabout those issues, by the way.
that that is because it is a very new programme andJonathan Shaw: Yes, I have heard he is a very
it is very demand-led at the moment and over time itcerebral and cultured man!
will come back within our Delegated Expenditure
Limit.

Q91 Chairman: We are talking about the wrong
Secretary of State, are we not, the previous one with

Q93 Chairman: So was the decision made in theSureStart?
Treasury that SureStart would never expand beyondMr Normington: The SureStart Programme is an
the limits which it was given, however successful theinteresting example of a programme which has a
programme has proved to be, that SureStart couldring-fence around it, something which I would like
not go beyond that because the budget was fixed byto remove because I think it does not help us to
the Treasury in the first instance?manage the resources, but nevertheless it has a ring-
Mr Normington: But it was a very significant budgetfence and, therefore, I am not able to transfer the
and in a sense it worked the other way with theresources out of that programme without Treasury
Treasury. They wanted to make sure that thoseapproval and that is because the Treasury wanted to
resources were spent on SureStart and that theyweremake sure that the resources they gave to SureStart
not used for anything else.were in fact devoted to SureStart. I understand that,

but eventually I hope they will have suYcient
confidence in us to enable us to manage those Q94 Chairman: No, but, Permanent Secretary, that

is exactly our point which we brought up last weekresources, as we do the rest, as a total block.
Mr Kershaw: Maybe I can make a point arising out with Margaret Hodge. There has been a decision,

first of all, that this flagship programme, SureStart,of that which is simply to say that there is a natural
caution about how we spend our money and if there which, as everyone says, is absolutely magnificent

and really gets to the early-years stimulation of theis one thing worse than underspending, from the
point of view of this Committee and no doubt the child and so much else, the support of parents and

so much else, and everybody knows that it should bePublic Accounts Committee, it is overspending, so
there is in a way a natural level of underspend. Now, rolled out, but the decision has been made that it is

too expensive to roll out, so we are going to do it onone way of dealing with that, and that has to be as
small as it possibly can because of the reasons you the cheap in other communities. SureStart is not

going to be rolled out beyond its present bounds, ishave given, but actually one way around that is
precisely that we have to reduce the number of it?

Mr Normington: It will be expanded, but at theindividual budgets because if everybody
underspends a little on lots and lots and lots of moment, for instance, if you talk about children’s

centres, it will be focused on the most deprivedbudgets, that is what produces the big numbers
which we are criticised for. Actually what we are wards, but in the Spending Review settlement which
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we have got for the next three years, there is a 17% policy is going and to tell a proper story about what
we are trying to achieve with ourmoney. I think thatincrease in SureStart resources, a big increase, so we

are going to expand and continue to expand is a fair point and we would like to take it away and
reflect on it. We will have to talk to the TreasurySureStart.
about it and those others who are very keen on
telling us how we should present our material toQ95 Chairman: I understood that it was going to be
Parliament. I think you make an interesting point.trialled in a third of the poorest communities. Is

that right?
Mr Normington: I hope we will be able, with the Q101 Mr Chaytor: Can I return to the ILA legacy
resources we have, to have a children’s centre in because in the Public Accounts Committee’s Report
every of the 20% most deprived wards. to the ILA aVair, in criticising the Department’s

risk-assessment procedures, they concluded
Q96 Chairman: Yes, but that is not SureStart. apparently or recommended that your new risk-
Mr Normington: Well, it is part of the SureStart assessment arrangements should reflect best practice
Programme. and that they should be accredited by internal audit,

so are your new risk-assessment arrangements now
Q97 Chairman: Yes, it is part of the SureStart in place, do they reflect best practice and have they
Programme, but the formal SureStart Programme is been accredited by internal audit?
diVerent. Mr Normington: I believe they reflect best practice
Mr Normington: We will not be able to have the and yes, they have been accredited by internal audit,
SureStart Programme everywhere, but the children’s and they go right up to the board level where risk
centres will be the centres for the running of the registers are maintained, so they are maintained at
SureStart Programme and it will be, I hope, by the diVerent levels and the board reviews them on a
end of the Spending Review period, in every of the quarterly basis. Therefore, I think they do reflect
20%most deprived wards providing that full service. best practice and we have taken a lot of advice on
We have ambitions to go further than that, learning them. This is part of a government-wide drive to
the lessons, but not necessarily having everywhere improve risk management and assessment right
the full SureStart oVer. across government. If the next question were, “And

will you always get it right?”, of course not
because—Q98 Chairman: You had the ambition?

Mr Normington: We have ambitions.

Q102 Mr Chaytor: No, my question is a diVerent
Q99 Chairman: You still have? one.
Mr Normington:Yes, but we are still looking at how Mr Normington: Okay, but it is inevitably the case
we might do that. Using school resources, using that you do your very best with risk assessment and
schools more eVectively as extended or community it is the risk which you do not see of course which
schools is a way of doing that. We have lots of knocks you right oV course.
community resource in the system already and we
are just not using it properly, I think.

Q103Mr Chaytor:Well, we will move on to some of
the risks which you might not yet have seen. One ofQ100 Mr Chaytor: Given what you have said about
the other flagship policies which will essentiallythe importance of three-year budgeting and the
involve problems of forecasting demand is the Levelincreasing fluidity between the budgets at the end of
2 entitlement to free tuition for adults who do noteach financial year, is there not an argument for
have a qualification to Level 2. Are you confidentpresenting your accounts in the departmental report
that your new risk-assessment procedures willin a diVerent way because the accounts are presented
accurately forecast the level of demand for take-upin a sort of traditional end-of-financial-year outturn
of Level 2 entitlement, how much is it going to costonly and it is impossible to see how the Department
and how many adults will be eligible to take up theirhas viredmoney between budgets. Now that we have
entitlement of it?got three-year budgeting as the norm, is there not,
Mr Normington: Well, we have not done all thatfor the sake of openness and transparency, a case to
work yet because we are just at the beginning ofhave a diVerent presentation of the accounts so that
making that assessment. We will have to make surewe see each year’s assessments and each year’s
that we have all the things in place which yououtturn and then we can ask questions as to why any
describe and it is on our risk register as one of thevariations take place?
issues which we need to consider. Remember, weMr Kershaw: I think that is a very interesting point.
have not allocated our resources for the three yearsYou will know that we have tried over the years to
to 2007–08 yet and, as we do so, we will be trying topresent the accounts in a way which is most helpful
answer those questions and to profile the take-up, soto this Committee and that is why there is one set of
we are a little way from having those answers, butaccounts in chapter two of the report and then
that is the work which is going on.another set of accounts which is essentially governed

by the Treasury conventions in the annexes and we
have always tried to respond constructively to those Q104 Mr Chaytor: But is there not a problem with

the sequence of events because the policy has beenkinds of points. I agree with you in the sense that the
point of accounts is to reflect transparently where agreed upon and publicised without any
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understanding of the numbers of people whomay be just a handful of people, and indeed we had to bring
some extra help in because they were very, veryentitled to take advantage of the policy, so should it

not be the other way around? stretched, as you can imagine, trying to do this.
There is a separate bit of work about how the systemMr Normington: I think, to be fair, a policy objective

has been announced in the Skills Strategy in fact and is going to operate which was done by a separate
number of people working with the Student Loanswe are now looking at how the resources which we

have been allocated in the Spending Review will Company, but again I do not know precisely how
many. The Student Loans Company is the expert inenable us tomeet that and over what period. I do not

think that those parameters have yet been set, so that the payment of loans and so on, so they have been
helping with this, but I do not know precisely thework is going on at the moment.
numbers.

Q105 Mr Chaytor: So is it possible, therefore, that
once the implications of the next Spending Review Q109 Valerie Davey: Who is running the Student
have been looked through, the Department may Loans Company at the moment?
decide that it cannot actually provide the Level 2 Mr Normington: Do you mean the Chairman and
entitlement for adults? Chief Executive?
Mr Normington: Well, I think it would be very odd
and that would be a change of policy really, but of

Q110 Valerie Davey: Yes.course it must be possible in any policy area that we
Mr Normington: Keith Bedell-Pearce, I think, is thesay that we cannot do it with the resources we have
Chairman and the Chief Executive—sorry, itgot, but I am not anticipating that that will happen.
escapes me. I am sure it is in here.3Of course it will be a question of over what period

you deliver it and the resources will aVect that as well
Q111 Valerie Davey: And, lastly, does the Treasuryas howquickly it will be taken up and I think to some
itself take over in terms of trying to work throughextent to what extent you try to encourage and
what I would almost call the “bridging loan period”generate the demand and to what extent you just let
of moving from one funding method to anotherit come, so there are ways of phasing this so that you
which has deferred repayment? Is it the Treasurymatch it to the resources you have and that is what
itself which monitors that or is that left with thewe will be doing.
DfES?
Mr Normington: We will be both monitoring it, butQ106 Valerie Davey: In a similar vein, is the
the main responsibility for it lies with us for bothDepartment confident that if the HE Bill comes
planning and monitoring the expenditure, butthrough the Lords virtually unscathed that the
clearly in an area like this, the Treasury will take apolicy which has been determined there can be
greater interest than it would in some others.eVectively delivered in terms of student funding in

university?
Mr Normington: I believe so, but of course that too Q112 Chairman: When you were looking at higher
is on our risk register. It is a very big change in the education finances, did it come as a shock to you or
system and a lot of work is going on to make sure was it all built into your forward-planning of how
that it can be delivered, but yes, we believe so. We you expand higher education, how you get what
did a lot of that thinking further back, but actually Universities UK have called the “£8 billion gap in
ensuring that the system works eVectively and that funding”? The argument has been going on that
the Student Loans Company, which is the main £1.5 billion to £2 billion could come from the student
vehicle for this, operates eVectively is a major issue. loan source, but how far have you been taking into

account the figureswhich the BritishCouncil and the
Higher Education Policy Institute have been given,Q107 Valerie Davey: How many staV will it take?
that there could be £5 billion, £6 billion or £7 billionHow many oYcers were actually allocated to this
coming in potentially from overseas studentsarea of very complex financial risk assessment
coming to this country to study?approximately? There are two questions: howmany;
Mr Normington: We do look at all the incomeand was it done within the Department or did you
streams and that is one of the major ones, so whenget people from outside to try and give, what I think
we are trying to model what the income ofis, a very specialist area of expertise?
universities is going to be, we do take that intoMr Normington: In relation specifically to the
account of course.introduction of tuition fees, do you mean?

Q108Valerie Davey:Well, let’s take tuition fees, yes. Q113 Chairman: So that would account for the
There are diVerent aspects of it which are all highly market underspending because with all other
complex and interrelated. education investment of this Government, the
Mr Normington:There are. I simply do not know the remarkably lower level of investment in higher
answer to how many staV precisely, but there are a education, you are basically saying to universities,
number of steps here. There was a great deal of “Well, you are going to get that from expanding
modelling of cost and likely impact done actually your overseas market”?
during the whole of the period leading up to the
preparation of the Bill. We have some very, very 3 Note by witness: The Chief Executive is Ralph Seymour-

Jackson.expert analysts, but they are a very small number,
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Mr Normington: I do not think that follows. I think Mr Normington: No.
if you do not fund universities, they will look around
for other sources of income and that has been a

Q116 Paul Holmes: The sequence was that you hadmajor source of income. Graduates are too, and that
a careful look at your organisation, went back to thedoes aVect their behaviour in terms of where they
Chancellor and the Prime Minister and said, “Wecan recruit paying students from, but I do not think
can lose a third”?that that was by design; I think this was about how
Mr Normington: Yes.much we could aVord to put in higher education. I

do not think the assumption was, “Well, it will be all
right because they can get lots of overseas students”, Q117 Paul Holmes: So it has come straight from
although they can and we actually want them to. you?
Chairman:Well, we will come back to that when we Mr Normington: Yes, but when the Prime Minister
look at FE and HE in the next session but one. and the Chancellor ask you to look at your

organisation with some clear objective in mind, but
not a figure, you take it seriously, do you not, andQ114 Paul Holmes: I just wonder if you could clarify
that is what I did.the sort of sequence of events in announcing the one-

third reduction in staV at the DfES. You have had
an expansion in functions in relation to children, so Q118 Paul Holmes: So the balance of the jobs which
you have got more work to do, but suddenly in the are going to go, are they because of the ending of all
budget it is announced that one-third of your staV the overlapping budget streams, bidding processes,
are going to lose their jobs. Has that come about et cetera, which you talked about, or is the balance
because either you realised that your Department going to come from eYciency savings?
was overstaVed by one-third, or is it because some Mr Normington: It is something like half and half,
functions have just come to an end, so you do not but slightly more, I think, will come from the
need them, you do not need those staV anymore, or changing of the system and slightly less from
is it because the Chancellor suddenly told you that eYciencies. I actually have got the details set out
he wants an eye-catching headline and you are going internally and I would be happy for you to see them.
to lose a third of your staV?
Mr Normington: The Prime Minister and the

Q119 Paul Holmes: Are there specific individualChancellor together have been setting a challenge to
sections where you can say, “We are just losing thatgovernment departments to think about what the
completely”, or is it spread across the board forrole of the centre of government is and how much
everybody in every area?resource needs to be spent on it. That is something
Mr Normington: If you take the children’sthey have done well before the Budget and it was a
responsibilities which we have taken in which youchallenge to us and actually to all government
have described, what we actually have as a result ofdepartments to have a serious look at this. So
recent history is a lot of separate units, all of themalthough it came sort of into the public debate in the
with their separate programmes driven centrally intoBudget, actually we have been working on this for
the field, so we have SureStart and we have theabout five or six months.My own staV had been told
Children’s and Young People’s Unit, although wethat we were working on it and indeed the initial
have now merged that, and the Connexions Service,announcement of reductions had been made in
we have the Youth Service; we have a lot of thingsJanuary. Now, how is it going to come about? Well,
which actually will benefit from being properlyit is going to come about through three main ways:
integrated and with the many fewer separatefirstly, through a major re-engineering of the system
funding, budgeting and planning streams. There isin theway I described right at the beginning, so fewer
major scope for rationalisation there and over 31%funding streams, fewer planning arrangements,
of that directorate will be reduced and that will be tofewer accountability systems, and fewer initiatives;
the benefit of a local system which hopefully at thesecondly, sorting out some of the overlaps between
end of this will have a smaller number of outcomesus and our NDPBs, many of which were being
to deliver and more flexibility about how to do it.described at the beginning; and, thirdly, through
That will happen over time, but that is thewhat all organisations should do from time to time,
Government’s commitment in its Every Childwhich is purely bearing down on your costs and
MattersGreen Paper and that is my contribution tolooking for eYciencies, particularly in your support
bringing that about. So it is really important to seefunctions and doing that by benchmarking your HR
this as the Department in the system and it is veryand your finance functions against external
ambitious, therefore, and quite diYcult tobenchmarks. All of those three things contribute to
command, a big job.the reductions which are over quite a period to the

end of the financial year 2007–08, in fact over the
next Spending Review period, but with a Q120 Paul Holmes: And, as the Chairman was
commitment to reduce by 850 by 2006. So it is 850 asking you during the start of the session, I think, to
by 2006 and 1,460, which is 31%, by the end of the clarify that, there will be no case of sleight of hand
2007–08 financial year. whereby you say, “We’re cutting staV and losing

this”, but in reality it is going over to a lot of
numerous quangos which already operate in theQ115PaulHolmes: So the sequence was not that you

were told to get rid of a third? field?
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Mr Normington: There will be some functions again because we got children’s responsibilities. I
estimate that we put on about 800 staV net betweenmoved to our NDPBs, but it will be a very small

proportion of this number and since we are looking 1997 and now largely to do with things like the
SureStart Programme, which did not exist, thefor the admin costs of those bodies to be reduced, we

will be looking there for them to increase their Children and Young People’s Unit, which did not
exist, the Connexions Service, which did not exist,eYciency as well. The Learning and Skills Council

has in parallel announced 800 staV reductions, so the Standards and EVectiveness Unit, which largely
did not exist, so actually it was new functions whichthis is what I mean about a whole system re-

engineering.We are doing this with our partners and we built up.
by looking at how the whole system works.
Mr Kershaw: There is almost no transfer of staV

Q123 Paul Holmes: So you are aiming to cut 1,460from the Department to our various NDPBs,
and 800 of those by April 2008, but that first 800 bythough we are transferring some work, but we will
2006 will just take you back to 1997. Are you sayingnot actually be transferring any people with it and
that is confused because of new functions?that is part, if you like, of the eYciency challenge for
Mr Normington: It is quite diYcult to track that inthose NDPBs themselves to take on some more
that way, but we did expand, there is no secrecyresponsibilities, but without us giving them either
about that, from 1997.more resource or more people, so this is part of the

whole system challenge which the Permanent
Secretary is talking about. There is no sleight of Q124 Paul Holmes: In terms of actual monetary
hand here where we say the same people end up savings through this reduction of one-third of staV,
doing the same job, but in a diVerent organisation. what does that equate to in terms of staV budget and

as a percentage of overall expenditure?
Mr Normington: In very crude terms, it is aboutQ121 Paul Holmes: So you are saying that the same
£70 million.people will not ever do the same job just by moving

to another organisation, but will there be a pressure
on the various organisations, quangos, local Q125 Paul Holmes: Are you looking at the staV
education authorities, for them to expand, in other savings mainly being at basic levels or higher
words, take up the slack which you are no longer managerial levels?
able to deliver? Mr Normington:Wehave announced this, that there
Mr Normington: Well, let me give you an example. will be a slight preponderance of more junior staV
We set up the Learning and Skills Council to do a because this is about the nature of the Department
major job in relation largely to post-16 education which we are seeking to create. We are not going to
and training and while it is being set up, we have do as much direct delivery. We should not need,
retained quite a significant shadow function in the therefore, to do as much administration.
Department. We are really saying to the LSC,
“Look, you have grown up now.You need to be able

Q126 Chairman: Can you tell me, Permanentto provide stronger policy advice yourself and,
Secretary, what has been the eVect of thistherefore, we will actually pull out of doing some of
announcement on staV morale in Sanctuary House?that work”, and this is a discussion we have had with
Mr Normington: Not absolutely brilliant of course.them. Now, they will strengthen their policy
People are quite anxious about their futures. I amfunction as part of that, but in doing so, they will
actually quite proud of howwe havemanaged it.Wealso be reducing the burdens which they put on the
have been as open as it has been possible to be withsystem through their planning and budgeting
the staV. We have had lots and lots of face-to-facesystem, so they will be growing some more policy
meetings with them. We are seeking to manage itexpertise, but it will only be a small number, and that
through a voluntary early-release scheme andwill also be within the context of an 800 staV
through natural wastage. We have not announcedreduction overall. So we will be stopping doing
compulsory redundancies, although we cannot rulesomething and expecting them, having now become
those out. People are bearing up. They are not happya fully functioning body, to do the job they were set
particularly, but then quite a lot of them haveup to do. I hope it does not sound like sleight of
brought into our view about how the Department ishand. I really do not want it to be like that and I am
going to be, and quite a lot of them, particularly thenot moving the deckchairs about, I promise you.
management, believe that we are going to be better
and want us to do better as a result, but you cannot

Q122 Paul Holmes: How much did your staV go up manage these things without there being an eVect on
from 1997–2004? morale. People are very anxious and until they know
Mr Normington: It is a little bit complicated because what their own personal position is, they cannot be
of course we were the Department for Education happy.
and Employment at that point, but net we put on
about 800 staV, I think. You can sort of track it in
the documents. It sort of goes up and down inAnnex Q127 Chairman: Well, this Committee would be

concerned. On the one hand, we would like to seeF of the Departmental Report. It is quite diYcult to
track because in 2001 we lost a significant chunk of good value for taxpayers’ money, but a cut, if it

destroys morale and reduces the eVectiveness of theresponsibilities to the Department for Work and
Pensions and then we went down. Then we came up Department, we would be most concerned about.
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Mr Normington:And so will I. I have got to manage it more so. The majority of Ofsted staV are not in
London and they are actually all around thethat too, but it is very diYcult for there not to be a

dip in morale. country.

Q133 Chairman:Working from home in fact.Q128 Chairman: How does this link in with the
Mr Kershaw: Yes, absolutely.Lyons Review? Are you fully participant in that?

Many of us on this Committee would quite like to
Q134 Paul Holmes: You have said quite firmly thatsee certainly some of your quangos moved out
the sequence of events was that the Chancellor andpreferably to Huddersfield or Bristol, Kent,
the Prime Minister said to people like you, “WhatChesterfield or wherever, but are you dragging your
can you lose from your Department?”feet on this one, saying, “We’re too busy cutting the
Mr Normington: Yes, I felt under considerablesize of the central Department”, but are you pushing
pressure to answer that question seriously.any of these quangos out into the regions where they

would be very welcome?
Q135 Paul Holmes: And over the space of four orMr Normington: Most of my quangos are outside
fivemonths you looked at it and you said, “We couldLondon.
lose a third”. Would you ever have said that
voluntarily if you had not been asked by the Prime

Q129 Chairman: Ofsted is not. Minister and if not, why not? Surely, as the man in
Mr Normington: Ofsted is not, but Ofsted is not charge, you should every year be reviewing whether
actually one of my quangos. you can make eYciency savings.

Mr Normington: And I was thinking that I would
need to reduce my staV, but there is no doubt aboutQ130 Chairman: You have no influence on Ofsted?
it that the process which was set in train inMr Normington: I have quite limited influence on
government brought that very, very sharply on toOfsted and rightly so. They are a non-ministerial
the top of my in-tray, as you would expect, so I wasgovernment department.
concerned about the size of the Department, given
the job we were being asked to do in the future. I was

Q131 Chairman: So they do not come under the concerned about the agglomeration of functions
Lyons Review? which we had collected together on children which
Mr Normington: They are under pressure from the looked rather disparate and needed reorganising, so
Lyons Review itself to relocate as well, as are the we were already addressing that, but I think the
QCA, which remains in London, and the Teacher work which I described with the Prime Minister’s
Training Agency, which remains in London. In the and the Chancellor’s request did advance it, there is
Lyons Review, there is an expectation that the no doubt about it.
Department and its NDPB family will move about
800 jobs out of London. Now, the majority of the Q136 Mr Chaytor:When the Chief Executive and the
Department’s 4,500 staV are out of London already, Chairmanof theLSCwerebefore theCommittee a few
in SheYeld, Runcorn and Darlington, and all the weeks ago, they both agreed that the funding
quangos, except the ones I have mentioned, are out diVerential between 16–19-year-olds in colleges and
of London, so 70% of the staV of the Department schools remained stubbornly at around 10% in spite of
and its quangos are out of London already. commitments by successive government ministers that
Therefore, the scope for doing more is more limited this would progressively narrow. Now, looking at the
than in some other places. Indeed the Lyons Review spending profile of schools and FE contained in the
held us up as an example of a department which had report, it does seem that the LSC in the last year has
taken relocation in the previous round seriously, but increased spendingon school sixth formsmore thanon
we are committed to trying to achieve that figure FE and over the timescale that you indicate the spend
which has been published which is 800 and we are for, which is 1998–99 to 2005–06, there is a significant
working towards that. I am not anticipating that increased rate of spending on pupils in schools than on
there will be large numbers of departmental staV students in further education. Do you agree with my
relocated in the immediate future because I cannot reading of the way that spending is going and is that
handle a run-down of the size that I am describing not in direct contradiction to what ministers have said
and a relocation of any significant size as well; that about closing the gap and what do you intend to do
is just a management challenge too far really. about it?
However, a larger proportion of the jobs which I am Mr Normington: Some of those figures are volume-
describing will be lost will be lost in London. related, ie, where is the expansion of 16–19-year-olds,

is it in sixth forms or is it somewhere else, so some of
it is volume-related.Your general point that actually—Q132 Chairman: Themajority of the jobs will be lost

in London?
Mr Normington:Yes, there will be eVects on all four Q137 Mr Chaytor: The figures I am quoting are in

Table 2.5 and Table 2.6, which are the figures for thesites, but more of the jobs will go in London.
Mr Kershaw: As to Ofsted, of course it is only the per pupil or per student rate of spend, not the

aggregate rate of spend.headquarters of Ofstedwhich is in London. Actually
Ofsted is now a highly dispersed organisation and Mr Normington: But 2.5 is all pupils, is it not, not

just plus-16s, is it?the acquisition of the childcare responsibilities made
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Q138 Mr Chaytor: That is right. can see a direct link between the under-investment in
further education and an under-qualified casualisedMr Normington: The Government has been

deliberately increasing spend per pupil. The workforce, which we are now seeking to reverse, but
that is a big legacy to have to reverse and it isGovernment is seeking to narrow the diVerential of

sixth-formers between FE colleges and school sixth taking time.
forms, but it is happening very slowly, though it is
happening slightly. For instance, the Government Q141 Mr Chaytor: How is the casualised workforce
funded the increase per pupil for each qualification to be reversed?
attained which was 4.5% in colleges last year and 3% Mr Normington:What I mean is that they are all on
in schools and that was an attempt to narrow the gap short-term contracts and they do not have stability
slightly. There are some constraints on it. One is that of contracts and quite a remarkably high proportion
when the Learning and Skills Council took over of further education college staV are not qualified
school sixth-form funding, some guarantees were in teachers and that is an issue too, so there is a link, I
place that they would not lose any money in real think, there between investment and quality, but it is
terms and, therefore, this has to be a slow process not an exact read-across.
because actually the Government’s commitment is
to bring all the funding of FE students up to the Q142Mr Chaytor: So you say that there is a positive
same level as school sixth-form students and that is commitment to reduce the number of staV on short-
a costly business and it will take time to achieve, it term contracts?
will take some considerable time. Figures are not Mr Normington: No, I am not saying that. What I
moving very much, that is true, but they are moving am saying is that there is a positive commitment over
slightly, though it is at about 10% still. this three-year period to improve the funding of

further education. For the first time the unit of
funding is going up, not going down and in parallelQ139 Mr Chaytor: How considerable is

considerable? If you had to put a figure to that, how we are putting a lot of eVort into developing the
framework for the training of FE college lecturersmany years on present trends would it take to

achieve convergence? and other staV and for the improvement of
leadership in those colleges, and I am hoping thatMr Normington:The reason I cannot answer that yet

is becausewe have not allocated funds toFE colleges that will produce amore highly qualified staV. I have
no control over the terms on which they areand schools for the Spending Review period and the

answer will come out of that. However, I think it will employed, but I think if you think your budget is
going down every year, that does cause you to takebe longer than that Spending Review period because

the numbers, the demographic bulge which we have some decisions about who you can employ.
had is moving into post-16 education and training
and actually into higher education, so actually the Q143 Mr Chaytor: We have talked about revenue
pressures on funding will be from a great increase in funding diVerentials. The question I would like to
numbers. If that is increased further by more ask now is about capital, because in terms of the
teenagers getting goodGCSEs and wanting to go on school sector we have this hugely ambitious Building
to colleges and to sixth forms, then the pressure will Schools for the Future programme but we do not
be to fund those people rather than to narrow the have a Building Colleges for the Future programme.
gap, so the gap is closing slightly and it will close Could you say why the big diVerential in the
again in 2005–06, but I cannot give you a approach to capital investment in the two sectors?
commitment as to when it will be closed; it is a long- Mr Normington: There is capital investment now
term process. going into colleges but nothing like what has gone

into schools. This is simply a question of
government priorities; the Government decided toQ140 Mr Chaytor: Do you see any direct
prioritise schools and decided to put the bulk of itsrelationship between the gap in funding and the gap
resources into schools. I do not think there isin quality because the theme which comes out of the
anything more than that, really, although it isreport is a general satisfaction with the rate of
putting capital investment into colleges now.improvement in primary and secondary schools, but

a concern about the slow rate of improvement in the
further education sector? Do you think that is Q144 Mr Chaytor: Are you confident that the

process of approving bids under the Buildingrelated to historic levels of funding or diVerentials
of funding? Schools for the Future programme is consistent with

the conclusions that are coming out of the LSC’sMr Normington: Well, I would never claim that
funding is the only reason that institutions go area reviews, area inspections, because there do

seem to be two separate processes at work?downhill or improve, but a very long-term squeeze
on the unit of funding for further education, which Individual LEAs submit their bids and if a first wave

is approved another wave will be issued, but at thehas only been reversed in this Spending Review
period which we are in now, has been a big problem same time the LSCs are taking a broader view about

16–19 provision than an LEA or a number of LEAs.for the quality of further education andwe have seen
a major squeeze on their unit of funding over 10 or Are you confident that the two processes are

absolutely in tandem, or are we likely to get new15 years and we have seen the eVect of that on the
staV with a lot of casualisation of staV and all kinds schools built where six months later the LSC may

argue for more colleges?of problems of maintaining standards. There you
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Mr Normington: I am confident that the right providers are below the floor target for long
qualifications”, “12% of providers are below theplayers are round the table taking those decisions.

What I am not yet confident about is the way in floor target for short qualifications” and “24% of
providers are below the floor target for either long orwhich capital investment is funded pre-16 and post-

16, and that is what we are addressing. At the short qualifications.” From what comes out of the
report, and from what you said, you are a bitmoment you can get discontinuities because there

are two separate funding streams, one which comes complacent about FE.
Mr Normington: I am absolutely not complacent. Ithrough theLSC and onewhich comes through local

authorities. That is where, if we are not careful, we hope that was not the impression I gave.
will get a mismatch between what people locally
think is a sensible thing to do and the ability of the Q147 Chairman: When you came back to David
funding to be put behind that. So I am concerned about short-term contracts and unqualified staV,
about that, but I think the right people, including the you did not say “But we have a programme to
local authorities, the LSC, the schools and the change it”; you said nothing about it.
colleges are round the table looking at the future Mr Normington: We have a programme called
provision of an area. One wants to come out of that Success for All which is designed to tackle all those
a reasonable diversity or provision; one wants there issues that I described and to incentivise good
to be some choices for people about where they performance and to give colleges that are reaching
might go. So what we do not want is a sort of cartel some of those targets and performing better higher
of people deciding to close down some provision and rewards than other colleges, and actually to tackle
open it up unless they have thought seriously about issues of the under-qualification of staV,
what the range of provision is in an area and how improvement of leaderships in the colleges, the
that meets the needs of local people. But I am improvement of the facilities in colleges and to drive
reasonably confident in that process. the improvement of performance. The assumption

that Mr Chaytor made—and which is true—is that
further education provision in some places is not yetQ145 Mr Chaytor: Are you confident that building

50 or more academies, each with its own small sixth good enough in terms of the standards that it is
achieving, and we have in place a programme to doform, is going to help the process of co-ordinating

the growth of the 14–19 sector? that. The reason it is possible to have a really
challenging approach to that, which is what theMr Normington:They are for a very specific purpose

in areas of deprivation, usually to replace failing Success for All programme is, is that that goes
alongside, for the first time, increasing the unitschools, and they are designed to give an injection of

investment and energy into an area which has never funding. So, in a sense, we are saying “Right, we
have reversed a long-term trend but you have now tohad, for many years, satisfactory education

provision. So I think that is needed. I think all the deliver”, and that is the challenge, really. It is quite
a challenge, really.time, when you come to sixth form provision, it is

important that the academy provision is looked at
alongside what else is available in the area so that if Q148 Chairman: Is not the challenge to the
it is providing some competition, fine, but you know Department really to take the skills agenda more
why that is, and if it is providing complementarity seriously? I know we have had the White Paper and
that is fine too. We have only got a small number of we all recognise that, and many of us like much of
academies up and running. We are trying to get that what is in it, but is not the fact of the matter that if
right but the implication of your question is right you are looking, as we have been, across the skills
that it is an issue, because if you are putting in, in a sector this is the area that this country has to do
sense, independent state schools into the system, much better in, dramatically better, and it does
which is what they are, then how they sit with the rest sometimes, from your annual report and the way
of provision locally is an important issue. So it is a that the department presents itself, still seem as if,
long answer. The final thing is that they are usually “We are the Department for Education–and, oh,
being set up with the support and co-operation of a Skills”. I would like you to be taking on more staV if
local authority even though the local authority has they were actually promoting the skills agenda.
no serious involvement with them, and that I think is Mr Normington: I know that is how we are often
some assurance that there is a local provision being portrayed. We are often portrayed as the
provided. Department for Schools, in fact, but that is not how

we think of ourselves. The present Secretary of State
has given a lot of priority, as you know, to skills, andQ146 Chairman: I want to get on to our last section

of questioning, but just before we do there did seem I have been very, very keen, particularly given my
background (which is all in the post-16 area andto be a sort of discontinuity in some of the answers

you gave, Permanent Secretary, in the sense that most of my working career was in the employment
department, not in the education department) to putreading the annual report, particularly on your real

concerns about the quality of some of the provision us on themap on skills in a leadership role in the way
that we have not been before. I think that we arein FE, the backdrop is, again, according to this, that

over the period of 1998–99 you had an increase of doing that, and I think people are noticing it. I do
not think you can ever get people to write about53% in real terms in FE colleges, and per-student

money has increased by 21% in the same period. But further education and skills in the excited and,
sometimes, frenzied way they write about schools.you articulate some very serious statistics: “16% of
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Q149 Chairman: No, media interest in our skills this very large amount of spending and these
increases in the proportion achieving those highinquiry has been much lower than we would get in

any other inquiry. grades?
Mr Normington: It is no use fencing about this. IMr Normington: It is disappointing.
cannot prove that a given level of investmentChairman: Indeed. This is the first time—and I know
produces a given level of output. I cannot prove it.we are not only talking about skills—I can
I can show what we are getting out for what we areremember an interview with the Permanent
putting in. I think one has to be given time to see theSecretary not being televised or on the radio. I think
benefits of the investment; I do not think you will seeit is shameful. I do not know what is going wrong
it immediately. All I can demonstrate to you is,with the broadcasting system in this House, but it is
really, two things: one is how much money we havecertainly not serving this Committee very well at the
spent over time and what the improvements are,moment. I just wanted to get that on the record.
and, secondly, my economists can show you theNowwe get to eVectiveness of increased expenditure
huge returns to the economy that we get for quiteon schools.
small increases in performance. For instance, at
GCSE, there is a big economic return for

Q150 Mr Gibb: There has been a huge increase in performance at GCSE, at A level and, of course, at
spending on education and skills, particularly university. Therefore, I am confident that this
something like 32%more than inflation over the last money is worth investing, but I cannot prove to
four years. Has that delivered higher standards in you—and some of your colleagues have tried to get
education? me to say this before—that a given level of
Mr Normington: I strongly believe it has. I can go investment produces a given level of output. I would
through the areas where it is doing that, if you like. like to be able to do that, of course, but I cannot.
Just to take some headlines: the performance at
GSCE has improved from 45% to 52.9% over that Q152MrGibb: In 1990 36.8% of pupils achieved five
period; we have seen very great improvement over or more GCSEs and that figure is now 52.9%. That
that period in Key Stage 3 performance; we have is a 16 point increase in 12 years. I am assuming there
seen some improvement initially in Key Stage 2 is no grade inflation, and that is a significant
results—major progress—but that has now improvement, but the rates of spending varied quite
plateaued, and that is a major source of concern to staggeringly. Just to go back to the third output
me; we have seen smaller class sizes, we have seen measure—
major investment in early years education and, Mr Normington: I think it is true that there has been
actually, we are now providing some early years increased investment in that area over that period. It
education for every child who wants it at 3 and 4. is true it has increased in recent years.
These are major investments. You go on seeking to
improve performance; you do not always see the

Q153 Mr Gibb: Taking the third output figure, theimmediate eVects of that investment. Your
reading level. Has the literacy and numeracy hourinvestment in early years has a very long-term return
not had a bigger impact on that improvement fromlink to it; you will not see the benefits of that in terms
57% achievement at level 4 at 11 to 75% than theof school performance for quite a lot of years, but all
increase in expenditure?the evidence is that if you make that investment that
Mr Normington: It is only just beginning to comeis one of the most important investments you can
through to 16, if that is your question.make in the development of the child and the long-

term return to the economy. So I do think we are
Q154 Mr Gibb: No, my question is about the thirdgetting major improvements. We are not hitting all
output figure you cited, whichwas the 75%achievingour targets, which certainly will be a question I will
level 4 at age 11. Most people attribute that to thebe asked, but those targets are pulling up
literacy hour rather than anything else.performance in every area with the one exception I
Mr Normington: Yes, and that is so, but that didparticularly described, which is that after a big
involve quite a sizeable investment in the training ofimprovement in primary standards they have now
teachers for that and preparation materials and soplateaued.
on. So there is quite a significant increase, but I
entirely accept that not all improvements require

Q151Mr Gibb:You cited three output figures there, substantial amounts of resources. If you looked over
GCSE, Key Stage 3 and Key Stage 2, and there is no the period from 1997 or 1998 when we invested
doubt that increased funding is having a benefit not heavily in the literacy and numeracy strategies, I do
least because you can pay teachers a decent salary not know what the precise figure is but it would be
and recruit the best quality of teaching. Let us look quite a lot of hundreds of millions of pounds that
at the GCSEs figure. That represents something like would have been put in to achieve those
a 5.0 increase or a 6.7 increase, dependingwhich year improvements—specifically into the literacy and
you take. If you take the previous four-year period numeracy strategies—I think you can say that that
from 1994 to 1998, that also showed about a 4.5 has brought significant improvement but investment
point increase in the proportion of pupils getting five by itself never works unless you have very eVective
or more GCSEs, but in that period there was only a management of those resources and of the staV by
3.5% increase in real terms in spending. How do you the leadership of the school, and the quality of the

teachers is very important to that. However, as youknow for certain that there is a causal link between
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said, the quality of teachers is related to what the individual schools which we have brought about
because we think our focus should be on outputs. Irewards are and what the investment is in their

training. am hauled before all sorts of groups to be
complained to about demanding too much
information from the system, and I have to judgeQ155 Mr Gibb: There is no doubt you need to pay
which information to collect. We focused onteachers properly, but I am just questioning whether
performance and, therefore, we do not havepolicy matters have more impact on raising
information about redundancies because we havestandards than simply cash.
taken that judgment. We cannot go on answeringMr Normington: You need to have very eVective
those questions on everything.policies first, and you then need to ensure that you

are funding those policies properly.
Q158 Mr Gibb: Sure, but to whom are schools
accountable? Are they accountable to us here or areQ156 Chairman: You can have the best-equipped
they accountable to local councillors? Where does aschool in the world with the most beautiful
parent complain? To which elected oYcial does abuildings, but if you have not got the amount of
parent complain if they are not happy with the waydiscipline in a school with the good leadership and
a school is functioning?the good teachers that allows good teaching to take
Mr Normington: It depends on the type of schoolplace in the classroom, then none of that expenditure
slightly but they should, first of all, complain to theis worthwhile, is it?
head teacher and governing body. They should firstMr Normington: It is absolutely the case that those
of all take—things must go in parallel; you must have an

eVectively run school. If you simply build a new
Q159 Mr Gibb:Which elected oYcial?building then that will be wasted unless you have
Mr Normington: The local authority is generally thevery good quality leadership and very good quality
first line of responsibility for the performance ofstaV. Very good quality of leadership involves all the
schools in that locality, which is where you shouldthings you describe: a very good discipline
go.framework, an absolute focus on raising standards,

and you can get a long way even where buildings are
Q160MrGibb: So if a person locally is unhappy thatfalling down by very eVective pedagogy, really,
a school has very large class sizes but the head therefocusing on the quality of the teaching and learning
has decided to put money into carpets and not classprocess and individualising that to the child. You
sizes, so there are 35 in a class, how do they get thatcan get a long way with that but you need good
changed?qualified staV to do it, of course, and we have some
Mr Normington: They either complain to the localevidence from a survey we did that actually there is
politicians about that or they complain to thea direct benefit from improvement in buildings.
national politicians about it.Clearly, you need decent buildings; you should not

be teaching children in the 21st Century in buildings
that are falling down, as some of them were, but Q161 Mr Gibb: And the local politicians could

change that, could they?there is some evidence from the survey and
evaluation we have done that investment in building Mr Normington: Yes, because they have quite a

lot—and this is the debate, really—of control overhas a direct impact on the performance of the
children and the performance of the staV. the use of resources and it is possible for them to

change that.
Mr Gibb: I am told they cannot do that.Q157 Mr Gibb: I was intrigued by the remark you

made to JeV Ennis’s former questions about teacher
Q162 Chairman: I am conscious of time.redundancies. You said that you did not know what
Mr Normington: The first answer is that there is a lotwas happening in terms of the numbers of
of autonomy for the school, and you shouldredundancies and the LEAs did not even knowwhat
therefore take it upwith the school. If you cannot getwas happening, and yet you have £60 billion of
satisfaction there you should go to your localmoney being spent, the vast majority of which is
authority. That is what you should do. It would haveraised by national taxation. If an MP who takes an
to depend on the individual case. Many localinterest in education cannot get an answer to a
authorities would think that they could change that,simple question about redundancies, I just wonder
and I think it is a matter of determination, really.how we are meant to know whether this money is
Some of them would say it is about “the lack ofbeing spent correctly.
resources we get from national government”, ofMr Normington: You should really judge it on the
course.performance of the school, and that is the

information that we collect and which is available
for every school now in the country, both in absolute Q163 Mr Gibb: There are two methods of

accountability in society. Supermarkets supply theterms and in value-added terms. You can log on to
a website now and actually compare the kind of food we want to buy and if no one goes there

they go bust. In the state sector, if a school or a stateperformance of similar groups of schools and see
which ones are doing well and which ones are not. provision is not providing what the public want you

go to your elected oYcials and you re-electSchools can do that. That is a huge improvement in
the information base about the performance of somebody who will get that right. In terms of
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schools, one gets the impression that it is the head Q164 JeV Ennis: In response to one of Nick’s earlier
questions you said how disappointed you were thatwho determines these policy issues such as class

sizes, whether or not a school has uniform or what the Key Stage 2 results had plateaued out. Given all
this additional investment that has gone into schoolsthe curriculum choices are and whether there is

setting or not setting in a school. These are matters since 1997 are there any other improvement
indicators either at Key Stage levels or GCSEleft to the head and the public has no say on those

kind of policies in a state-run system. Is that a improvement levels that you can also envisage
bottoming-out to the same extent as Key Stage 2 incorrect understanding of how it works?

Mr Normington:Yes, but it is within a framework of the next three or four years?
Mr Normington: We are not planning for any ofnational standards against which the school is

inspected, for instance, and held accountable. The them to bottom-out. Indeed the resources are
provided on the assumption that we will both re-National Curriculum is, in a sense, the basic set of

standards and the school’s performance in start Key Stage 2 performance and, also, seek
continuing improvements at other levels. Thedelivering those standards in the National

Curriculum is inspected and the school is held Chairman referred to one problem area which I
think is a very high priority, which is participationpublicly accountable for that, and the local

authority and sometimes national government will post-16 and attainment post-16. That is one of our
key weaknesses internationally and it relates to whatintervene if that school is not performing well.

Where we can—but actually not in many places, in the schools are doing in terms of driving
performance. In a sense, although GCSEreality—there are choices for the parents as to where

they send their child. That is another incentive. So performance has been improving it is still not
translating well enough into what people dothere are lots of checks and balances on the school

but it is right that some issues are left to the afterwards. If you are looking for one area where we
are having great trouble improving performance,professional judgment of the head teacher as long as

it is within a set of standards against which you can apart from Key Stage 2, at the moment, it is there.
JeV Ennis: Thank you, Chairman.judge how they are doing. I think, for all its

imperfections, that is a reasonable system; a system Chairman: David Normington and Stephen
Kershaw, thank you very much for staying with usof national standards against which schools are held

to account. I think that is okay. for this quite extensive session. We appreciate the
answers you gave us. Thank you.Chairman: A very last question from JeV Ennis.

Supplementary memorandum submitted by the Department for Education and Skills

Q4 (Chairman): Progress on Individual Learning Account prosecutions and recoveries

The position on the ILA investigations and recoveries at the end of June 2004 is as follows:

Investigations

All serious complaints concerning ILAs have been followed up with 698 providers being subject to review
by the Department.

The Department is continuing investigation of 266 learning providers. Of these 63 are with the police. We
anticipate clearing most of the remaining cases by the end of August.

159 of the 698 providers were accepted for review by the Department’s Special Investigation Unit. Of the
159, 108 providers were accepted by the police for investigation, which has, to the end of June, resulted in
93 arrests and charges being brought against 35 individuals. Six people have been convicted with a variety
of prison, suspended sentences, community service and fines. 22 individuals are awaiting court appearances,
and seven of them have submitted guilty pleas.

In one case a trial date has been fixed for October 2004, dates for six have been provisionally set for
January 2005. A further two cases are expected to commence in spring 2005.

Recovery of public funds

TheDepartment has recovered some £2.2million of irregular payments. Additionally, irregular payments
of £4.7 million have been stopped as a result of the investigation work. We are withholding a further £12.1
million from the remaining 266 cases and we do not expect to pay much of this amount, although this is
dependent upon the outcome of investigations.

Q54 (JeV Ennis): Information on the distribution of new teaching posts

The Department does not collect data specifically about the distribution of new teaching posts across the
country. The ability of schools to create posts depends on local circumstances and decisions taken at local
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government level. In general terms, experience shows that large increases in school funding will lead to large
increases in the number of teaching posts on oVer.

The Statistics of Education: School Workforce in England—2003 Edition published on 20 January 2004
and available on the Department’s website at: http://www.dfes.gov.uk/rsgateway/DB/VOL/v000443/
WorkforceinEngland.pdf does provide some information on the distribution of new teaching posts.

This book brings together all the statistics published by the Department in 2003 concerning the teaching
workforce, including teacher recruitment, turnover, numbers in service, vacancies, pay, promotions,
retirements, sickness and ethnicity. It also includes data relating to the number of support staV in schools
and Further Education lecturers.

I attach two tables which are particularly relevant.4

Table 9 which shows the regions where newly qualified teachers were teaching in March 2002 and the
comparable region where they completed their initial teacher training in 2001; and

Annex A2 which shows the number of full-time equivalent regular teachers in the maintained schools
sector by local education authority and Region for January 1997 to January 2003.

Q64 (Chairman): Possible reduction in the number of primary teachers

Pupil demographics is an important factor in teacher demand trends. Falling primary pupil numbers have
produced declining primary teacher numbers and teacher vacancy numbers in some areas over the past
couple of years. Stephen Kershaw confirmed that projected pupil numbers are taken into account in the
Department’s teacher supply modelling work, but we cannot conclude that falling rolls will mean that we
will need as many as 20,000 fewer primary teachers by 2010.

The figure of 20,000 appears to be based on the assumption that teacher and pupil numbers will both fall
at the same rate between 2000 and 2010. Primary teacher numbers continued rising up to 2002 reflecting
increased spending and the existence of growth policy areas such as Early Years and Special Educational
Needs which oVset some of the eVects of falling primary rolls.

These growth areas might well continue to act against the falling school roll but it is diYcult to forecast
actual numbers. Local circumstances will also have an eVect.

Q77–78 (Jonathan Shaw and Chairman): The underspend on the EMA pilots

In 2001–02 and 2002–03 expenditure on the pilots was still within the Department’s Expenditure Limit
(DEL) and was £47 million and £72million less than originally forecast. Like the rest of Government, when
genuine underspends emerge they are redeployed to meet other departmental priorities, either in the same
year or future years.

There were particular diYculties in predicting EMA expenditure in the pilot schemes. The demand-led
nature of the entitlement made expenditure volatile. In addition, it was particularly diYcult to forecast
spending in the pilots because national income figures needed to be mapped onto local areas.

For the national scheme we have thoroughly revised our modelling of EMA expenditure. In addition, we
have agreed with the Treasury that EMA expenditure should become part of AnnualManaged Expenditure
(AME) from 2003–04, so that the risks around forecasting expenditure are not carried within our DEL.
Expenditure on EMA for 2003–04 was £142 million.

Q100 (Mr Chaytor): Changing the way that accounts are presented

The Department will review the presentation of the information in Chapter Two of the Departmental
Report to see if the Committee’s concerns regarding openness and transparency can be addressed.

July 2004

4 Not printed. See Statistics of Education: School Workforce in England, 2003 Edition, Department for Education and Skills.
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Members present:

Mr Barry Sheerman, in the Chair

Mr David Chaytor Mr Nick Gibb
Valerie Davey Paul Holmes
JeV Ennis Mr Kerry Pollard

Witness: Rt Hon Charles Clarke, a Member of the House, Secretary of State for Education and Skills,
examined.

Q165 Chairman: Secretary of State, as we allow Q170 Chairman: Let us get down to business. I
promised all sorts of people that I would verypeople to settle down, can I welcome you and say

that I feel doubly privileged to have been asking quickly mention one thing to you. It is the concern
that has been running in the press over the weekendquestions of the Prime Minister this time yesterday

morning and you this morning; but I think you have on bogus degrees. A lot of people are very worried,
and when you scrape away at this problem it doesgot a larger attendance than the Prime Minister!

Mr Clarke: I do not know why that should be. seems more serious than we at first thought, that
people can obtain pretty authentic looking degreeProbably the chairing of the meeting!
diplomas with all the back up paperwork of exams
passed, and so on. We do not have a registry of

Q166 Chairman: I think they were limited to qualifications, and I know that this is a very diYcult
passholders because of the security fears. Can I area. Is the Department aware of this and is it
welcome you. Also, a word to the Press. Where were concerned enough to do anything about it?
you last week when we did prison education? Not a Mr Clarke: We are. I am glad you gave me notice,
single one of you; not one journalist. I have never Chairman, that you would like to raise this question.
known that ever. I was very upset that there was a It might be helpful to the Committee if I set out what
lack of interest out there with prison education. It is the legal position is and how we are dealing with it
a very important piece of our work and that is where in response to your question, firstly the general
many of the failures of our system end up. So I wish, background. It is an oVence under section 214 to 216
when you go back, you would talk to your editors of the EducationReformAct 1988 for aUK body to
who can decide who comes to where as prison award a degree unless it is recognised by the
education goes on. Skills you hardly ever come as to Secretary of State to do so. Where a foreign
well. We are going to do something about trying to institution operates in the UK it must make it clear
make it more interesting. So, that is me doing my that its degrees are not British. Secondly, the
school master’s bit! BusinessNamesAct 1985makes it an oVence for any
Mr Clarke: Can I issue a series of complaints about business operating in the UK to use in its business
the media as well, Chairman? name the word “university” unless approval has

been granted formally by the Privy Council. There
are two main types of bogus operator that can beQ167 Chairman: When their mobiles go oV I fine
reported by the Department to Trading Standardsthem £50, and I have never collected the money!
under the Education Reform Act. These are so-Shall we get down to business. Secretary of State, I
called bogus institutions that claim to oVer UKnormally give you a chance to say a brief word of
degrees or degree courses but are not recognised byyour own to get us started. Do you wish to do that
theUKauthorities to do so. Some of these also claimor do you want to go straight into questions?
to be universities and use the word “university” inMr Clarke: Not really. Just to say I appreciate the
theUKwithout the appropriate permission to do so.invitation and thank you for being here. We are

covering a wide range of things but just to reinforce, There are also “degree mills”, where operators sell
I very much value the relationship with the Select what they claim are UK degrees over the Internet,
Committee. You have produced a string of reports but they are then found to be bogus degrees. The
this year; you have got some more coming out even majority of these Internet operators are based
before we rise, I think, and we take your reports very overseas, which does make prosecution under UK
seriously even if we do not agree with every legislation diYcult. We refer cases relating to
particular. counterfeit degrees to the Trading Standards

Department who liaise with the police. It is a matter
for the police to prosecute organisations that oVerQ168 Chairman:With what?
counterfeit degrees; and section 15 of the Theft ActMr Clarke: With every particular.
1968 makes it an oVence to obtain property by
deception, and section 16 of the 1968Actmakes it an
oVence to obtain a pecuniary advantage byQ169 Chairman: Oh, with every particular.
deception. We refer all potential breaches of theMr Clarke:We value the relationship and I welcome

this as a further stage. Education Reform Act 1988 by organisations that
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are based in the UK and those operating via the Mr Clarke: That is precisely correct. When we get
the list finally resolved, which we are working on atInternet to Trading Standards, who have
the moment and, as I say, will be finally resolvedresponsibility for enforcement action. We refer all
later this year, then the position of the Home OYcebreaches relating to the use of “university” in title to
will be precisely as you suggest,MsDavey, that visasCompanies House, who have responsibility for
will only be granted to students going to thoseenforcement action under the Business Names Act.
recognised institutions; and that is the path that weIt is an oVence for any business operator in the UK
are now following to try and clear up what hasto use in its business name theword “university”, as I
otherwise been significant abuse.have said earlier. It is also an oVence to fail to declare

ownership details on business stationery.Withmany
unrecognised providers operating over the Internet Q173 Chairman: Thank you for that, Secretary of
and registered overseas, students to need to take State. We have that concern. One of our inquiries is
some responsibility for ensuring they know the looking at the market for our university institutions
status of degrees, and to that end our website overseas. We have recently had a couple of evidence
(www.dfes.gov.uk/recognisedukdegrees) provides sessions on that from HEFCE and from the British
information about recognised degrees and higher Council. It is such a valuable, can I call it, industry
education institutions in the UK. It describes the which rests verymuch on the quality of the provision
UK higher education system, warns of the problem for higher education. It would be serious if it was
of unrecognised degrees and directs people to undermined.
recognise the UK institutions found under the Mr Clarke: I completely agree. Perhaps I could
heading “Who can oVer you degrees?” on the home mention to the Committee, Chairman, that we are
page. So that is essentially the position. We get very trying to give a higher profile to the international
few examples of complaints from students who have work that we do in the education field, both through
unwittingly enrolled at bogus institutions, and we our work with DFID but also with the DTI and the
are working together with the Home OYce to ForeignOYce, andwe are hoping to publish a policy
produce a list of registered colleges which are document later this year to coincide with
“pukka”, if I can put it like that. I am sorry, International Education Week in November setting
Chairman, to answer at length, but I thought it out—putting the “world” in “world-class
might be helpful to place on record in front of your education”—how we can develop this much more
Committee what the legal position is; andwe do take positively in a variety of diVerent ways.
it very seriously.

Q174 Chairman: Are you using higher education
Q171 Chairman: That is useful. Some of us met with income to balance the fact that . . . If you look at all
the British Council yesterday to discuss that and the education spending in your Department,
other issues. Would it not be advisable that you and everything is rising quite robustly right across the
the British Council—you as a department—work piece until we get to HE, which is a little bit of an
with them to almost put a sort of “kite mark” in to increase, but not much. When we started the whole
make that more apparent to foreign students debate about higher education and financewe talked
intending to come to this country? about, certainly the Universities UK talked about,

an £8 billion gap, and in the discussion over top-upMr Clarke: That is precisely the reason why we are
fees we had a figure between £1.5 billion to £2 billioncurrently drawing up the list that we are which we
that would come through that source. Still leavingintend to publish by the end of this year. In addition,
£6/£6.5 billion, according to Universities UK. AreI should say, quite apart from the activities to which
you putting all your eggs in the overseas studentyou refer which are reported in the papers, there are
market?some bogus institutions which have been set up to
Mr Clarke:Not at all. I think if you went and talkedfacilitate illegal immigration to this country by a
to the universities, both the UK and the universitiesvariety ofmeans; and sowe haveworked very closely
individually, they would acknowledge first that thewith the Home OYce and the Home OYce has
funding stream has started to go up on a per studentraided a number of these places to identify them for
basis, albeit slowly, for the first time for decades andwhat they are, and we have come to the view,
is beginning to go up; secondly, the additionalprecisely as you suggest, Chairman, that with the
income stream that we have suggested through theBritish Council and the—I should say not just the
fee regime, which has now got royal assent, I amBritish Council but also the association, particularly
going to say; and, thirdly the research increasesof language schools, ours as was and is now the new
which we have identified, and I think a paperorganisation, to work together for a proper “kite
produced by the Treasury and ourDepartment to bemark” in the way you suggest so that people cannot
published shortly on science will indicate abe fleeced because they do not have the opportunity
continued very strong financial commitment in thatof knowing what is really taking place.
area. All are sources of income for universities
which, I think, will put them in a better position than

Q172 Valerie Davey: Can I follow that up? I hope they have been for a very long time. I do not accept
that the collaboration extends within the Home the description that you give of HE spending being
OYce to the granting of visas so visas are only given static while the rest of education is moving forward.

I do accept the point that you make that we havefor kite marked institutions?
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given a greater priority to primary and secondary position of saying that we are not prepared to fund
schools above their roll now that the falling schooleducation. So it is in a relatively worse position than

schools, but I do not think it is as bad as you suggest. roll is a real factor in the situation, and that does give
pressures in a number of junior schools and primary
schools in the country, particularly in certain areas.Q175 Chairman: But, Secretary of State, I have got
In that sense we are rolling forward the money. Thethe fees in front of me, 1998 through to 2003, 2004
money follows the change in the age group. I do notand the change over that period: schools plus 41.9%;
think it specifically is an issue for HE so much;under fives plus 17.8%; primary plus 34.2; secondary
though as we succeed in moving an expansion of theplus 34.5; other plus 74.2; school capital, nearly a
number of people who go intoHE, then the resource100% increase; further education and adult (John
issue will follow, but I think in both post 16 generallyBrennanwill be very pleasedwith this) 53.2%; higher
and HE in particular it is entirely possible to foreseeeducation 11.3. So it is pretty stark compared to
resources coming in from other areas in the waysthose figures, is it not?
that we want to see. If you see some of the newMr Clarke: It is true that at the beginning of the
foundation degrees which are being established, forGovernment, from1997 onwards, we specifically did
example, there is a significant contribution from thegive priority to primary and secondary education,
relevant employers in that area, and we are hoping,and that was an explicit act of policy because we felt
of course, with our modern apprenticeships and theas a government that that was where the priority
rest of it, to get significant employer contribution.needed to be; but I think in the second

Comprehensive Spending Review 2002 settlement
we gave a significant extra commitment to higher Q177 Chairman: There seem to be two opportunities

that have been presented to this Committee. One iseducation which had not been possible earlier on,
and, for the reasons that I said, we are committing that as this demographic change takes place you can

use the large number of primary school teachers thatnow in the way that we are, but I make no . . . It was
almost . . . I know you are a non-party in the role will be trained and find it more diYcult to get a job,

and are already finding that, but you could also usethat you play, Chairman, it was almost a party
political, the list of significant increases in that in terms of the Early Years where there is a

dearth of highly trained, especially teacher-trained,expenditure through the course of this Government
are in all aspects of education, which indicates how personnel in that Early Years situation. Is there any

ambition to do anything in that area?we have been able to invest in the ways that we have;
and the fact that is, we do give priority to schools, Mr Clarke: Absolutely. You are entirely correct.

Without revealing significant details of ourand I defend that without any qualification, but we
are now able to spread that progress throughout the proposals, we have already announced the

commitment towards extended schools which doessystem in the ways that I have described.
bring together children’s services in a wide variety of
diVerent ways and extends the capacity of the schoolQ176 Chairman: Thank you for that. Can I ask one
to oVer services to the local community in a widerfurther question about that? Everyone is talking
range, but also we have announced the significantabout the demographic change of our country; that
expansion in what we are doing for under fives, andwe are having much less population in the primary
we will continue to do that; and, as you correctlyand junior schools; the demographic curve is
imply, both in terms of the physical building in thechanging; we are going to have an excess of teachers
case of primary schools with less numbers of pupilsin the primary sector and that is going to move
and in the case of the staV, not just teachers but non-through the system. As that moves through the
teaching staV as well, there is a potential there forsystem are you going to be able to, and will you want
ensuring that our whole under-five oVer is improvedto, shift resources from that end of the spectrum
in a very significant way, which is a major priority ofthrough to higher education and further education
theGovernment. So in answer to the dilemmawhichwhere the bulge is still moving through? Is that part
you indicate, my own belief is that as you get fallingof the plan?
rolls at the bottom end of the age range that resourceMr Clarke: It is an entirely correct question, and I
would get switched to under-fives and to thewill confess to you, Chairman, in the confidence of
extended school function in that area rather thanthis room, that the biggest diYculty we have with
teachers, as it were, being redeployed into FEs, whatour CSR settlement, which is generally a good
I expect to be the main thrust of what happens.settlement which the Chancellor announced in the

budget, is making sure we can properly resource the
expansion which will come, for two reasons, in the Q178 Chairman:You have just said that this is an all

party Committee, and it is, and our job is to look atpost-16 sector, particularly in FE. The first is the
demographic pressure that you indicate and, the way in which tax-payers’ money is spent in a way

that gives value formoney. That is one of our centralsecondly, the fact that we are increasingly successful
in our policies and more people are staying on at 16. missions. When we look at expenditure on

education, many of us every time we see an increaseSo you have a double pressure coming in on the
resource in those areas, and, as it were, the penalty in expenditure throw our hats in the air and say,

“Hurrah. That is really rather good. That meansof success in those areas is that we are under greater
financial pressure, and that is what we have been better achievement of people”, and so on. The

Treasury certainly boasts, and has boasted fairlywrestling with. At the bottom end of the
demographic pressure we are continuing with the recently, that greater expenditure leads to higher
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achievement in education, but the figures do not think we have now moved to a situation of steady
progress and stabilisation which I think is deliveringreally bear that out very well, do they? If you look at

the run of figures over the last decade, there are the kind of results you are describing.
periods in which low levels, relatively low levels of
expenditure on education produce very good results, Q180 Chairman: But the low morale period
whereas periods of high intensive expanding produced the best result in terms of value for money.
education expenditure do not achieve very much John Major’s years, only a 3.4 increase in
better? expenditure, gave a 4.4 increase in grades?
Mr Clarke: My view is that higher spending and Mr Clarke: I was taking that as half being the
higher investment is a necessary but not a suYcient Conservative period and half the New Labour
condition for education improvement and Government coming in, but I may bewrong onwhat
performance. It is a necessary condition because the you are saying. It is diYcult to have this debate
number of teachers, non-teaching staV working in a without the full figures we are talking about. I think
particular school or college is a significant factor. the general point I want to make, Chairman, is that
Training of teachers, continued professional money is important, but those who say that money
development, which costs money, is a significant is the solution I do not agree with at the end of the
factor, so that teachers improve, and basics like the day.Money is an important part of the solution, but
facilities that are in a school, the ICT that is available it is not the only part of the solution; and there is
and so on, can reinforce performance, but it is not a evidence that money not being spent in the best
suYcient condition because it is entirely possible to possible way, which we try and deal with in various
have all that but for it not to be focused properly on respects andwe try and improve wherewe are, which
improving educational standards in the way that we is why we signed up to the Gershwin Proposals on
all want to see, and any survey of diVerent schools EYciency, and so on, to try and get the best value
throughout the country will show that there are out of our money, but the single most important
schools with similar social issues—free schoolmeals, factor in delivering our result is the morale,
for example, or resources being broadly similar— engagement, capacity of all the people who work in
which are achieving dramatically diVerent results for education who are the vast majority of the
their children, and that is why we have to focus on a expenditure that we do. That is why we have to focus
reform agenda which tries to raise that performance on that in particular.
and carry it through. I am not one of those who
believes you simply pump in more money and that

Q181 Mr Gibb: Secretary of State, I want to followsolves the problem—I do not think it does—but I do
on from the Chairman’s questioning, because thethink you need more money for many of the things
issue here is: is this expenditure properly focused onwhich obviously we see around.
improving attainment? And I was interested in your
answers to his questions about expenditure: “It is a

Q179 Chairman: But it is quite surprising, when you necessary but not a suYcient condition.” I totally
look from 1990–91 to 1994–95 and we look at the agree with that—you do need expenditure to pay the
five GSE grades A to C, the improvement was plus proper salaries to teachers so you get the quality of
6.7 in that period. The increase in real terms was teaching that we want in our schools and continue to
11.4%. So you get an 11.4% increase in expenditure, have in our schools—but you also said that you have
a 6.7 increase in improvement in grades. Then you schools with broadly similar social intakes, free
move to what I think is the most interesting middle school meals, etcetera, that are getting widely
period, 1994–95, and you see only a 3.4% increase in diVering results. My question is: how are you
current expenditure in real terms, but you get a plus focusing that money to ensure that those schools
4.4 increase in grades A to C. That is the central that are not delivering these results do?
conundrum. Then the latest, 1988–89 to 2002–03, Mr Clarke: Two things. Firstly, money and,
you get a 5% increase—not much more than the secondly, management focus, if I can put it like that.
previous period—a 5% increase in grades at A to C, As far as the money is concerned, there is a whole
with a 31.6 increase in expenditure. How do you string of funding streams that we established,
explain that middle band? Excellence in Cities being the well-known one, the
Mr Clarke: I am noting down the figures as you go, Mutual Incentive Grant, the behaviour money,
but, simply by reference to what I said earlier, I do which is focusing on some of the parts of the country
not think there is a direct linear relationship between and the types of schools where there have
expenditure and performance. I simply do not think historically been the lowest results. I was very
that is the case. If you take the diVerent faces that pleased, for example with theGCSEs last year, to see
you are describing and the description you have just that schools in those areas were doing better that the
given, the first phase you are talking about, I would average and indicating some success simply looking
argue, was a period when there was a significantly at the money aspect of what has gone on. Secondly,
demoralised education in the world which existed, in both our Key Stage 2 and Key Stage 3 strategies,
which did not feel motivated and positive about we are focusing directly and explicitly on the
what it was trying to achieve, whatever resource particular schools which are performing at less than
went in. I think the period after Labour was elected the level they ought to be and less than the medium
in 1997 led to an increase in morale, but also an for their particular free schoolmeal bands. So we are
increase in concern. We were making many changes identifying in a particular LEAwhich are the schools

which are performing less well than they ought to bewhich gave rise to concerns in some people, and I
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and providing training and management support to be set in ways A, B and C? I do not think that either.
enable them to address the steps they have to take to I do not think that would be an intelligent way to go,
try and move it forward. So we do try and target in but I think it is perfectly reasonable for a political
both those ways. One is a slightly blunt instrument; party to set out to the electorate how it wants to see
the other is much more focused on the areas where improvement in the areas of key public services.
we are not getting the best “bets for our bucks”, if I
can put it like that, in terms of educational output.

Q185 Mr Gibb: You mentioned Key Stage 2. I
wonder whether we are getting value for money inQ182 Mr Gibb: In the Labour Manifesto in 1987 Key Stage 2 as well in recent years. There is no doubtLabour said, the Government said, they were going the literacy strategy did improve reading in the Earlyto concentrate less on structural changes and much
Years, but then it seems to have stagnated from 2000more on obtaining within schools, and things like
onwards with 75% of 11 year-olds achieving Level 4.setting was one of those issues. Do you think you
Is the money going into the right areas in primaryhavemade improvements in the amount of setting in
schools as well? Why have we got this plateau ofsecondary schools?
75%?Mr Clarke: I do not know what the figures are at the
Mr Clarke: We think it is going into the right areas,moment. I would be pretty surprised if there was not
but you are quite right, the flat-lining in the mainmore setting now than there was then.
indicators is perhaps my single greatest area of
concern across the whole of the policy of the

Q183 Mr Gibb: There is slightly more. department, and we have worked very hard to try
Mr Clarke: We have tried, in a variety of ways, to and improve it. There are some technicalencourage those kinds of approaches. The house explanations for that, but, even so, that does notsystem is something that people have talked about as

reduce the power of your point in any respectwell from that point of view. So there are areas there,
whatsoever. We have worked very hard in preciselybut at the end of the day this is a matter for the
the way I have described to target the lowerprofessionalism of teachers. The question for us is
performance schools in their particular area and Ihow we encourage and develop the professionalism
hope we will see improvements. The only thing toof teachers in each of those areas, and new
say is we made a significant improvement right awayinstitutions like the National College of School
and we are now dealing with groups of childrenLeadership were particularly defined and created in
where the issues are more diYcult to resolve thanorder to try and promote those types of approaches
was the case right at the beginning. There was ain a much more creative way. I was talking
serious low attainment point and large numbers ofyesterday, by chance, with somebody I met at the
children throughout the country were not getting toLord Chancellor’s party, a bursar of a small primary
those basic levels then who, with a relatively smallschool, who talked about the course she had been on
adjustment, were able to do that, and so literacy andat the National College of School Leadership and
numeracy made that change. We are now movingher ability to transform the finances of this small
into groups of children where that is less easy toschool and get more resource and more value for
achieve and so it will be a long and diYcult processmoney. She said she had saved £28,000 in the small
to be able to achieve what we have to do, but I doschool which she then could spend on more positive

things. That is a small example, an anecdotal case of not think that that should move us towards a cynical
course, of the way that institution, the National approach that says there is nothing we can do about
College of School Leadership, had instantly this, we just leave it to the luck of the gods, because
improved performance and value for money. the responsibility we have to the children who are

not easily performing at KS 2 level is fundamental,
and many of our key problems in older people nowQ184 Mr Gibb: I do not want to overdose on this
with literacy and innumeracy in large numbers is dueissue: I will just ask one more question on the setting
to failures in the past, and I simply have an absoluteissue. You did say in the Manifesto—you said this
responsibility to try and get this right. We are readywas an issue for the professionalism of teachers, but

I wonder why it was in the Labour Manifesto to do to say maybe we have done it wrong in area A, B or
something about setting, and 60%of lessons now are C and listen to what people have to say to take it
still in mixed ability classes? forward, but what I am not prepared to concede is
Mr Clarke: The reason why we put it in the that we should not somehow be trying to press and
Manifesto is that we stated that is what we thought drive this forward in the strongest way that we can.
ought to happen. We then asked ourselves the There is plenty of room, as I say, for not trying an
question, having stated it, do we try and do anything argument about whether we are doing in it in the
to encourage that? And so we do. We set up right way, and I am happy to engage in that
organisations like theNational College I mentioned, discussion, but the argument that somehow we
like the Key Stage 3 strategy—a set of diVerent should not have targets or we should not be involved
initiatives which are interventionist, and I make no in this approach, just let’s leave it to whatever to
apology for that, because it was necessary to drive come round, I cannot identify with.
things forward in that way and they made a positive
diVerent. Do I think we were wrong in what we did?

Q186 Mr Gibb:Where do you stand on the phonicsNo, I do not. I think it was the right thing to do. Do
I think we should pass a law and say all schools shall on language to date?
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Mr Clarke: I have had interest both in my and carry it through because the idea that the
Department for Education and Skills could press aconstituency in Norwich and a number of people are

arguing in this. I have listened to the presentations button here and sort it out there I think is the wrong
view. So I think local authorities should continue tothat are made. I have put all those who have made

representations to me in contact with the people in be the vehicle through which education is funded in
that way. What I do think is that we want to achieveour department and elsewhere who are dealing with

these matters, and there is a debate that is taking certainty in the funding regimes, which is why we
have had the passporting regimes thus far; and I amplace. I do not think it is appropriate for me as

Secretary of State to say that this is the precise in favour of strengthening that certainty that can be
oVered by ensuring that money that is intended forteaching method that should be used, and, to be

candid, I am not at all sure that I consider myself schools does go to schools and then to strengthen it
even further by establishing a three-year budgetprofessionally qualified to say this is the right way

that it should happen. That is why I said what I said regime for each school so that they can use the
money in the way you have described; and that doesearlier. I welcomed genuine discussion about what

was the best way to deal with it, but the professionals require, or imply, I should say, some changes in the
balance of the relationship. Some people haveat the end of the day have to resolve the best way of

making progress. argued, as you imply, I do not know if it is the
Conservative position, that there should be a
National Funding Agency for all schools. I do notQ187 Mr Gibb: Coming back to expenditure, the
myself think that is a feasible way of doing it in anfuture figures for expenditure do not look as high as
eVective way. I think local government should bethe last few years: 3.8% in 6/7, 3.5% in 7/8. Will this
and should continue to be the system by whichmean that you will not have the necessary
schools are funded.expenditure to continue raising standards?

Mr Clarke: I think two things.We certainly will have
Q189 Chairman: When we did our inquiry intothe necessary expenditure. We have got money
school funding some time ago we suggested thatthere. There is an increase in real terms, as you have
your response had been—we criticised you becausejust indicated, coming through, and that is what is
you had tried to pass the buck on to local authorities.needed and what is necessary, but—it is the point
We thought, very clearly, it was not local authorities,that I made to the Chairman—if I were relying on
and the evidence that has come in I think stronglyexpenditure alone, I would say we will make
suggests “It was not their fault, Guv”, it was yourrelatively slow progress. So I have to rely on more
fault as a department. We also suggested that yourthan just expenditure. I have to rely on improving
response had been a bit of a sticking plaster job thatprofessional standards, reform and all those areas
would last perhaps for a year or two but the samethat carry through, and that is precisely what we try
problems would come back to haunt you. Are youand do. The second point is that getting value for
satisfied you have now got it right?money out of that expenditure is very important and
Mr Clarke: Half. I did not accept your criticism atmaking sure the money is well spent; and there have
the time and I do not accept it now.been many representations to us that we ought to be

trying to give heads or governors of schools a much
clearer sight of how they can use their spending to Q190 Chairman:Which one?

Mr Clarke: The one that, “It was all my fault, Guv”.improve results. That is why the Prime Minister
announced at the National Association of Head
Teachers Conference at Easter that we were Q191 Chairman:What about the first part that you
committed to three-year budgets for schools at the did try and blame local authorities, did you not?
same time going with the school year, because we Mr Clarke: Not really. I said—I can’t recall the
felt, on the basis of a large number of points made to formal—I will send you the text, if you are
us, that using that money in a very positive way and interested, but what I said at the time was that the
being able to plan ahead as to what you achieve will funding of schools was a shared responsibility
be a major part of the change. So I think the money between local government and the DfES and that
that has been allocated is certainly suYcient forwhat both bore responsibility. That was interpreted in
we have to do, but it is a question of improving some sources as me blaming local government,
where we use it. which I did not think was a fair thing to say.

Q192Chairman:TheDeputy PrimeMinister seemedQ188 Mr Gibb: Finally, would it be better value to
fund all schools directly rather than through local to take that view, did he not?

Mr Clarke: The Deputy Prime Minister is a veryeducation authorities?
Mr Clarke: I do not think so myself. I think the idea wise man! I am glad to say we have a full and frank

conversation on many issues at many times, but,of trying to fund 26,000 schools by a National
Funding Agency is diYcult to see how that would taking your question seriously, I think it was

extreme to say that it was a sticking plaster job. Thework well. I think local authorities have a very
important role to play, both in strategic leadership fact is we have achieved a situation where funding

for this year (2004–05) is, broadly speaking, stable,and in allocating resources, and many of the
newspaper reports recently about what we are that local government has worked well with local

schools in their areas to eliminate deficits and carrythinking about is wide of the mark. We want to give
a very strong role to local authorities in what they do them through; and the funding that we have given
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for that has been used in general very constructively Mr Clarke: It has improved significantly, because
and we have got to a situation where people have felt what we did was we provided a fund to all local
for 2004–05 we are on a reasonably stable basis. We education authorities which indicated there were
then have to go to 2005–06, where precisely the same schools in the position that you described,MrEnnis,
issues come around, as to whether we can passport and asked them to discuss with those particular
eVectively how we carry it through and what kind of schools a funding package which would bring them
minimum guarantee we establish and take it out of deficit either in one year or two years to get
forward, and we will see how that goes. I am them to a state of aVairs where that issue could be
confident when we make the announcement about addressed. All local education authorities have now
2005–06 we will be able to carry it through again done that, and they have addressed the situation in
based on that partnership between the Department their area and have agreed plans with the schools in
and local government. You are quite right; I think it their locality to bring them out of deficit. In my own
is quite a ramshackle system in the way that it county, Norfolk, for example, the county council
operates and does not give schools the certainty that made an announcement just a couple of weeks ago
they want about where they are going, which is why about what the exact amounts of money were for
the PrimeMinister announced that we want tomove each school to take them out of that situation; and
to a change, as I say, of three-year budgets which are the highest amount of money given to an individual
based on the school year. I intend that we will school was nearly three-quarters of a million
announce proposals to get to that state of aVairs, so pounds, which is a very significant amount of money
that in place of the—I do not accept the word to deal with the situation and take it out, and
“sticking plaster”, but— certainly my county council has addressed the

question with the money we provided very
Q193 Chairman: You said “ramshackle”. They are constructively with local schools. I believe that is
pretty close, are they not? happening throughout the country with every LEA,
Mr Clarke:Okay. You are the engineer more than I, and is therefore significant in reducing that March
but let’s just say ramshackle is the word I used and 2003 figurewhich you set out. That is not to say there
sticking plaster is the word you used. Sticking plaster will not still be problems, but I think we have been
implies first-aid, ramshackle implies it is a structural able to address what has been a systemic problem, in
problem that is there in the system, and I do not some cases acute in some schools, in a very strong
know anybody who, in defence of the current way.
systems of local government finance, is perfect and it
certainly has led to issues for schools, which is why

Q195 JeV Ennis:We have already spoken about thewewant tomake proposals to change that in the way
Government plans for increased expenditure up tothat I have implied and as set out by the Prime
2005–06.Will schools funding be allocated after thatMinister over Easter, and we will make proposals in
according to the Formula Spending Share, or willthat direction to try and give schools the certainty,
you be looking for some other mechanism forfirst, that money will come through, money intended

for education does come through to education, and, distributing?
secondly, to ensure that each school has its own Mr Clarke: Principally by the Formula Spending
budget on a three-years basis where it can plan and Share the idea is to get to a state of aVairs where the
develop and see where it is going, and that is the formulae reflect what the overall position . . . I may
essence of where we are. Some interpret that as a have misunderstood the question. Are you talking
proposal to take local authorities out of education. about the allocation to individual schools or the
That is not the case.We believe that local authorities allocation to local education authorities?
have a very major role in education both in relation
to the strategic role and in relation to distribution

Q196 JeV Ennis: Both actually.locally and in relation to school improvement, and,
Mr Clarke:Letme take them separately. Letme dealmost important of all, in the development of the
with the allocation to local education authorities.children’s trust approach, which is central to
We are hoping to bring together the Formulaeverything that we are doing; and I will set that out

very clearlywhen Imake a statement on that shortly. Spending Share allocation for LEAs on the various
Chairman: I want to stay with school funding for a formulaewe know together with our standards fund,
second and bring JeV Ennis in, and then I will go which are more targeted, into one stream of funding
back to the spending budgets with David Chaytor. where everybody knows where they are, rather than

having separate bidding streams; and so it will
strongly reflect the Formula Spending Share but itQ194 JeV Ennis: Thank you, Chairman. Charles, in
will not only be about the Formula Spending Shareterms of the schools funding issue, David
because of the targeting, which I was referring to inNormington in recent evidence to us indicated that
my answer to Mr Gibb earlier on. Secondly, whenobviously a number of schools have been suVering
you get down to the individual schools the localfrom a deficit budget situation, and he quoted that
authority will have its own local formula forthe latest statistics from March 2003, before the
distribution locally andwill be constrained in that byfunding problems occurred, showed that we had
some of the requirements we place about fundingapproximately 2,500 schools nationally in a deficit
schools with particular diYculties and particularsituation. Has that situation stabilised now since

March 2003? Has it got better or worse? issues. So that will not be a pure formula locally, it
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will reflect the priorities which national government occurring in each of the diVerent years. Are we going
to be in a situation again this year where we have gotis setting in those areas; so both those areas will have

a combination of a formula plus a targeted funding. a significant—
Mr Clarke: I do not think so. I have been working
very energetically to reduce the idea of under-spend.

Q197 JeVEnnis:Wehave already referred to the fact I am strongly of the view that money exists to be
that over the next three years the actual real in terms spent rather than to be under-spent, and I know that
increase in schools funding is going to drop quite is the view of the Committee. There are perfectly
drastically by 6% in 2005–06 to 3.5% in 2007–08 and good reasons why it arose at each juncture, and I
Nick Gibb asked a question on this; but in my understand those and I make no criticism in saying
perception, will that be perceived, do you think, as a so, but the Department is working very hard indeed
cut when it comes to the heads allocating the budget to ensure we are not in that position. I hope very
for those future years, and do you anticipate that much that we are not; in fact I would like to say I am
there will be further problems with schools funding confident that we will not be in a position of
because of this, and what advice will you be giving repeating that state of aVairs.
to schools to manage expectations on budgets?
Mr Clarke: Firstly, I think it would be absolutely

Q199 Mr Chaytor: Secretary of State, does thewrong to describe it as a cut. A cut is a minus figure
Department still believe in evidence-based policyin real terms, and if there were to be a cut in real
making?terms that is a real issue of concern. The only areas
Mr Clarke: Yes.where that could conceivably arise without

minimum guarantees is in areas of falling rolls, and,
even there, we have established a basic bottom line, Q200 Mr Chaytor: What is the evidence for the
even in those situations, to prevent cuts taking place. expansion of the academies?

Mr Clarke: The evidence is that . . . Well, on thatSo anybody who described it as a cut, in my opinion,
basis there is very little evidence, because thewould be seeking to be deliberately misleading.
academies are so new. The evidence that exists is thatSecondly, we have had unprecedented—I use that
where there has been very low educationalword advisedly—increases year on year in recent
attainment, and in all the academy areas it isyears in school funding. I have never expected that
particularly predicated on essentially educationalthat would continue indefinitely at those levels, and
failure in the past, that is what the academy is allI think anybody who did would be mistaken.
about, what you need is, firstly, a transformation,Thirdly, I think there are serious issues implied in the
whichmeans often a new school with new leadershiplast part of your question about the management of
and new approaches, and, secondly, very substantialthe resource and expectations, as you rightly say. I
resource, and, thirdly, a confidence by people in thatmyself think that one of the key areas, an area, by the
community that education is important by going forway, Chairman, for which I have taken
world class facilities. In each of those statements,responsibility because it was a mistake that was
without citing chapter and verse, I think I can provemade, is in raising expectations about what the
to you that there is evidence for the correctness ofmoney—what the financial situation would be so
each of those assertions as being major aspects ofthat people somehow thought you could go on, and
educational transformation where the failure hasgo on, and go on without facing up to that situation.
been so acute. As I say, the change, the leadership,I believe the financial management regimes that we
the commitment of resource, the status given tohave put in place since the issues last year mean that
education. On each of these I think there is evidence.is far less likely and that schools will be able to
In the city academy programme we are seeking tomanage their situation through, but I again come
bring those together. If you then ask: what isback to the point: if we are able to establish three-
evidence of the success or otherwise of the cityyear budgets in the way that I have said, that will
academy programme so far? It is very little. I think Imake it much easier for schools to know where they
am speaking, I think I am right in saying there arestand. At themoment they are not quite certain what
only 12 schools that are currently up and running,is coming next year. They hear things. There is a
and none of them have been long enough to make acontingency. “Maybe we should be prepared to lay
systemic assessment of what has happened in thoseoV a teaching system towhatever it might be because
areas. Some of them have had significant diYcultieswe do not quite know what is coming through.”
in getting started, as one would expect with aThen a bit of transitional funding comes up.” That’s
programme which is as radical as it is. The CTCsokay”, so there we are. It is not a satisfactory way of
when they were around, and some of those areproceeding, which is why we need to get on to the
coming into the academy regime, have had a genuineproper three-year budgeting arrangements that I
record of success in their particular locality, which Iwas describing, and that is what we will do.
think there is evidence for what they have done.
They are not the same as the academies but for a

Q198 JeV Ennis: One final possibly wider question, variety of diVerent reasons, but I think I can claim
Chairman, moving away from schools funding. The quite fundamentally that the principles of the
Department itself, Charles, has become notorious academy form of organisation in dealing with areas
over recent years for quite large under-spends at the where there has been immense educational failure
end of the yearly budget situation. There has and deprivation are well-established by evidence,

and I hope that when the city academy programmeobviously been a variety of reasons for that
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has been going for a few years the evidence of how it 2 flat-lining. When we analyse the reasons for that it
goes through, see what happens this year, we willis run will reinforce that; but I concede to you that

that is a hope at this stage rather than evidence I look very carefully at what our policies are in that
area. It would be completely foolish not to so; butcan oVer.
does thatmeanwe are frozen and saywe can nothing
about anything at any given point? I do not thinkQ201MrChaytor:But the 2004 departmental report
it does.says the first assessment of the first the wave of

academies will be published later in 2004, and yet
today the Prime Minister is going to raise the Q204 Mr Chaytor: One of the other things the
expansion to 200 academies. Would it not have Prime Minister is likely to say today is that over-
mademore sense, if you do believe in evidence-based subscribed schools will be allowed to expand. If
policy making, to wait for the assessment of the first over-subscribed schools are allowed to expand,
wave before announcing the expansion? under-subscribed schools must inevitably contract.
Mr Clarke: You can argue that. The problem about How do you reconcile that policy with your concern
any process of policy announcement is there is a to get financial stability across all schools?
timetable in which one is set, and we, in my opinion Mr Clarke: There is a general constraint right across
quite rightly, are going through a process of the whole system on resources which have to be
announcing a five-year programme on the timetable allocated at the level of the local authority whether
that we are. Does that mean we should postpone it is for capital development for new places, or
that announcement in general in every respect of whatever it might be, or, indeed, for revenue, but the
where we go on the CSR process? I do not think it system already in its revenue reflects where students
can, because we have a programme of seeking to are, and so schools do fluctuate in size, I think quite
make progress in those areas. If you say to me that rightly, to meet what parental assessments are of the
when the evidence exists in this form we should schools in their particular area. The question is
revise where we are, of course we should take whether there should be any capacity for schools
account of evidence as it comes through, but I do which are doing well to expand if the resources are
not think we should simply postpone any available. I think that should be the case. Do I think
announcements about it. it will make a dramatic diVerence in any given

locality, in Bury, for example, and Norwich? Not
Q202 Mr Chaytor: It puts a question mark over the very much actually, but I think having that
validity of the assessment later this year. It is now flexibility, of course, is beneficial.
inconceivable that the first annual assessment of the
academies programme would highlight any major

Q205 Mr Chaytor: Surely, if there is a 10%weaknesses, because that would undermine the
expansion in some schools there must be a 10%whole policy of expanding to 200 academies, surely?
contraction in other schools. There is a fixed numberMr Clarke:No, it is not inconceivable at all, because
of pupils?the assessment. . . It would be absolutely foolish for
Mr Clarke: Yes, of course.a government not to say in truth what the situation

was with a programme, in this case the City
Academies programme. I could point, you could Q206 Mr Chaytor: So how is the funding formula
point to areas where there have been significant going to protect the schools that are contracting?
diYculties in the academies getting going and Mr Clarke: The funding formula already deals with
starting. That is undoubtedly the case, and that the situation exactly as it has been for years: that the
would be the case, by the way, for any new school in funding is for less number of students. That is the
those areas of major educational disadvantage. You fundamental principle that is there, and that is right,
are talking about an absolute transformation. Does in my opinion. I am not aware of any significant
that lead me to have any lack of confidence in my argument that that is the right way to do it, and that
ability to make the changes? Not in the slightest, but remains. The question is whether the schools that are
I think it would be foolhardy—and I certainly do not doing well should have the capacity to expand or not
do this and nobody else does this either—to say, in those circumstances. I think there should be much
“Here is the magic wand I wave. We bestow on this more flexibility in the system than there now is to
area where there has been educational deprivation allow schools to be able to expand in those
for decades a solution”, the City Academy in this circumstances. But, you are right, any given
case, “which will suddenly at a stroke resolve all expansion has an implication on the rest of the
this.” It does not happen like that. system, not 10%, because if you have got one

primary school expanding in a local authority of 30
primary schools, or whatever it might be, the 10%Q203 Mr Chaytor: If the report later this year does

identify strong weaknesses, will that lead to a change increase in numbers in that particular primary
school does not mean a 10% decrease in numbers inin government policy about the expansion of the

programme? the rest of the system; it means, whatever, a third of
the 1% reduction in the numbers across the system.Mr Clarke: It will certainly lead to a very serious

assessment of what the Government is doing in the So it is the balance that arises that has to be
addressed by the organisation committee, and theprogramme, and the way in which the programme

works, as it should, and that will be the case in any local authority in those circumstances, and that is
right.particular areas to keep us up to date about our KS
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Q207 Mr Chaytor: The fact remains that a burden which applies to that which is presumably
why we have not done it so far. I will look at it andcontracting school is going to see a reduction in its

budget. I am happy to consider the point.1

Mr Clarke: As happens exactly now.

Q212 Mr Chaytor: If the Prime Minister today is
going to announce that more schools can becomeQ208 Mr Chaytor: Yes, but it is going to be
their own admission authorities, would it not be aexacerbated in the future because you are allowing
good idea to knowwhat the cost of administering thegreater flexibility.
system is before making such an announcement?Mr Clarke: Firstly, it is exactly what happens now.
Mr Clarke: To some extent, but I do not think I willSecondly, yes, because we have allowed greater
overstate that point because every school will beflexibility in the way that I am suggesting, it will be
bound by the code of admissions; no school will beexacerbated, as you describe.
allowed to be selective in its entry and in the way that
it operates. We are not going down the lines other

Q209 Mr Chaytor: Will there be some new political parties are going down in saying that every
mechanism to give stability to contracting schools? school should be its own admissions authority and

they will establish whatever selection criteria itMr Clarke: Certainly, there is the mechanism that
wants irrespective of any other situation. In fact, weexists at the moment. When you say “a new
reject that line completely; we think it would be quitemechanism”, the implication of your question, Mr
wrong to go down that path. So, again, I think, theChaytor, is that there is a qualitative shift in the
implication is nothing like as substantial as you mayproposal to allow schools to expand compared to the
be concerned about, but I will look at this cost issuecurrent status quo, and that is simply not the case.
and see if there is an issue there that needs to beThere is a shift because it is implying greater
resolved. I suppose I wouldwant to say that we thinkflexibility, but it is not a qualitative shift in what
the adjudicator system has worked relatively well inhappens. It is already the situation. I do not know
various circumstances, but I am genuinely,the situation in Bury, but if you look at school
Chairman, waiting for the report of the Committee.numbers at schools in Bury—actual school numbers
You complained on the Today programme lastI mean—they would already be going up and down
Friday thatwe had not shared the five-year planwithaccording to a series of diVerent factors. What we
you in the process, and I took the rebuke in goodare saying is put in more flexibility, which I accept
heart, but I am in the same position as well with whatexacerbates the changes which take place but I do
you are about to recommend on selectionnot think it takes it on to a new plane, and nor do I
admissions. As I do not know what you are going tothink it is anything like as dramatic as some fear, but
recommend I cannot comment in detail, but thehaving greater flexibility in the system will make it
commitment I can give is the one I gave right at thework better for the parents.
beginning, that we take it very, very seriously and
will respond properly, including on the issue of costs

Q210Mr Chaytor: Lastly, Chairman, can I ask does that Mr Chaytor has just raised.
anybody in the department know the cost of
administering the current admissions system across

Q213 Chairman: Secretary of State, we could whetthe country?
your appetite in the sense that there are unintendedMr Clarke: Perhaps I can ask a question back. I do
consequences. What people do want is clarity onnot know if we gave evidence to your Committee on
what the Government’s policies are. If thethat in the inquiry you have just been doing. If we are
Government is elected on a policy of not expandingasked that question I do not know the answer to the
grammar schools and we see an allowance forquestion as you ask it now, but I am happy to write
grammar schools to change from—when we cameto the Committee about it.
into power—117,000 pupils to now over 150,000
pupils (in the age group that is a 3.1% to 4.6%
growth in grammar schools) people might say thatQ211 Mr Chaytor: The answer to a PQ I submitted
was not really what we thought the Governmentjust a few days ago was that no, the department does
intended in 1997. That is, perhaps, an unintendednot collect that information. So the issue is, should
consequence of allowing institutions to grow willy-somebody not be assessing what it costs to manage
nilly.the current admissions system?
Mr Clarke: That is a reasonable point for theMr Clarke: I think it is a very interesting process to
Committee to make. As I say, I shall await yourdo. We are waiting for your Committee’s report on
report and study it carefully when you do publish onthis very issue. We will respond carefully when it
that question. As far as the general issue of clarity iscomes around. I am grateful to you for reminding
concerned, I could not agree more, which is why weme of my answer to the question that you have
are intending shortly to announce as clearly as weasked. The reason why we do not know is
can what our policies are for the next five years sopresumably that this is a matter which is run locally
that people can make their assessment of them and,in the way that we do and should reflect the data in

that way. You could argue we should but there is an
implication in terms of resource and bureaucratic 1 Ev 50
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in particular, I hope, this Committee will make its system is schools able to take those freedoms, and
the one that is most significant is the ability to have aassessment of them, with its strengths and

weaknesses in whatever way you think right. three-year budget and move it forward, but one can
imagine others aswell. Those are two separate things
which have got confused in the word “academy” inQ214 Chairman: That has whetted your appetite?
terms of the debate that has been flowing around. IMr Clarke: It has, yes; I am looking forward to it.
am grateful for the opportunity to just try and set
out as clearly as I can the diVerence between these

Q215 JeV Ennis: Just as a supplementary to follow two things. In neither case are we talking about the
on your answer, Charles, in terms of the potential development of a new elite of schools, which some
expansion of academy schools, I can understand and people have been concerned about—that there
I agree with the logic behind that expansion as you would be some group of schools which was a new
have outlined it to us. Indeed, in relation to my two elite. In fact, my first act as Secretary of State, as the
local LEAs, Barnsley is looking at the possibility of Committee will recall, was to open specialist school
establishing an academy in Mossborough and status to all schools that wished to do so rather than
Doncaster are looking at the possibility of being in competition with each other, precisely
establishing an academy at NorthcliVe, because I wanted to see it as a device which could
Conisbrough. So I can understand the logic as you mobilise all schools rather than create a sub-group
described it. I really want further reassurance from of schools which was an elite of that kind. I am
you, Charles. If I can put a hypothetical situation to absolutely committed to the view that we have to
you, if you had an LEA which had a mixture of transform schools and performance across the range
reasonably good schools and one or two failing rather than saying there is some group in that area.
schools, where the academy scenario might fit into You have not used this word but it is perverse to
part of the area, if the LEA came forward with a think of the city academies as an elite in that sense,
grandiose plan to close all the secondary schools and because though they are an elite in the sense of
create all new academies within their LEA area, how significant resources, and so on, they are not
would the DfES react to that particular model when educating an elite in any sense of the word
that came forward? whatsoever, they are educating people from the
Mr Clarke: I would like to agree simply on the poorest performing parts of the country in what they
resources basis but it is not remote from reality. The do, and that is what they are trying to change.
London Borough of Hackney is not a long way from
the situation you have just described. It is
committing the London Borough of Hackney to
trying to get a significant number of city academies
in the borough for exactly the implication that you

Q216 JeV Ennis: I am a bit nervous about that replyare giving there, and part of our whole approach to
in terms of the fact that it would be possible, then,the London Challenge has been to encourage a total
given the response you have just given to me, for anrenewal of the educational oVer that is available in
LEA to try and get more resource into their areathose areas. I think I want to say two things, if I may,
over and above their neighbouring LEAs by justChairman. There is a confusion in the public debate
trying to set up a series of academies within theirabout this and one of the problems about it, and I
area.am not criticising the media on this occasion—I do
Mr Clarke: But they have to have that agreed by thethat in private—is that there has been a series of links
Secretary of State. That is the situation, but actuallygoing onwhich confuses the two strands. Strand one
the real truth is that the main programme in all ofis the city academy programmewhich I was trying to
this is theBuilding Schools for the Future programmedescribe in answer to Mr Chaytor, which is, as it
for secondary schools, which is a programme whichwere, a bazooka which is designed to transform
has universal aspiration right across the country foreducation opportunity in areas where education
every single secondary school where we have aattainment has been very low, and you have given a
defined period at the end where, we hope, we willcouple of examples in your area of areas where that
have transformed schools in the country. Academiesis needed. There are resource restraints on that,
sit within that, and they are not, as it were, apartwhich is a serious issue to be addressed, and we are
from it. So in the case of Barnsley, for the sake oftrying in those areas to say we really have got to turn
argument, Barnsley will, at some point, be aBuildingthis around because of years of failure, and we think
Schools for the Future authority which isthe way to do it is in the various answers I gave toMr
transforming all its secondary schools to world-classChaytor in the form of a city academy. That is one
standards. That is the investment which thestrand of discussion, to which the Government is
Chancellor announced in the Budget which is verycommitting. There is another strand which is about
positive. So it would not be rational for Barnsley tofreedoms of schools and the way they can operate
think, “Well if we bid for all academies thenand the decisions that they take. You could describe
somehow we can accelerate that process.” Northose as academy style freedoms, if I can put it like
would it be rational for any Secretary of State—methat, but it is about principally giving schools the
or anybody else—to agree that for Barnsley in thatability to really focus on the problems that they have
way because we think the Building Schools for theto solve—yes, working in collaboration andworking
Future programme is the device to carry thatwith the rest of the community, and so on.

Something we do want to see generally across the through.
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Q217 Chairman: Secretary of State, just on that very concern that I have picked up, and I think other
people have picked up. Is that something thatpoint of academies, JeVEnnis, the previous time you

were here, used to complain that with specialist concerns you?
Mr Clarke: Not really. It has arisen specificallyschools the £50,000 to be raised from private

resources was very diYcult in a place like his around one particular sponsor of the city academies,
and it is absolutely clear the National Curriculum isconstituency which has some of the poorest wards in

the country.As I understand it, the earlier academies taught; it should be taught and that is how it
operates. I think that is the right way to approach it.all needed quite a big injection of private sector

investment, which was not £50,000 but more like Now, if there was any sense of that National
Curriculum being diverted for the reasons that you£3 million.

Mr Clarke: Two million. are implying, that would be a matter of concern. It
would be a matter not just of concern but a matter
that Ofsted would have to look at when it was

Q218 Chairman:Will that be necessary for all these looking at the schools and carrying it through. I
other academies? would certainly be concerned about that, but I have
Mr Clarke: That is what we are talking about, yes, to say I have no evidence in any sense whatsoever
and I think it is a very positive thing, actually, both that that is happening. I know the concern is there
in terms of the actualmoney, which is important but, and I understand why you are reflecting it.
also, in terms of the relationship with the school and
so on. That money comes not from the local

Q221 Chairman: It would worry you, would it not,community, normally speaking, but from a sponsor,
if the born again Evangelical group had a series ofand the sponsors are precisely ready to invest money
academies in, as you said, urban deprived areasin the lowest educationally performing parts of the
where, as we know, very high numbers of peoplecountry because they believe that is the right thing to
living there are not of the British faith?do, and I pay tribute to the fact that they do that. So
Mr Clarke: It is not so much the Christianit is not similar to the specialist school programme in
Evangelical thing which is the issue; if the teachingthe sense that it is the specialist school saying, “How
in the school—that is the issue upon which I wouldcan we raise £50,000” (as you know, I set up,
focus—were suggesting that science, as a way oftogether with the Specialist Schools Trust, a fund
looking at the world, was flawed and wrong and thatwhere that could be dealt with); it is more sponsors
we should be anti-scientific in the way we look atsaying, “We are ready to put money in with you to
things, I would be concerned. If therewas a view thatreally try and improve educational performance in a
somehow science was not the right way to try andparticular area of low educational achievement.”
understand the world in which we live, I think that
would be very damaging indeed. I think that would

Q219 Chairman: There are two concerns, Secretary be a matter I would expect Ofsted to pick up in its
of State, about that. One is that sponsors do get a review, and I would take any concerns of that kind
great deal; they put money in and get a very very seriously. So my concern, Chairman, would be
expensive piece of educational equipment, if you about what is actually going on in the school and
like—an academy is an expensive piece of what the children are being taught in these areas; it
infrastructure. Historically, people quite like it: if would not be about the identity of the sponsor of the
you are Ford and it is Dagenham you have got a city academy, if I can put it like that. The test which
link; if it is ICI inHuddersfield, historically therewas would be real for me, and would give rise, certainly
a link; and you can see the Halifax Bank in Halifax. as Secretary of State today, to concerns if I thought
However, there are a lot of places that do not have it were the case, would be if teaching was taking
that proximity to large businesses. Will that not be place in the curriculum which was undermining the
much more of a struggle? scientific base of where we stand today. It would be
Mr Clarke: It will be, but many people are prepared a matter of concern.
to put money in because they believe in the ideal that
I have described, of trying to transform educational

Q222 Chairman: In the City of Birmingham, whichperformance in a particular area of historically low
the Committee knows very well, in which ethnicattainment. Also, if I am being candid, Chairman,
minority origin pupils are over 40%, you would notthe extent to which major employers—of the type
worry that a number of academies would come fromyou have described, which have particular links with
that particular—particular localities (I can think of those in my own
Mr Clarke: I simply do not think it is a realconstituency)—have actually put serious resources
description, Chairman. Obviously one couldinto their local schools has been pretty limited. The
hypothetically talk about any circumstance. As itspecialist schools movement is helping that, to some
happens, I was in Birmingham on Monday of thisextent, but I think there is a lot more that could be
week at a specialist school which will become adone here.
science specialist school on Thursday and has got its
award, and the teachers there were talking so
positively—by the way the children were from allQ220Chairman:There has been a concern expressed

that the academies open the door to faith ethnic minority groups—and looking at science in a
very, very excited and positive way. So, almost, myorganisations, particularly Evangelical Christian

groups, getting a very large expansion in our urban experience is counter-intuitive to what you are
describing. However, if there were some maligncentres through the route of academies. That is a
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force whichwas trying to sponsor a vast range of city happen. If you look at the actual teacher numbers
that came through, I can give you the exact position.academies and was dropping them down in urban

centres to promote Christianity at the expense of From 1997, if you look at all regular teachers to
2004, year-by-year, it goes: 399,000, 397,000,other religions and to undermine the scientific base

of our understanding of the world, yes, I would be 401,000, 404,000, 410,000, 419,000, 423,000 in 2003
and 428,000 in 2004. That is to say, an increase.worried, but I do not believe that is the case at all.
Everybody said there was going to be significant
decreases. These are the actual figures from theQ223 Chairman: I think you are parodying my
survey and the annual school census that cameremarks; I was not talking about a malign influence.
through. Support staV (again from 1997 onwards):Mr Clarke: I beg your pardon.
137,000, 144,000, 152,000, 165,000, 189,000,
217,000, 225,000 and 242,000. Again, an increase in

Q224Chairman: I was talking about what people are the last year in precisely the way I have described.
talking about, that particular groups are interested The point is these were the increases which came
in sponsoring academies. through when we actually did the census, and they
Mr Clarke: I think we are talking slightly at cross- were precisely the figures which all those surveys
purposes, Chairman, because I am aware of one which you have referred to,Mr Pollard, actually said
sponsor who gives rise to these concerns—not in would be going down. They said we would have less
Birmingham as far as I know. My answer to that teachers because of the alleged funding crisis that
question is that the test is the teaching and learning took place. It did not happen. Now, as I say, you
that is taking place—what is actually going on in the asked me the question and the reason I gave was
school—rather than the nature and beliefs of a given campaigning, because actually all the organisations
sponsor. That would be my answer. I am not aware concerned were campaigning for more resources. I
of a concern even of a widespread number of either do not mind that, that is a perfectly legitimate thing
individuals or groups or whatever seeking to to do, but to do so they have created an, essentially,
sponsor city academies with that motivation. spurious survey and got news headlines for that,
Chairman: I understand from JeV Ennis that there is which actually was not borne out. I am still hoping
a link between the evangelical sponsors for his two. today that, maybe, we will see headlines in the

papers tomorrow on education which reports the
Q225 Mr Pollard: You said earlier on, Secretary of Prime Minister’s speech and deals with the fact that
State, that there were unprecedented increases in we have had increases in teacher numbers and
budgets, butwe have various estimates from3,500 to support staV numbers in every school in every part
8,800 teachers being made redundant last year. of the country, because that is the actual story of
There seems an inconsistency there. I just wondered what has happened.
why there was that inconsistency and why you
believe that there have been “unprecedented

Q226 Mr Pollard: There are 700 fewer teachers inincreases” (to use your own words) and yet schools,
primary schools, which you explain is as a result ofaccording to each of us in our separate
falling rolls. Given the Government’s early yearsconstituencies, are saying there were these
agenda, would it not make sense to retain thesediYculties.
primary teachers within the system?Mr Clarke: I put it down to campaigning. What
Mr Clarke: I agree and that is what my answer wasactually happened was that a large number of
to the Chairman earlier. I think the development (a)organisations—teacher trade unions, media
of the early years agenda, as you say, Mr Pollard,organisations and others—did quasi surveys (I
and (b) of the extended school approach gives rise towould call them) which made suggestions of what
the fact that we can see more resources going in inmight happen in certain circumstances. Some of
these areas, and to see ways in which we can not justthemwere the front-page lead in the national papers,
retain individuals—that is a secondary question—some of them were on various TV programmes and
but retain the resource tomake it go, and I think thatso on, and an environment was created which
is precisely the way we should be attacking thissuggested there were large numbers of teacher
problem.redundancies coming round the corner. I responded

to all of those by saying, “Let us wait and see what
the teacher numbers are”, and when they were Q227 Mr Pollard: David Normington recently said

to us there is a need for “more qualified people forpublished earlier this year I then had a press
conference at which I said to all those very same under-fives”. Is that more teachers or other

qualified staV?organisations, “Perhaps you would be nice enough
to report what has actually happened in teacher Mr Clarke: It is a whole range of qualified staV,

including teachers. This is one of our very, verynumbers rather than what you reported as might
happen last year”, which was that all the biggest challenges, Mr Pollard, and I am glad you

have asked questions about it. The situation is thatscaremongeringwas utterly false. Unfortunately, for
reasons I do not understand, that was not the front- you have a large number of professionals working

with under-fives: teachers, nursery nurses, therapistspage lead in all the papers and all the broadcasting
out after that press conference, and there was no of various kinds (speech therapists, for example) and

community nurses—a wide range of diVerent peoplesense of saying, “We were wrong” on those
questions that came through, because they were working with under-fives with diVerent

qualifications, diVerent expertises and diVerentwrong—those concerns were wrong. They did not
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roles. A key element in the Sector Skills Council for all. More seriously, however, for head teachers, the
head teacher is the key person. Each of those 26,000people working with children which we have

established is to establish what kind of common core head teachers are the key people to delivering
everything that we have to do, and we focused veryof training and skills we can build up between the

diVerent people, how we can get the partnership hard on that with the National College School
Leadership, and the Leadership incentive grantworking happening—and the best example of that is

the SureStart initiative where that partnership programme has been particularly important in
addressing this in various ways. You have to take itworking is happening—so that everybody can work

well together. Part of that is teachers but it is only on a case-by-case basis. In some cases, bluntly, it is
good that the head teacher is leaving and creatingpart of the spectrum of diVerent professionals

working with children at that age range, where I space for new blood in that area; in other cases it is
outstanding people who have been burned out byacknowledge—and we have acknowledged

publicly—there is a major investment in resource the pressures of the moment and a rest will help sort
the situation—or support from another colleague,which is needed to train and develop those people in

a positive way. That is a commitment we have got mentoring, or whatever. So it is a horses-for-courses
answer, in my opinion. So I do not think agoing through the CSR process, to really put

resources in hand. generalised solution—eg a sabbatical—solves it, but
I think everybody in the whole system needs to focus
on supporting and finding the right head teacher toQ228 Mr Pollard: It has been stated regularly that
lead a school. If I can be candid, Mr Pollard, I thinkstudent numbers are falling. Certainly in theGreater
that means sometimes finding a way to face up to theSouth East that is not the case at all; in my own
fact that a head teacher is not cutting it in aconstituency student numbers are going up and all
particular circumstances and, in not cutting it, isour schools are full. There is a great imbalance in the
letting down the children who are there. In mysystem; there are newly qualified teachers in the
opinion we have to create a system which does notNorth East who cannot get into teaching, never
tolerate that, because it is not acceptable, in a role ofmind jobs, yet we are short in the South East. How
that absolutely key nature, that they can stay in thatare you going to square that?
role when they are not delivering for the pupils inMr Clarke: Simply by trying to ensure that we
that area.understand the situation better and we signpost the

recruitment opportunities better. You do have the
issue you have described of pupil numbersmoving in
diVerent ways in diVerent parts of the country,
though there are common places across the whole
age range which is there. To encourage people to Q230 Mr Pollard: Much is made these days of
move and to provide incentives we announced a choice, Secretary of State. One of the schools in my
series of measures, for example, on housing for constituency, St Albans’ Girls School, is three times
essential workers in the South East, on which we are over-subscribed, year-on-year, so two out of those
attempting to deal with some of those concerns that three over-subscribed will not be able to get their
were made. choice. Is it the right description to say “choice” or
Mr Pollard: In my own constituency, five head should we use some other word?
teachers are leaving this year. Some of that is put Mr Clarke: “Choice” is a funny word. It is used very
down to pressure and burnouts and other things like widely in politics, at the moment. Part of it is about
that. It has been a concern ofmine that head teachers choice between schools, as you say, and it remains
are absolutely key in any school and if head teachers the case that a very high proportion of people get
are suVering this burnout—or however it is their first choice of school, at whatever level it is. I
described—how can we tackle that? Should we have also believe it is a question of choice within the
a sabbatical for them, perhaps, every six or seven schools, so that an individual within a school has got
years, where they can go and knit or do gardening or a better ability to identify the curriculum that is right
whatever they want to do? for themand carry that through (and I thinkwe have
Chairman: Is this for head teachers only, Mr seen some very positive developments recently in
Pollard? that area). Collaborations between schools—which,

for example, the specialist schools system has
encouraged and the excellence in cities programmeQ229 Mr Pollard: And Chairmen of Select
has encouraged—is already allowing a wider choice,Committees, obviously!
not between schools but within the schoolMr Clarke: Most ministers’ sabbaticals are
framework, to help particular individuals get whatinvoluntary rather than voluntary, but some are
they want. I do, in that sense, think choice is the rightvoluntary, of course, as we know. The situation is I
word, but I hope the best answer on all choiceamactually quite in favour of developing sabbaticals
questions is to get a high quality school in yourand I have started thinking about ways in which we
locality which you really can have confidence in.can do that, because I think there is a case—not only
That is what we have to achieve. There are stillfor head teachers actually—for having some kind of
communities where that is not the case and that isrefreshment. Some of the trade unions are arguing
what we have to achieve. But I think the idea thatfor that position, and I think it would be beneficial
there is choice is important to achieving that inif we could achieve that for a variety of diVerent

reasons. So I do not dismiss that particular idea at each locality.
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Q231 Paul Holmes: Just back-tracking, for in the system, which I think is desirable, are
overstated because, actually, there will still be thatclarification, to some of the previous points made,

David Chaytor was asking you about the new capital constraint. Of course, it is a substantially
expanding capital situation but the capitalproposals to let popular schools expand.Howwould

that work in terms of the capital funding? The two constraint will still be there; it has to be allocated
according to priorities which are set by the localmost popular secondary schools in my constituency

are absolutely bursting at the seams. One of the authority.
schools’ regular complaint every year is that the
independent appeals panel forces more and more Q233 Paul Holmes: The other question was on the
people in which they just cannot take. The only way question of the city academies. You were saying that
they could expand, if they wanted to, would be to it does help to pull in extra money to deprived urban
build whole new teaching blocks. How do they get areas, but are you not overstating the case for that?
the capital to do that, and do they get it at the With the city technology colleges, under the
expense of another school with old, clapped-out, previous government, they said, “We will get all this
1960s classrooms who were hoping, under the money in from the private sector”, but it never
Building Schools for the Future programme to get materialised and the taxpayer had to bail out the few
them replaced? Does one of the less fortunate that were set up. With the academies, you are asking
schools lose out in order to build a brand new the private sponsor to provide two million but the
teaching block? taxpayer puts £22 million in and the taxpayer picks
Mr Clarke: The short answer to the question is no; up all the on-going costs of maintenance, staV and
the capital will be allocated in precisely the sameway everything, but the private sponsor, who has put in
as it currently is, so the decision will have to be a very small chunk of the overall sum, then gets
made—in your case—by the local authority on control over admissions, the teaching of creationism
where its resource will go. So, is it going to fund the in science lessons, and so forth.
expansion at the expanding school, or is it going to Mr Clarke: Let us be absolutely clear: you are right
go, by your hypothesis, to the clapped-out other about the overall balance of funding, and you are
school which is there? That resource will be for the also right—a point not often indicated and is in
local authority to decide in precisely the same way. sharp contrast to the Conservatives—that the level
What we are doing, however, is to try and accelerate of funding per student at the city academy is the
the programme so that people are able to expand if same as it is for any other school in that particular
they wish to do so, in principle, but the issue you locality, so we are not putting in extra revenue
raise of the capital does not change fundamentally, funding in that way—so it is not saying you get more
because it would be ridiculous to be in a state of money if you become a city academy, or whatever.
aVairs where the local authority was required to So in that sense you are right about the overall
prioritise capital for certain types of situations as financial resource issue. It is true that we believe that
opposed to certain other situations. They will have bringing in sponsors of this kind, and having bodies
to look at the situation in the round and make their that work in that way is of itself a bazooka boost to
judgment in the most appropriate way. What we are try and carry the situation through in a positive way.
saying is that a candidate for that capital could be an It does not give the sponsor the right to control
expanding school in the situation you describe in admissions because there is a code of admissions to
your constituency—bursting at the seams. You can which all city academies have to adhere and carry
come forward and say, “We would like the capital”, through. There are issues, though, along the linesMr
but we are not saying you have the right to have the Chaytor was asking earlier on, that they can control
capital, if you see what I mean—the decision still has the admissions policy but within the code which is
to be made as to whether the money should be spent established which has sets of criteria, for example,
in that way rather than the competing demands about special educational needs and so on, and they
which you have just described. cannot violate those core principles. As far as

teaching in schools is concerned and what is taught
in a science lesson, as I said to the Chairman, they allQ232 Paul Holmes: So the newly announced policy
have to teach in accordance with the Nationalof allowing schools to expand might meet a brick
Curriculum and I think it would be a very seriouswall because the LEA might say “No, we are going
matter indeed if Ofsted, in its recommendations,to replace the old 1960s classrooms rather than let
were to say science was being taught in the way youyou expand”?
describe and not being properly taught. I certainlyMr Clarke: That could be the case. It is not newly
would take that very seriously and it would not beannounced, we aremaking announcements later this
the right way to proceed, in my view. So the test Iweek and when we have made the announcements
have for how an academy works, from that point ofyou will be able to make your commentary. As you
view, will be based on what is actually happening inare asking me about what has been said in the
the school.situation, as I was saying earlier to Mr Chaytor, we

are not saying that the right to expand carries with it
an automatic entitlement to a chunk of capital to be Q234 Paul Holmes: Just on the issue of choice that
able to expand in that way. The capital allocation you were talking about earlier, if the Vardy
processes will remain broadly as they are. That is one Foundation, who run Emmanuel College, have got
of the reasons I was saying to Mr Chaytor, that I the consultancy over teaching creationism, if they

take over the school in Conisbrough and do the samethink some of the fears about the increased flexibility
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thing there—I have heard parents on the radio from also positive, and that is not aVected by the
conversation I have just had with Mr Holmes. Thatthere saying “I don’t want my child going to a

fundamentalist school which teaches creationism in is another area in which choice is being developed.
science”—what choice does that parent have in a
very small town like Conisbrough where there is not Q236 Chairman: Secretary of State, that may be
exactly a dozen secondary schools they can pick right but I am sure you have not had time to read our
from? report on the School Transport Bill yet.
Mr Clarke: I do not know about Conisbrough, but Mr Clarke: I have read it, actually, yes.
you are quite right, in any rural community—or
even relatively rural community—choice is far more Q237 Chairman:You have read it? That is very good
limited than it is in an urban community for simple because youmust have got it last night.We point out
reasons of geography. I think the question that really in that that the Government does seem to have two
has to be asked is: are parents who are giving the minds on this. On the one hand, you say to the
comments you describe basing their knowledge on Transport Select Committee, who looked at the Bill,
the facts of the situation or are they basing it on a that you wanted to encourage people to go to their
propagandistic allegation about what is taking place local schools but, on the other, we have a whole raft
which is actually not true? I am sorry to be repetitive of policies that encourage people to travel further to
but I come back to the point I made to the a diverse mix of specialist schools and much else. In
Chairman, the question is what is actually going on one sense that does seem strange to us. It came out
in the school. The parent has to make a judgment on very clearly as we took evidence on the School
that basis about the school. You are quite right to Transport Bill that the whole thrust of the
say that choice is much more restricted in areas Government’s agenda on choice does mean people
where there is much less geographical ability to moving around more not less.
operate, but I cannot solve that in any way. I cannot Mr Clarke: I do not entirely accept that. Let me just
say, “However large the settlement we are going to say, I was going to comment in detail on your report
have 16 diVerent schools from which you can but perhaps I will do that in due course. I read from
choose”—we simply cannot—and that is a reality of the report that the Committee’s view is we should
the world in which we are. just drop the Bill, and if that is in fact the case I

would be—

Q235 Paul Holmes: From your position do you not
Q238 Chairman: No, at no stage did we say that inhave some responsibility? Even without the
the report.creationist issue, if you have parents in a smaller
Mr Clarke:You may not have used those words buttown or village and their other local school is a faith
that was the whole implication of the report.school and they say, “I don’t want my child to go to

a faith school”, what choice is therefore being
Q239 Chairman: No, Secretary of State, I am sorry.oVered in that situation? You are encouraging the
If you want to know what the thrust of the Bill is, wesetting up of faith schools and academies and so
think, as it is presently framed, it is a missedforth.
opportunity. It is a missed opportunity because itMr Clarke: A limited choice, but that is exactly the
should be much more—not just about cutting downsituation that exists today. The question is can we
the school run and traYc congestion in theextend the choice. Actually, by federations of
mornings—about children’s health, walking toschools and collaborations, I think we can. We are
school or cycling to school; it should be more aboutalready seeing, particularly post-16, collaborations
the environment, cutting down emissions and globalof schools. For example, in Norfolk there is a group
warming, and we believe that 2011 is far too long toof schools 20 or 30miles apart who are collaborating
wait for real improvements and we believe that youon their curriculum—including pre-16, by the way—
should actually liberate all education authorities toin a variety of diVerent ways, and verymuch post-16.
come up with innovative, new transport for schoolSo more choice will become available than has ever
plans outside the 26.We do not say you should scrapbeen the case before. You are absolutely right, if
the Bill, we think you should improve it.there is a given rural community that is there and
Mr Clarke: May we just have a quick exchange onthere is a school in that community, choice is very
that, Chairman, because I am very interested inwhatlimited for people living in that community. That is
you have just said.the case, and I cannot wave my magic wand and

solve that. Actually, I think there is more progress
happening in this area—not as a result of the Q240 Chairman:Absolutely. If you have interpreted
Government particularly but as a result of it in that way—do any of my colleagues think we
technology in other areas—than there has ever been; asked them to drop the Bill?
we are beginning to open up choices more in those Mr Clarke: I read the report very carefully last night
areas. However, your fundamental point, Mr because I was very interested in what you had to say,
Holmes, is true, that choice is extremely limited in not actually from the point of view of preparation
rural areas—that is the fact. Can I add one point for this session this morning because I did not
to what I said to Mr Holmes, which is to go back to anticipate we would be giving great attention to this
what I said to Mr Pollard, that nevertheless choice this morning, but because I am in a dilemma as to
within the particular school, choice within the what to do about the School Transport Bill. To be

frank, local government has said it wants it, thecurriculum, can be, and is being, extended, which is
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opposition parties in Parliament nationally have that unless theGovernment provides somemoney to
said they are going to vote against it because they do get this going it is a dead duck. That was one of the
not think it is the right thing to do, and they are things you might need to re-think in redrafting the
ready to go to themost scurrilous degrees to whip up Bill. The other one was, going back to what the
concerns about it which are entirely unfounded, Chairman was just talking about, the confusion of
which I said across the Floor of the House directly. purpose. If you are going to improve or redraft the
So I have a choice to make as to how to proceed. I Bill (and, also, in all the issues of choice that we have
think—and the Transport Select Committee and, to been talking about) you have really got to decide: are
an extent, your Select Committee thinks—that we you aiming to do what you said to the Transport
should be going down this course in a general way, Committee and get more people going to local
but it is so qualified around that it leads me to think: neighbourhood schools, or are you aiming to get lots
“Is it really worth going down that path?” I am of people travelling in every which direction to a
trying to come to a view. It is significant, Chairman, faith school here, a specialist school there or an
that I had read your report as being of the view “Just academy there?
don’t do it”, and in fact the news-reporting this Mr Clarke: That is very helpful because it allows me
morning of your report implies that we should drop to address the question, Chairman, you first put to
it as well. If that is not the case I am grateful to hear me before that exchange. I absolutely believe very
it, and we will see where to go, but it will be a very profoundly and very strongly that our aim as asharp debate because I agree with everything you Government ought to be to ensure that every familyhave just said about walking (we tried to focus on

has a first-class school in their locality to which theythat), about healthy schools, about sustainability,
can send their children. That is a practice which Iabout the position of the children, but that requires,
encourage, it is a practice I follow myself and Iin my view, us to go down the course of giving local
believe it is absolutely the right way to go. I believeauthorities the right to innovate in the way that we
theremany localities where a choice can be enhancedhave tried to do in the draft Bill. When people say
by a range of diVerent specialist schools. Forthat we are not going fast enough, or whatever, I can
example, in my constituency there are places whereaccept that view; that was partly the view of the
people can live within walking distance of three orTransport Select Committee as well. OK, but then I
four diVerent secondary schools and in which theyam being told by all the other political parties than
can have some element of choice as to where they go.my own that they are going to try and kill this Bill
I quite acknowledge, as Mr Holmes was saying, thatby whatever means possible and to campaign in the
there are other parts of the country where thatmost scurrilous way about it.
patently is not possible, essentially for geographical
reasons, in which case I say that what we have to tryQ241 Chairman: Let us get the record straight: this
and do is to enhance choice within those schools toCommittee unanimously wrote and agreed that
ensure that they can better meet the needs of thereport. We believe that the pre-leg inquiry is an
people in those particular localities. So it is not partexcellent way to improve legislation. All our
of our policy to increase the average amount ofcontributions are to improve the Bill—not to scrap
travelling between a home and a school by newit. Yes, you can take more notice of health and the
education policies. That is not what we are about,obesity issue, which really has arisen since the Bill
and I do not believe that is a consequence of thewas published—that very high profile and excellent
choice agenda; I think that need not and should notreport from the Health Select Committee. We also
be the way that we proceed. In fact, I think thethink it is a real opportunity to make children and
reason for having an innovatory approach by localparents aware of the environmental issues and what
authorities is to enable those issues to be addressedcan be done to improve the environment in these
in a very particular way. I will make one very seriouspilots. We also said, “More power; let us have the 26
point, in addition, Chairman, which is I do notwith the special ability to charge”. We understand
believe that the genie of parental choice can be putthe legislation is needed for that but we believe that
back in the bottle. There are people in the schoolyou could liberate—you are not giving them any
transport debate, and I have discussed it with them,money—all the other education authorities to a

diVerent kind of innovative vote over amuch shorter who argue that somehow we should require people
timescale than 2011. We have to say, if you read it to go to a particular school based on criteria around
again—you were probably tired last night—we transport rather than any other question. Firstly, I
believe it is a good Bill that can be improved. believe that is undesirable, but even if I did not
Mr Clarke:Can I say, Chairman, I cannot tell you— believe it is undesirable I think it is absolutely
and Imean thismost genuinely—howdelighted I am impossible to get to a state of aVairs where that goes
for the clarification, in which you have corrected my and carries it through. So my answer on the
reading of the document in a very helpful way. I very transport issue is not to say “Let us reverse decades
much appreciate the exchange. of recent educational history and require people to

go to a particular school”; I do not think that is a
reasonable solution, nor do I think it is a desirableQ242 Paul Holmes: Just not to let you oV the hook
solution. My answer is to try to achieve a situationtoo much, there are two things we do say in the
where, firstly, people have got a genuine choice ofreport. You said the Local Government Association
good quality schools as near to them as can beare in support of the Bill, and they are, but what they

said to us when they were sat where you are now is achieved and, secondly, we have ranges of transport
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arrangements which maximise what you are we have identified, on driving up standards of
education in those schools because the choice hasdescribing: walking, health and so on, rather than

people driving around. not been there.

Q245 Chairman: Would you agree with ProfessorQ243 Chairman: Valerie Davey, you have been very
Tim Brighouse that achievement in London schoolspatient but I have one quick response on that, which
is above the national average?is that we understand the genie of parental choice
Mr Clarke:Yes, I would, and I am proud of the factcannot be put back in the bottle, but we would
that we are beginning, for the first time, to see anextend that and say that we still continue to say to
improvement which is moving ahead of the nationalparents and to say to the broader public that you can
average, so the choices will become better. Now, itpush up the whole notion of parental choice to a
will take time to get there and all I can say is thatdegree which gives people an unrealistic expectation
when Imovedwithmy family toNorwich the level ofof how much choice is out there for a very high
discussion and—in your words—hysteria about thispercentage of people whose one choice is to go to the
was infinitely lower than was the situation inlocal school. That is the truth of it. Sometimes,
London; people were much more relaxed about theraising the expectations can be very damaging
choices they had to make, and I suspect that is truebecause people become very disillusioned. If you
of a large number of out-of-London places.peddle parental choice and actually it does not exist
Chairman: Val, you have been very patient.for many people, it is dangerous.

Mr Clarke: I agree, but only up to a point. Firstly, I
Q246 Valerie Davey: I would like to refocus back ondo not think anybody is “peddling” parental choice
the department and use the analogies which we hadin that way. The reason why I have tried to
earlier to ask you whether you describe the financialemphasise in this discussion here the question of
management section and the risk assessment sectionchoice within the school, as well as choice between
in your department as ramshackle or oVering aschools, is I think that it is choice within the school
plaster in certain policy areas?which will be a major motivator in this area. I think
Mr Clarke: I do not, actually. I thinkwhat happenedthat is what we should try and do. The idea that
on finances was that we did not have, for too long apeople will shop around a range of diVerent schools
period, as strong a relationship with local educationand travel journeys of miles and miles and miles is
authorities as we should have done. One of ournot realistic. I think most parents want to be able to
responses to the school funding issue when it camesend their child to their local school. I think that is
around before was to establish a much stronger setwhat their desire is and I think it should be my
of relationships between senior oYcials in mypurpose as Secretary of State for Education and
department and the local education authorities withSkills to encourage that and to make that go. The
which they were working to discuss what theonly way to encourage it, in my view, is by really
financial situation was and how we could help withgoing for quality in that local school so that people
what was happening, and so on, to get a better levelfeel they have got a real choice that is there for them.
of understanding in the way we operated as aThat is the area where, bluntly, we have failed in too
department and what local authorities were doing,many parts of our education system, at the moment,
hopefully, to get a better understanding from localwhere parents feel that they have not got a good
authorities of what they could and could not do. Ioption for them locally.
think there had been too much of a tendency,
particularly across government actually, for edicts
to go out in whatever form and people not quite toQ244 Chairman: There is a myth and a reality there,
understand where they stood. I am working veryis there not, Secretary of State? I am not a London
hard, and I think we have done very well, in fact,MP but looking at London the evidence suggests to
since a year or so ago, on improving the quality ofme that London schools are improving faster than
that relationship. I think if you were to talk to thethe national average, but you have, in The Evening
average education oYcer of a local authority theyStandard, a kind of hysteria amongst many parents
would say that they have a much strongerin London that bears no relation to the truth of what
relationship with us on the financial front than theyis going on out there.
had had previously. I may be being complacent inMr Clarke: That is true and false, Chairman. I agree
saying that, but I do not think so. I think we haveabout the hysteria. When I used to live in London
developed a much stronger set of relationshipsthere were dinner party conversations (as you can
which has enabled us to address, for example, thesee, I used to go to dinner parties rather than reading
point Mr Ennis raised about schools of deficits in aSelect Committee reports)—and “hysteria” is too
much more constructive way than was the case. So Istrong a word—and there was certainly a huge
think we have made significant progress in thoseanxiety for many people in some parts of London as
areas.to whether they really could get the school they

wanted for themselves in the way they operate. I
answer that (and I have discussed this with The Q247 Valerie Davey: I am glad to hear you say that
Evening Standard, since you mentioned The and I hope it is true, but this Committee has also
Standard), by saying that we are really focusing, looked at the ILA situation andwe have also looked,
through the London Challenge, through the five more recently, at the e-university situation.

Certainly Mr Normington told the Public Accountsboroughs we have identified and through the schools
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Committee that there was going to be a risk Mr Clarke: The loans company is responsible for it.
assessment review throughout the department, top
to bottom. Could you tell us what reviews have Q250 Valerie Davey:Which company runs the loan
taken place? Let us focus, if you like, on the local company, as it were?
authority school situation.What has happened since Mr Clarke: It is The Student Loans Company,
then within the department to change things? which Keith Bedell-Pearce is the chairman of, based
Mr Clarke: A tremendous amount. What has in Glasgow. It is a company which is there as a non-
happened is that we have a group of senior oYcials departmental public body and, actually, that is a
in the department who, both on advice tomyself and very impressive new approach. I have been up there
the Minister of State, Mr Miliband, are working and listened, and it is very interesting to see how they
very closely in establishing what the financial are dealing with individual inquiries in a very
situation of schools is likely to be and what the modern and up-to-date world which would be a
financial situation of local education authorities has good comparison with any modern financial

company that operates.been. The activities that they undertake in this are,
firstly, dialogue with the individual LEAs, secondly,
dialogue with groups of school and, thirdly, a Q251 Valerie Davey: Are they going to take on the
training programme which we put in place with a work of the EMAs?
major consultancy to provide proper training to Mr Clarke: That is not currently intended. It is the
schools and LEAs on how they manage their local authorities which do the EMAs. We think that
financial budgets, and a much more serious risk it would be wrong to give the Student Loans
assessment programme that is there. Youmentioned Company additional, extra responsibilities at this
one or two other areas of the department’s work but point when we have got the change you describe
I am more proud of what has been achieved in coming round the corner. I could imagine a time in
relation to schools finance and LEA finance than I the future where that could happen. At the moment
am of any other single area that we have achieved. there is an issue because all local authorities have a
We have made a significant step forward in the higher education grant system as well and it is a

question of whether it is right to have that side-by-quality of our management arrangements. The test
side with the Student Loans Company operation.will be—as I was being asked earlier on—whether
The question of whether we should be trying to dothat carries through successfully into 2005–06, as I
better in co-operation there is something that we arehope it will. I receive, personally, a report every week
considering, but the first priority for the Studenton the latest state of aVairs of what is coming
Loans Company is to get itself bedded-in followingthrough, for the obvious reason,MsDavey, which is
the HE reforms in a way that means when I nextthat politically I felt vulnerable on the whole
come in front of this Committee you will not be ablequestion of school funding and I wanted to make
to say to me “You were wrong in your confidence”.sure we had it working completely in a better way. I

think we have made progress for that reason.
Q252 Valerie Davey: Can I just underline the
aspirations that we have raised in terms of EMAs

Q248 Valerie Davey:What about the remodelling of now that it is being rolled out this September. Again,
other policies? For example, are you confident that you intimated that this was partly LEA’s
now you have got the consent for the HE Bill you responsibility, are you confident that is going to be
will be able to do the phasing from the present delivering for those young people who are really in
Student Loans Company to the future plans of my area confident, and in huge expectation of what
deferred payment? it is going to do for them, that they will not be
Mr Clarke: Yes. We work very hard in the higher disappointed?
education area. The Student Loans company itself Mr Clarke: I am very, very confident indeed. It is,
has gone through a major process of trying to again, a major reform of which I am very proud. I
transform what it itself is doing to be able to deal think it will make a major diVerence. Ms Davey we
with those questions properly. You ask am I only did it after quite careful consideration because

we piloted it and there was a doubt about whetherconfident. Yes, I am confident; I feel very confident
the extra financial incentive would make a diVerencethat we have worked through and risk assessed
and the “deadweight cost” would simply comecarefully the implications of the changes that we are
through with the getting expenditure for little result.talking about, which are, as you say, significant. I
That was a question we asked ourselves through thebelieve that we will be able to demonstrate, once the
pilot regime. There was secondly a doubt—a doubtnew system is up and running, the truth of what I
to which you have referred—as to whether it wouldam saying.
be eYciently run and the various criteria would be
properly operating.We satisfied ourselves looking at

Q249 Valerie Davey: I understand from questions the pilot on both of those questions and it was on
that we asked David Normington while he was here that basis that we decided then to roll the
that during the process of the Bill, in fact, you had programme out nationally, and that is where we
to bring in additional staYng, and I can understand stand.
that—it was very detailed financial work. Can you Valerie Davey: Could you just confirm or deny what
tell us who is responsible now for the loans we had understood which was that Capita was

running EMAs?company?
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Q253Chairman:Or is that just the computer system? another flagship project—even though it is rather at
arm’s length—that one of your predecessorsMr Clarke: I think it is just the computers but I will

need to write to you on it. I do not think that is right. launched go belly-up after the ILA is disturbing.
Mr Clarke: To be quite candid, Chairman, when IIf you are asking me to confirm or deny—
was appointed to this oYce I was just at the end of
the ILA issue.Q254 Valerie Davey: No, I am asking a genuine

question, I do not know the answer.
Q259 Chairman: I know.Mr Clarke: My immediate inclination would have
Mr Clarke: I am exceptionally concerned—and thebeen simply to deny but because I am aware that I
Permanent Secretary, Mr Normington, as youam in front of you I need to be careful what I say.
implied, is—to make sure both, firstly, that we runCould I oVer you a qualified denial, subject to what
things extremely eYciently and eVectively and,I then write to you.2
secondly, that we are perceived to run things
eYciently and eVectively. Both of those areQ255 Chairman: The Permanent Secretary said they
important parts of our responsibility. As we havewere but whether it is the computer system or the
looked at the EMA system, as we have looked at thewhole thing?
student finance system, as we have looked at theMr Clarke: What you have is the local thing which
school funding system last year, we were acutelyoperates where the LEAs are in fact running it and
aware that we needed to do that right in order to givecarrying it forward. You have a national computer
the confidence which the Committee looks for. Isystemwhichwent out to tender and I think it is right
think we are doing that in ways I was trying to referthat Capita is doing that. Is that what is meant by
to in talking toMsDavey. I will write to youwith therunning it? I think what I had better do, Chairman,
additional information.not to confuse myself, further is to write you a letter
Chairman: David wants to ask you how you arewhich I will do in the next 24 hours just to go
going to do all this in a much slimmed downthrough and set out exactly what the arrangements
department.are.3

Valerie Davey: Thank you very much indeed. Given
Q260 Mr Chaytor: Secretary of State, yourhow busy you are I accept that as a very generous
Department spends a quarter of a billion pounds onoVer.
administration and employs 4,500 people. How
many are you going to get rid of in the next fourQ256 Chairman: Secretary of State, that the student
years?loan company, we would like to know some time,
Mr Clarke: What we have announced is a 31%and in some detail, whether this is all outsourced and
reduction in staV over the period to 2008. We arewho it is outsourced to?
phasing that and there are a series of diVerent stagesMr Clarke: The student loan company?
of that approach which we are going through.

Q257 Chairman: The student loan company, if it is
Q261 Mr Chaytor: That is about a thousand?doing it itself in house, that is one question, if it is
Mr Clarke: It is of that order.being outsourced we would quite like to know

because we are getting some feedback that there are
Q262 Mr Chaytor: In the report it says you areproblems.
getting rid of 1,460, is that exactly 31%?Mr Clarke: Yes. There have been student loan
Mr Clarke: I do not know.companies who, with the software they have

established in some local authorities, have had
Q263 Mr Chaytor: You are the mathematician,problems and talked to us about particular problems
Secretary of State.there have been. We believe those problems have
Mr Clarke:One of the things I learnt inmathematicsbeen solved and in fact Wandsworth, for example,
was not to try any clever immediate tricks onhad a concern the other day, which when we
numbers. I have enough problems doing this jobfollowed up it turned out was not in fact right. I
when television interviewers shove the microphonethink the best thing I can do, Chairman, is to write
in yourmouth and ask for a particularmathematicalyou two separate letters, one on the points raised by
sum to be solved, and I am not going to do it. It is ofMs Davey about the operation of the EMA scheme
the order of 31%.and which companies and organisations are

involved in that and one on the question that you
have raised with me about the student loan Q264 Mr Chaytor: In your report the text did say it
company’s outsourcing and its arrangements for will be 800 by the year 2006 but in the total it says
what it is doing there. If I write both of those only 400 by the year 2006. It would be very helpful
separately I hope that will answer the question. if you could write to us to clarify exactly what the

scale of the numbers is.
Mr Clarke: I am very happy to do that.4 We haveQ258 Chairman: You realise our anxiety, Secretary
had a very substantial process in the Department,of State. We are not going to have time today to
including consultation with trade unions anddwell too much on the e-university but to have
colleagues, to establish the best way of going

2 Ev 49
3 Ev 49 4 Ev 50
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through this. We have taken a number of decisions established and those assemblies wanted to have a
strong involvement in the skills sector or even theso far about where we are going. If it would be

helpful to the Committee I would be happy to set out post-14 sector, how would that change the work of
the Department down here? Would you bevery fully what the exact process is since the report

was published. supportive of the greater responsibilities for elected
regional assemblies in the 14-plus sector?
Mr Clarke: They are two diVerent questions, I willQ265 Mr Chaytor: Of the savings that accrue as a
take the second first. We have agreed a concordatresult of the reduction in staV by 2006 and by 2008,
with the Department of Trade and Industry, thewill all of that saving go into front line services in
Regional Development Agencies, including thoseeducation?
regions, and the Learning and Skills Council as toMr Clarke: Yes, but with one important
how we should divide the responsibility for the skillsqualification which is the total amount of resource
between those agencies. The Secretary of State forthat we spent on our administration is a very small
Trade and Industry and myself had a meeting withpercentage indeed of the total amount of resource
all the chairs of the RDAs about six weeks ago,that is spent on education because the overwhelming
something of that kind, to clarify exactly where webulk of what we spend goes to schools, colleges,
were going and how we were dealing with it. I thinkuniversities and so on very directly.
we have got a satisfactory solution which everybody
is satisfied with and feels we have right. We willQ266 Mr Chaytor: The staYng savings will be ring
implement that, as it were, in all circumstances. Thatfenced to education?
should be implemented in any circumstance whetherMr Clarke: Absolutely.
you have an elected regional assembly or not in a
given area. An elected regional assembly would giveQ267 Mr Chaytor: Given that you are taking on
a bit more of a pull towards that, if I can put it likehuge new responsibilities for children’s services then
that, but we think that the regional aspect of thepresumably the bulk of that ring fencing will be
skills agenda should in any case be delivered in theallocated to finance the expansion of children’s
regions through the regional skills partnershipsservices?
whether or not there is a regional assembly.What weMr Clarke:Yes, but I emphasise the point again that
are ready to do, and I have discussed with colleaguesthe actual saving that we make from the eYciencies
in Government who are making proposals in thisthat we achieve by 2008 is a pretty small number
area, is if there is an elected regional assembly givingcompared with the amount of money we are
the elected regional assembly certain rights inspending on children’s services or schools or
relation to the delivery structures in those regionswhatever it may happen to be.
which at the moment are held by the RDA’s
Government OYce or LSC in terms of nomination,Q268 Mr Chaytor: As part of the Chancellor’s for example, and so on, to get a better relationshipguidance to departments to reduce their staYng, he as to what takes place. We feel we have a goodwants to see devolution from London to the regions. structure, as I say we have called it the concordat,Do you have any plans to further devolved staYng between the main agencies to work together. Whatto the regions? is the implication of all that for the DfES? Not aMr Clarke:Yes, following the Lyons Committee we great deal because a very large amount of DfEShave been discussing precisely what we should do work on skills is handled by the Learning and Skillsand where we should do it. We have been discussing, Council itself in its own structure and DfES staV inalso, how we can work more closely with the this is a relatively small number.Government OYces in terms of education services

and how we can do that. We are developing
approaches on that as we speak. We have not taken Q271MrChaytor:Finally, what are the implications
final decisions on it and it is part of the overall for the role of the Secretary of State itself with all this
process that we are describing. slimming down and decentralisation and

devolution? Do you see your role or your successor’s
role as changing significantly? Will you no longer beQ269 Mr Chaytor: Broadly, what kind of functions
held responsible and accountable for anywill be devolved to regions?
operational measures? Will you be able to come toMr Clarke:At the moment we are amongst the most
this Committee and say it is purely broad strategydevolved departments of Government. I am

speaking oV the cuV so please do not hold me to this and policy?
figure but I think I am right in saying that 70%of our Mr Clarke: It is a happier life for me because I
staV work outside London already in this position. believe that one of the consequences of reducing
The question what then further is devolved is a what we do is to reduce a lot of interactions that take
matter that we are discussing particularly but the place which do not necessarily need to take place
central organising principle is that policy based staV which are often called bureaucracy. I think that
should mainly be based in London and getting the DfES into a strategic role in the way that
administrative staV based outside London. we are doing will make the life of the Secretary of

State easier in terms of being more strategic and
carrying things through. Will it reduce operationalQ270 Mr Chaytor: If it was the case that following
responsibility for any aspect of what is happening?the referenda on regional assemblies in the three

Northern regions regional assemblies were No, I think it will increase it because it will make it
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much more transparent what we are doing and we that HEFCE is out there, it is not part of the
Department, the Learning and Skills Council is notwill get greater clarity. The biggest intellectual

problem we have to achieve in going down the a part of the Department, and Ofsted, growing
exponentially will be bigger than your Departmentcourse that you have asked me about is how do we

limit our ambitions to fill the space available? There the way we are going, will it not?
Mr Clarke: No, I do not think so.is a tendency to say “Well, we have got a project, we

will have an initiative, wewill have a unit, oVwe go”.
We have to say that the reduction in numbers of Q274 Chairman: It is 3,000 and growing, the last
people is not about making them work harder but figures that we have.
about us being more candid about what we can do Mr Clarke: We will see how it goes.
and what we cannot do and sharing our
responsibilities with others more eVectively. So, for Q275 Chairman: You are 4,500 and shrinking.
example, with a particular non departmental public Ofsted will pass you.
body, do we have the non departmental public body Mr Clarke:On inspection itself, we have a review of
there and then also, side by side, have a group of inspection, as you know, which we have carried
oYcials who are watching what the non through and come to conclusions, a new inspection
departmental public body is doing? Actually that is regime and so on which we think will be more
a crazy way to proceed. You have to get to a state of eYcient all ways round and better for schools and
aVairs where you give the body the responsibility other people who are inspected by Ofsted, some of
and you get the clarity but what happens, that can whom have complained about the overall process. It
lead to political issues as people say: “We did not is true I have not studied the relative size of the
realise the non departmental public body was going organisations though it is true, certainly, that many
to do this, that or the other” whether it is a HEFCE, of the organisations we are talking about are larger
QCA, Learning and Skills Council or CAFCASS or than the Department.
whatever it may happen to be, and that is a big
challenge for us.

Q276 Chairman: Yes.
Mr Clarke: That is true not just of Ofsted but of

Q272Chairman: Secretary of State, that is one of the other agencies too. Is that a good thing or a bad
concerns and worries, is it not? I am not accusing thing? I do not think it is a bad thing at all.
you of kidding or misleading this Committee at all
but the fact is there are certain elements in what we Q277Chairman:Our role is scrutiny of the Executive
presume the Prime Minister will be saying today, and sometimes when your responsibilities have spun
and you may be saying tomorrow, which enlarges oV to these quangoes or non departmental public
the Department’s responsibilities, or might bodies it makes it slightly more diYcult. Take the e-
potentially, and certainly in terms of the Children’s university, the inspiration of David Blunkett, it is set
Act there will be a very big responsibility added to up under the auspices of HEFCE so when HEFCE
the Department. It is not a big department arrives here I have not got the ability to say to you
compared with other departments, what bits of “It is your responsibility”. You can say: “Well that
activity that you do now are you not going to do in was HEFCE, they were in charge, that is an arm’s
the future? length authority”. That can go on and on. Our
Mr Clarke: Second guessing of the kind I mentioned parliamentary responsibility of scrutiny becomes
to Mr Chaytor, some aspects of our analytical work more diYcult, does it not?
we do not need to do in quite the same degree but the Mr Clarke: This is an absolutely fundamental issue
main point here is we only operate in partnership which I think I need to join with you on. The
with a range of other bodies, non departmental issue of accountability and parliamentary
public bodies, local authorities and so on. One of the accountability—which is central to the way we run
issues for us—which is why I reject entirely the idea the country—does that create a system where we
that we were talking about earlier that I am trying to have a direct line of command from a Secretary of
devalue the role of local government—we have to State to every aspect of the delivery of education in
work in much better partnership with local Britain? Do we say what happens, for example, in a
authorities on children’s trusts and so on and to do given school on school uniforms is the responsibility
the various issues that go through and I think it of the Secretary of State in every respect and,
would be a better situation where the responsibility therefore, we create a mechanism that happens.
is more clearly defined across the system within a Now this is not a million miles from reality because
framework which is a clearer one. if you look at health, for example, the model of

health has traditionally been on that kind of direct
accountability model in precisely that kind of way.Q273 Chairman: Secretary of State, no-one is going

to be fooled, are they, if at the same time as you have Education has never been in that way, it has been a
partnership between local government and nationalgot a Department that you say you are cutting by

1,400 people—first of all we would be very government in the way that schools are run. In the
case of universities, the idea that I am accountableconcerned if that meant a poorer service, and just

having a 31% cut does not really impress us if that for what an individual university does, despite the
fact that most of the money is provided by thereduces the eYciency of the Department because

that is a Treasury view, is it not—on the other hand, Government, is again not an issue that has been at
the core of where we are for the reason that academicif it is all back oYce, none of us is fooled by the fact
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freedom and all the rest of it means you have awhole Q282 Chairman: Secretary of State, we are getting to
the end of our time but we have got two issues toset of bodies at an arm’s length distance. I do not

accept the proposition that accountability means I cover. Nick wants to come in very quickly and then
we want Paul to lead us on FE or we will berun everything.
scrutinised by people outside.
Mr Clarke: You are not going to do prisonQ278 Chairman: No, that is right.
education.Mr Clarke: I think if we were to go down that path
Chairman:We are not.we would be on a very dangerous course.

Q283 Mr Gibb: Can I just pick up on this veryQ279 Chairman: You are right, Secretary of State, I
important point about politics today in Britain andcould not agree with you more but sometimes we
the governance of Britain because it is fundamentalhave had discussions about how accountable these
to thewhole disillusionmentwith politicians that hasother organisations are to Parliament through this
been building up over two or three decades. AsCommittee.
politicians lose their confidence they are handingMr Clarke: Quite so.
more and more important policy decision making to
these unaccountable non departmental bodies full ofQ280 Chairman: Now, you and I have joined that
experts who tend to make these decisions. As adiscussion. We know that precedent was set by the
consequence of that, of course, the politician losesfact that Ofsted reported to Parliament through this
control over some important policy decisions thatCommittee. I have sometimes won you over in terms
directly aVect the way these services are deliveredof QCA and others of these, the LSC for example,
and the public, they are the people we areshould have the same status. It is very important for
representing, have almost no say in being able tous to know canwe deliver on scrutiny. You have said
make policy changes. For example, a discussion weyou do not want to be responsible for every little
had earlier about mixed ability teaching and phonicsthing they do but now the reverse of that is
and school uniforms, none of those issues is down toParliament should have the ability to scrutinise these
us, down to you, they are down to experts, teachers,organisations and we should be the conduit for that.
professional bodies, and yet the public have a veryYou would agree with that, would you not?
strong view on all those issues. They have no way ofMr Clarke: Broadly speaking, yes. To give you an
influencing the debate and it adds to theexample, when I was a member of the Treasury
disillusionment with elected politicians in thisSelect Committee, which I was in 1997–98, I
country. Now how do you address theseproposed to that Committee—and it is for you to
fundamental problems?decide what you do—that for all the non
Mr Clarke: I think the way to address that is to bedepartmental bodies controlled by the Treasury we
absolutely clear, clearer than we are now, aboutshould have a process running through a Parliament
where responsibility lies for what happens. The ideawhere therewould be scrutiny, directly and explicitly
that I should decide the school uniform in everyby the Select Committee, of people like the Royal
school in the country is hilarious in my opinion, weMint, or whoever it might be, the Bank of England,
could not conceive of doing it. The idea that I shouldto go through and to have a systematic approach of
determine how a school in your constituency teachesscrutiny in precisely the way you describe. Myself,
English, for example, I think is ludicrous but if therepersonally—it is entirely a personal view—I think
is a comparison about it, it is very diYcult to dealthat should be done by Parliamentary Select
with. I do not feel lacking in self-confidence as aCommittees right across the whole of Government,
politician. I will tell you an anecdote in another areanot just in this area but more generally, though of
which relates to this point. I had a dinner—I alwayscourse that is a matter for Select Committees not a
have dinners before reading Select Committeematter for me or Government or anybody else. I
reports—think the kind of scrutiny that you describe is

entirely appropriate, I think it is entirely right it
Q284 Chairman: You will get a Hattersleyshould happen and it should be welcomed by those
reputation!organisations themselves. What we discovered when
Mr Clarke:No, I do not live quite the high life whichwe did it with the Treasury Select Committee, even
Lord Hattersley does though I had lunch with himafter I left the Committee, was various cogs got
recently, andwe had a very entertaining exchange ondiscovered which otherwise would not have been if
questions similar to this but he was eating in a verythere had not been that systematic approach going
disciplined way, I am glad to say!through organisation by organisation. The big

missing element of this is local government because
in the case of this service local government is an Q285 Chairman: He is now a vegetarian!
absolutely essential and vital partner and the way in Mr Clarke: That was exactly my point. I did not
which Parliament works in relation to local quite go exactly down his route. At this dinner I am
government in these areas is a much more talking about, another of my dinners, I was with a
complicated and diYcult question to get right. group of university vice-chancellors and I said:

“Look, none of this is anything to do with me. All I
do is I give a load of money to HEFCE which youQ281 Chairman: Hear! Hear!

Mr Clarke: That is a big central issue about the way all control and you decide what happens”. Now all
these vice-chancellors fell oV their chairs, they said:we operate.
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“This is ridiculous. Of course you decide, do you was “ . . . simply a question of Government
not, what HEFCE’s strategy should be in each of priorities . . . ” so the Government holds colleges as
these areas, whether secretly or not, with a brown a lower priority.
envelope, in a form or whatever it might be, and it is Mr Clarke: I used the phrase in one of my first
totally dishonest of you to suggest that is not the speeches at anAssociation of CollegesConference in
case”. It provoked a real thought in me: “Should November of the year before last that it was often
there be a national strategy for universities? If so, seen as a Cinderella and I said we were pushing a
should it be held by HEFCE? Should it be done by resource in through our Success for All programme,
Government Departments?” exactly the issue that which I hoped would end that. Many people in
you are raising. Now my complaint, and it is a further education accepted that was the case, that we
complaint againstmyself as much as anybody else, is were ending it by the commitment we made then by
I do not think we have yet got clarity in these the Schools White Paper that we published last July
relationships enough and that is why my answer to giving a clear focus in this area as well. We are
MrChaytor is that going down amore strategic path making capital allocations but it is quite true that we
in the Department I think will assist us in getting are focusing on restructuring secondary schools. I
clarity for these things. I think it will be the most simply do not accept today that further education is
incredible arrogance for the political class as a whole a Cinderella, in fact I argue that the resource that we
to believe it could or should run everything, for have for post-16 education in particular is absolutely
example, in education in Britain, they cannot. enormous through the Learning and Skills Council

and is a major priority of Government in an area
that is performing very fast. The FE people I meetQ286 Mr Gibb: If one can identify through the
these days believe there is a transformation agendapolitical process people’s public concerns that they
taking place of which they want to be part, whichraise with MPs, there is a problem in education, for
includes very strong funding regimes. Now there areexample, or policing that they pin down, and we
problems for some colleges in that because we aregenerally pin down as a nation, the public as a
asking them to perform at a much higher level.nation, that is caused by mixed ability teaching or it

is caused by whole language teaching or it is caused
by the way we police our streets. If we see a

Q289PaulHolmes:Another example then, a studentparticular cause they should be able to change that
doing A levels in college is funded at up to 10% lessand what we are saying is those decisions should be
than the same student doingA levels in a school sixthmade by experts and, of course, they tend to
form and that is a fairlywidely accepted figure.Now,coagulate into a national body, ACPOor the teacher
again, David Normington told the Committee thattraining bodies, they do take a decision about the
the Government are seeking to narrow thebest way in which teaching happens in our schools.
diVerential between sixth formers in colleges andAdecision is taken by someone or a very small group
sixth formers in schools but it is happening veryof people but they are not elected or accountable or
slowly, very slightly. Again, tie that with the capitaltransparent or visible and that is a principal cause, I
programme and the priorities, is it not still a lowbelieve, of the disillusionment with the democratic
priority?process.
Mr Clarke: Mr Normington is entirely correct inMr Clarke: A quick response to that. I believe it is
what he said. What you have not said though, it isentirely possible for Select Committees in the areas
true, is that it was a manifesto commitment at theyou describe to have an inquiry into, say, phonics,

for the sake of argument, I know youwould all enjoy last election to narrow that gap, and that is a
it but I see theChairman is not entirely relaxed about commitment that we have and it is a commitment we
that as a proposition. continue to carry through but we do it in a very

steady way. One of the problems—to be blunt about
this—is we are tending to look at teachers in entirelyQ287 Chairman: Short inquiry.
diVerent bands. You have got schools teachers there,Mr Clarke: You would take the evidence, you have
primary teachers there, FE teachers there, universitythe right, you can summon anyone in the country to
teachers there and how we can develop an approachcome, they have to come and go through the process
to teachers and the profession of teaching moreand so it is entirely possible to do it. The problem is a
generally is an important consideration for us at thepolitical managerial one: how do you prioritise what
moment. One of the consequences of being able toyou do and how you do it in a serious way to
do that would be to have more consistent financingfacilitate this delay?
regimes. We are narrowing the gap as we said we
would but as Mr Normington said it is still

Q288 Paul Holmes: The FE sector is a very relatively slow.
important deliverer of education but often it feels it
is a Cinderella sandwiched between schools on the

Q290 Paul Holmes: The Department is fairly hardone hand and higher education on the other. For
on colleges in terms of inspection reports and saying:example, you have got the Building Schools for the
“Look at all the things that need improving”. WhatFuture programme but there is not really an
about, for example, the satisfaction survey that theequivalent for the colleges and David Normington
colleges did which had a massive well over 90% ofsaid to this Committee that the reason for the

diVerent capital spending on schools and colleges students saying they were highly satisfied, and that
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was a really, really high figure. The customers, the do that, they cannot help on an individual college
basis but they can have a remit across the FE sector.students, are highly satisfied but the Department is

saying the colleges are not doing a good job. Would you take that up as a concern andwrite to the
Committee?Mr Clarke: It is not the Department, what it is is

Ofsted. As we established the Ofsted regime to look Mr Clarke: I will be happy to but I would simply say
the LSC has the job of looking at the provision rightat the quality of what was being done and the ALI

from a diVerent angle, looking at what is being done, across the range, in the local area reviews they are
seeking to do that. They are in close dialogue withthe results are not as good as the colleges themselves

would have wished. Now, of course, it is perfectly the colleges about trying to deal with the situation
but, yes, I will write to the Committee.5right to have satisfaction as an element in all of this

but I think you cannot beat the Ofsted regime to try Chairman: I think there is a problem there.
and understand what is really happening in colleges

Q296 Mr Chaytor: Very quickly. Secretary of State,as elsewhere. We are not inventing the Ofsted
you talked about a convergence of funding betweenassessments, they are making assessments, the ALI
schools and FE and you talked about steadyis making assessments, as they rightly should, and I
progress but in your annual report it shows thatthink most of the colleges would say that those
since the 2001 General Election the real termsassessments indicate there is still a great deal of work
funding for students in schools has gone up by 19to be done to get the standards up to those that we
percentage points and real terms funding for awant.
student in FE has gone up by four percentage points.
There is not much convergence there, is there?Q291 Paul Holmes: You would regard the student
Mr Clarke:As I have said, the major change that wesatisfaction as being less equal than the Ofsted
made, which I announced in November a year ago,approach?
was in the 2002CSR process and I think it is throughMr Clarke: Ofsted has an important component of
that 2002 process that we will make the convergencewhat it does as student satisfaction but it is not the
which you are describing. Obviously that is notonly consideration, in the end it is the question of the
reflected in the reports for 2001.quality of what is done. If the suggestion, Chairman,

is somehow we should take Ofsted out of all this,
Q297 Mr Chaytor: If we are looking at the plansthat colleges are doing fine, that is all okay, I do not
from 2004–05 to 2005–06, schools’ real term peraccept that.
capita funding is up by seven percentage points, FE
is up by two percentage points. There is still this hugeQ292 Chairman: The problem is, Secretary of State,
gap, per funding per pupil/per student in schools isif we look at it from the taxpayers’ point of view,
going up at a faster rate than the funding per student53.2% increase in funding 1998–99 to 2000 for FE,
in colleges.that is a lot of money. The inspection is showing up
Mr Clarke: I will look at the figures which I have notsome pretty patchy performance.
got in front of me as we speak. I think I am right inMr Clarke: That is my point.
saying, but I am open to correction, that if you look
through the whole CSR and you look at theQ293 Chairman: On the other hand, the traditional
increasedmoney that has gone into the Learning andunhappiness about Ofsted was that they tell you
Skills Council, much of which goes into FE quitewhat is wrong but there is no-one there who is really
directly, the overall picture is better than yousupportive to say: “This is how you put it right”.
describe but I will look at the figures carefully.6Sometimes I get the feeling when I go to FE colleges

that there is not enough direction from someone to
Q298 Chairman: Secretary of State, it has been asay: “This is how you get your act together”.
good session. I am reminded by your mention ofMr Clarke: I think it is more diYcult to make that
having lunch with Roy Hattersley, when I was hisargument now than it was a year ago. It is not
deputy you were partly responsible for the wickedOfsted’s job.
press description because when I was his deputy they
used to say “The Labour Party never knowinglyQ294 Chairman:You have not got the LEA to come
under launched”, because we launched everythingin, who have you got to come in?
repetitively, and I think you had something to doMr Clarke:What I was going to say was a successful
with that, but Roy Hattersley never knowinglystrategy I think is providing support of the type that
under lunched!you are describing. Ofsted does not have the role, as
Mr Clarke: I must make it clear that is your remarkyou say, rightly, to oVer that support but I think the
not mine. I could not possibly associate myself withwhole successful strategy is oVering real support for
that, in fact I deprecate it!individual colleges trying to face up to what they
Chairman: Thank you very much for yourhave to do in the current circumstances.
attendance. I enjoyed the session and so did my
Committee.Q295 Chairman:When I talk to LSCs, Secretary of

State, they would very much like to have an overall
5 Ev 50responsibility for helping across that sector in the
6 Ev 50region and sub-region. At the moment they cannot
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First supplementary memorandum submitted by the Rt Hon Charles Clarke MP, Secretary of State,
Department for Education and Skills

At the Committee hearing on 7 July I promised to provide details of the work being undertaken on
education maintenance allowances (EMAs).

Capita’s involvement in the EMA scheme is as the national Assessment and Payment Body (APB). As
such, Capita will be responsible for providing national administration services in support of the EMA
scheme. These include processing application forms, making payments to students, and operating
information services, including a telephone contact centre and a web site.

Capita were selected to run the APB service after a rigorous and highly competitive procurement exercise
which was approved by the OYce of Government Commerce (OGC). The Department conducted detailed
negotiations over several months with three potential suppliers (drawn from an opening list of 14 bidders)
before deciding to appoint Capita. In assessing final tenders, we carefully scrutinised delivery plans and took
account of track records in other contracts.

We have taken a great deal of care to design the scheme so it can work eVectively. The underlying business
processes for EMA were designed by the Department in consultation with stakeholders, and were explored
with potential suppliers of the APB service before we went to contract.

No other companies are involved in running the outsourced process for EMA. But Capita’s role is only
one part of the overall programme. In particular, there is a critical role for schools and colleges in
determiningwhenweekly payments should bewithheld from students and deciding on bonus payments. The
Learning and Skills Council has led the establishment of 47 local EMA partnerships to support the
implementation of the scheme in schools and colleges, and to promote the scheme locally—particularly to
young people atmost risk of dropping out at age 16. LEAs have an important role within these in supporting
awareness raising amongst year 11 pupils, and working with other local partners to ensure eVective delivery
of the scheme in schools.

There has been good progress in the implementation of EMA so far. The project received a green light in
the OGC gateway four review in April. The Department’s relationship with Capita has taken into account
lessons from earlier projects such as ILA. In an implementation of this scale it would be naive of me to say
that no problems of any kind will be encountered in 2004. Nevertheless, I share David Normington’s view
that EMA has been taken forward in the right way.

9 July 2004

Second supplementary memorandum submitted by the Rt Hon Charles Clarke MP, Secretary of State,
Department for Education and Skills

At the Committee hearing on 7 July I promised to provide details of the Student Loans Company and
any outsourcing of its IT operations.

The Student Loans Company (SLC) is a limited company. On 1 April 1996 it was also designated as an
executive Non-Departmental Public Body of the former Department for Education and Employment. The
Company is now wholly owned by the Secretary of State for Education and Skills and the Secretary of State
for Scotland, but the ownership is being reviewed following the transfer of responsibility for student support
in Scotland to Scottish Ministers.

None of the SLC’s current IT operations and computer systems is outsourced. ln 2002 an external
consultancy, PA Consulting, was contracted by the SLC to help them build “Protocol”, the new national
IT system for processing applications for higher education student finance. That contract has now ended.
Where necessary, the SLC outsource the handling of overflow telephone calls to an external company,
“Response Handling”. The Company also outsources some of its data preparation work, and some of its
trace and debt recovery work under the old, mortgage style, loan scheme to a number of external agencies.

Following a successful pilot in 2003–04, the Protocol system is being used by all local education
authorities (LEAs) to process 2004–05 applications. Progress is being closely monitored and the SLC is
working closely with LEAs and the Department to ensure students who apply on time are paid at the start
of term.

9 July 2004

Third supplementary memorandum submitted by the Rt Hon Charles Clarke MP, Secretary of State,
Department for Education and Skills

During the hearing on 7 July I promised to provide information on a number of issues.

Q 211—The cost of administering the current school admissions system across the country.
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Expenditure on the administration of admissions and admission appeals is a matter for LEAs. Section 52
budget statements for 2004–05 show that net planned spend on administration for admissions and
admission appeals for all LEAs was £46 million. This planned expenditure includes estimated expenditure
for statutory consultation and the establishment and maintenance of, and consultation with, admissions
forums. It also includes funding delegated to governing bodies of schools that are their own admission
authority for expenditure on the administration of admission and admission appeals.

Section 52 statements do not disaggregate budgets for administration of admissions and admission
appeals, nor do they distinguish between the primary and the secondary phases.

Q 264—EYciency Review

The core tables in the Departmental Report, including Annex F on staV numbers, follow formats and
conventions prescribed byHMTreasury to ensure consistency across government and with Public Spending
Plans. The figures in Annex F are annual full time equivalents calculated by averaging quarterly figures
across financial years.

The 2003–04 estimated staV numbers on this basis were 4,590 (including casuals) as shown in the table.
In keeping with Treasury conventions, and as explained in the first part of note 2 to Annex F, the DfES
figures for 2004–05 and 2005–06 were estimated to be consistent with the then current administrative cost
baselines from the previous (2002) Spending Review.

The second part of note 2 records our plans to achieve staV reductions of 1,460 by April 2008 which has
been agreed as part of the new 2004 Spending Review settlement. The baseline for this reduction was the
October 2003 staV in post figure, which at 4,660was slightly above the annual average. Against this baseline,
the reduction is 31%.

Q 295—Providing help for individual colleges to enable them to improve

All colleges and other providers will benefit from recent initiatives to help them to improve teaching and
learning approaches and to strengthen leadership and workforce development.

Support, advice and resources will be made available, by the LSC and the Department’s Standards Unit,
to individual colleges and other providers to take responsibility for their own self-assessment and to address
any improvements needed.

In addition to new action to accelerate quality improvements by targeting those in greatest need of help,
two other new developments will help. A new inspection model, based on validation of self-assessment and
which will be risk proportionate, together with the introduction of a new quality improvement body, will
help to ensure that the improvements in quality are achieved.

Q 297—The FE and schools funding gap

The issue of the funding gap between schools and further education colleges was raised twice in the
hearing. Paul Holmes (Q289) referred to diVerences in funding for 16–18 year olds following similar
programmes of learning in school sixth forms and FE colleges, while David Chaytor (Q296–297)
commented on the increases in real terms revenue funding per student in schools and funding per learner in
further education, which were tabulated on pages 31 and 32 in the Departmental Report. I thought it might
be helpful if I clarified our approach to addressing funding diVerences.

The further education sector caters for learners of all ages from 16 onwards, oVering full-time and part-
time provision for a wide range of learning opportunities. Funding comparisons between schools and
further education are far from straight forward and there are a number of possible ways of looking at this
issue. The Government recognises that there is a funding gap between school sixth forms and further
education (FE) colleges in the resources provided for students aged 16 to 18 following similar programmes.
Our policy has been to “bring up” the level of funding for colleges, as and when we are able to secure the
resources to do so.

This was addressed most recently at the 2002 Spending Review which delivered a record funding increase
for the FE sector. The Learning and Skills Council (LSC) uses similar funding methodologies to allocate
funding to school sixth forms and further education colleges. In the 2003–04 academic year the LSC
increased its base rate funding per learning aim on a broadly comparable basis by 3% for school sixth forms
and by 4.5% for FE colleges. The vast majority of colleges (those that reach their targets agreed with the
LSC) will see a 5% increase in their base rate funding, whereas school sixth forms will receive an increase
of 4%. We therefore expect to see a further narrowing of the funding gap as the diVerences in base rates
are reduced.

We have yet to determine funding allocations within the Department following the Spending Review
settlement for theDepartment for the years 2005–06 to 2007–08. It is too early to saywhat impact the overall
settlement will have on the funding gap after 2004–05.

July 2004
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Written evidence
Memorandum submitted by the Public and Commercial Service Union (PCS)

Introduction and Summary

1. The Public and Commercial Service Union (PCS) is the largest trade union within both the Civil
Service and the Department for Education and Skills (DfES). Within the DfES, PCS represents generalist
staV from Administrative Assistant (AA) to Grade 6, support grade and specialist staV, andmembers of the
Senior Civil Service (SCS).

2. PCS welcomes the Select Committee’s timely inquiry, and is happy to supplement this written
submission with oral evidence.

3. PCS remains concerned about the DfES’ decision to cut 1,460 jobs, and the impact that this is having
and will have on our members and the eYcient delivery of public services by the Department.

4. PCS is not opposed to change: we believe that an ineYcient and ineVective DfES does not benefit
ministers, the public or our members working in the Department. However, our view is the reorganisation
of the DfES on the basis of large scale job cuts risks compromising the translation of public expenditure on
education and skills into eYcient and eVective delivery of policy.

5. In his evidence to the Committee given on 7 July 2004, the Secretary of State refers to the DfES as
undertaking a substantial change process, which has included consultation with the DfES’ trade unions.
However, the Committee should be aware that PCS is actively opposing the job cuts amounting to 31% of
staV posts in the Department. Our opposition is supported by FDA and Prospect as the other unions
recognised by the Department, who share the belief that we are dealing with cuts that will impact on the
eYciency and eVectiveness of the Department.

6. This submission covers the following issues:

— The inadequate rationale for DfES job cuts.

— The impact of job cuts on the DfES’ capacity.

— The implications of DfES job cuts for the education and skills sector.

— The eYciency implications of the impact of job cuts on DfES staV.

The Inadequate Rationale for DfES Job Cuts

7. PCS notes the Select Committee has already made it clear that it would be concerned if the eVects of
the job cuts resulted in a reduction in the eYciency of the Department. The Select Committee has already
asked (according to the uncorrected transcript of the 7 July session) what we believe to be the key question
in relation to the cuts: “what work will no longer be done?” Will fewer staV have to cope with a rising level
of work as well as reduced staYng resources? PCS’ view is that the under resourcing of the Department will
result in a human cost and increased workloads as well as an increased level of ineYciency that combined
will pose a high risk to the successful working of the DfES.

8. We take the view that the Secretary of State’s answer to this question was conspicuous in its lack of
detail when compared to the very full answers given to other questions. The response to question states that
the DfES works through a wide range of other organisations, but this has been the case for some time, and
the response to the Select Committee does not provide any more clarity about the future development of
the Department than earlier responses to the question when it was posed by the DfES trade union side.

9. PCS has not been able to elicit any answers of substance about how the DfES will compensate for
losing roughly a third of its staV: the Department has made much of becoming more “strategic” in how it
works, but it already occupies a highly strategic role, and while PCS believes that such a role is appropriate
to the Department as the lead organisation within its sector: it still unclear how the organisation of work
will be revised and how stopping certain DfES functions will allow the Department to take on a more
strategic role.

10. We reflect members’ views that the Department’s “five year strategy” does not demonstrate how the
job cuts across the DfES will result in improved eYciency and eVectiveness. This document along with the
material explaining the rationale for the job cuts makes no attempt to show how job cuts lead to greater
eYciency, although it is claimed that the cuts will “help to reduce the burdens at the front line” without
giving any detail to support this statement. Job cuts will not guarantee that public expenditure is used more
eYciently or eVectively, and we note that the Department has not, despite continual prompting by PCS,
produced a risk analysis of the eVect of the cuts on front line services.

11. PCS’ involvement in consultations to date about the restructuring of the DfES’ Directorates has
confirmed that restructuring is driven by budgetary concerns and the primary imperative to cut posts across
the Department. While staYng levels are important to any consideration of eYciency, they are not the only
factor, and issues such as the focus of work; the organisation of work; the structures and culture of the
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Department; and ensuring that the Department has suYcient capacity tomanage existing work while taking
on new areas of work as a result of the Department’s recently launched “five year strategy” are also
important, and should not be dictated by what appears an arbitrary cut in staYng levels.

12. PCS rejects the assumptions that cutting the jobs of “back oYce” staVwill automatically benefit front
line practioners, and we repeat the call of the Council of Civil Service Unions (CCSU) for a mature debate
about the relationship between the centre and local delivery, between the so-called back oYce and the front
line. In terms of securing public funding for education and skills and developing policy and working with
partners to deliver that policy, the DfES is very much the front line; it is the key organisation within its
sector, and its success or failure will have a profound eVect on the eVectiveness of the sector. PCS is therefore
concerned that a numbers-driven reduction of the DfES’ staYng levels will lead to it not been able to
maintain a planned role that does not in actuality appear to be greatly diVerent from its current role.

The Impact of Job Cuts on the DfES’ Capacity

13. Although the Department’s “five year strategy” commits it to “less direct management and service
delivery” and sets its role as being the “system designer” this role still requires adequate resourcing. The
Department has stressed that it will use ICT to improve services, while benchmarking against public and
private sector comparators. PCS notes that it is planning to cut 74 posts in the Division responsible for ICT
while also cutting staV by 57.5 posts in its Facilities Management Service (FMS). If ICT can substitute for
staV, and the Department staYng has grown in the context of reliance on ICT systems, then staYng cuts
that aVect the support given to staV using ICT would seem to be a high risk strategy, and demonstrates to
PCS that the restructuring of the DfES is driven by a desire to reduce numbers.

14. Policy development in the DfES is entirely dependent on ICT, and PCS is concerned that cuts in ICT
provision, which is amongst the best in the civil service, will be felt throughout the Department’s policy
Directorates. The development of policy now relies on the capacity generated by ICT to draft, amend and
transmit policy documents, and face to face contact with partner organisations is augmented by email traYc.
Any cuts that threaten this capacity will result in a Department that is less able to direct the use of public
funds through policy development, and this we believe is a matter of considerable concern. Although the
Department has stated that it wishes to see a rationalisation of funding streams, it will be the case that the
administration of funding streams will continue to depend on ICT, and we believe that cuts to ICT capacity
amount to cuts in the infrastructure that supports the Department’s work and therefore the work of the
wider sector.

15. Areas such as schools policy, Children’s Trust and the development of skills policy require the
Department to be able to set frameworks for future delivery. While choice is key to the Government’s
education and skills strategy, the Department has cut jobs in the Schools Diversity Division, reducing its
capacity in making policy that deliver genuine choice within the education and skills system. PCS is also
concerned that cutting DfES regionally based posts will aVect the implementation of Children’s Trusts,
which are a key policy development.

16. Members working in the Department’s regional teams have voiced their concern about the eVects of
the job cuts on the programme, and PCS shares their concerns about work loads and the impact of the cuts
on the eYciency of developing what will be the keystone of the children’s services that are now the
Department’s responsibility. The issue surrounding the resourcing of Children’s Trusts exemplifies how the
development of policy, how the role of being a “systems designer” is still predicated on adequate resourcing,
and how the job cuts have already impinged on those responsible for implementing a crucial policy initiative
before it can be passed to the DfES’ partners.

The Implications of DfES Job Cuts for the Education and Skills Sector

17. PCS contests, on the basis of members’ experience, that undertaking less direct service delivery
provide an adequate rationale for the job cuts; the DfES is no longer the DfEE or the old Employment
Department with their large operational arms. The DfES does not undertake the direct delivery of the
overwhelmingmajority of the public services for which it is responsible, and PCS is therefore sceptical about
the implication that moving away from direct delivery is a radically new strategic development.

18. The role of the DfES dictates that it works through and with a range of other organisations from
Local Education Authorities (LEAs) to its sponsored Non Departmental Public Bodies (NDPBs), and it is
already clear that working with partners in this way is both labour and time intensive, and perhaps more so
than if the Department had direct control of the functions undertaken by its partners. Working with other
organisations requires adequate resourcing as a precondition of success, denuding the centre of the sector
of resource will not benefit “front line” organisations within the sector.

19. Allied to this concern is our concern about the capacity of organisations such as the Learning and
Skills Council (LSC), Higher Education Funding Council (HEFCE), Student Loan Company (SLC) and
the Teacher Training Agency (TTA) to undertake areas of work currently undertaken within the
Department. This is not to slight the commitment of the staV in these organisations, many of whom are PCS
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members, but to stress that moving work into organisations without ensuring that they have the resources
and workforce capacity to undertake the work successfully must put the successful delivery of services at
risk.

20. PCS has highlighted the issue of the capacity of organisations that will receive work form the DfES
and we are not reassured that the transfer of work oVers any significant eYciency savings, eYciency
improvements nor guarantees the quality of the services and functions to be transferred. Our concerns are
fuelled by the Permanent Secretary’s statement (to the Select Committee on 16 June 2004) that the DfES is
looking for a 15% reduction in the administration costs of all of its NDPBs. This suggests that these
organisations will be required to do more as the DfES attempts to do fewer things, but with significantly
reduced resources. Again, PCS believes that the transfer of work is motivated by the imperative to cut the
number of DfES staV rather than as a result of an over-arching structural reorganisation of the Department
and its relationship with its partners.

21. Alongside cuts to the funding of DfESNDPBs, the Department is also looking for Local Authorities
(LAs) to streamline their administrative systems, which will impact on the resourcing of organisations that
will carry a key responsibility for school based education. PCS is concerned that while cuts at the centre
could possibly be oVset by increasing capacity at local level, the Department’s strategy will also impact on
administrative capacity at a local level. While this may not be seen as the “front line”, we believe that LAs
form an integral element of the administrative systems that are a pre-condition to the successful delivery of
any education and skills services. We do not believe that cutting administrative resources, particularly when
new systems are being introduced, will enhance the capacity of the education and skills sector to deliver.

The Efficiency Implications of the Impact of Job Cuts on DfES Staff

22. PCS has not been reassured that the Department actually developed an over-arching plan for change
before announcing the job cuts, and we believe that we are dealing with a post hoc rationalisation: the job
cuts came first, and they are driving reorganisation across the Department. From PCS’ perspective, the
restructuring is driven by the requirement to cut jobs, and not on the basis of a restructuring plan that was
subject to consultation during its development. From the perspective of PCSmembers, seeing their jobs cut
on this basis has undermined their commitment to the Department and has damaged morale.

23. The proper use of public funds for education and skills, in our view, requires that the DfES is properly
resourced, and that any reorganisation of the Department takes place on the basis of accepting that while
delivery of education and skills involves partnership between organisations, there is a need to ensure the
DfES, as the centre of the system, is capable of undertaking its role as the centre of a complex sector. We
believe this requires an organisation that is properly resourced to deliver its agenda so that the remaining
DfES does not have to cope with excessive work loads. Such a situation is intrinsically ineYcient as DfES
staV become locked into coping with uncontrolled work loads at the expense of innovation and the
development of policy that allows public money to be spent eVectively and eYciently.

24. PCS accepts its members’ concern that the reduction of roughly a third of theDepartment’s staV risks
compromising its leading role and will be detrimental for the services that depend upon policy developed
by the DfES. An ineYcient centre does not, in our view, promote eYciency across a large and complex
sector, which will ultimately remain dependent on the capacity of the Department to introduce and
develop policy.

25. PCS members have stated that they are concerned that work loads will rise, and indeed are already
rising, across a Department that has for some time been in the position of centrally administering rising
programme expenditure without adequate administrative resources. As a result, theDepartment is currently
working at capacity, training and development are being squeezed by immediate work pressures and
anecdotal evidence confirms our view that work loads are rising and there is a pressure on work/life balance
across the Department. PCS believes that the job cuts within the Department will further exacerbate the
situation in which rising programme funds are administered and polices developed on the basis of
inadequate administrative funding. This is a situation that adds to the potential for failure, and add to the
risk of recurrence of failures such as Independent Learning Accountants (ILAs) and the E-university.

26. Concerns must also be raised about the impact of the proposed cuts on an aspect of the Department’s
capacity that is diYcult to quantify, but which is very important to its eVectiveness. The brunt of the cuts
fall at Administrative Assistant (AA) to Higher Executive OYcer (HEO) level and the established main
operational grades of the Department. We regard this as diluting the pool of experience within the DfES,
its ‘corporate memory’ that can be brought to bear on issues and problems. Reducing the grades responsible
for the day to day delivery of services means that issues are more likely to become problems as experienced
staV are lost to the Department through its release schemes and others cannot transfer their experience to
new roles within a much smaller organisation.

27. PCS believes that this operational level of the Department is crucial: it discovers potential problems
and puts forwards approaches to them, allowing more senior staV to concentrate on strategic work. It is our
belief that cuts at this level will actually undermine the Department’s strategic capacity as under-resourcing
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at AA to HEO levels will mean that more senior oYcials will be diverted away from strategic policy
considerations to dealing with other pressing issues, thereby diluting their role and oVering poor value for
money for the tax payer as lower level work is undertaken by more highly paid staV.

28. PCS has also raised concerns about the Department’s reliance on consultants funded from
programme funds as a substitute for adequate staYng in theDepartment.We accept that there are occasions
when the use of consultants is appropriate, but we believe it is inappropriate to divert programme funds
away from delivering policy as an expensive way of compensating for the Department’s lack of internal
capacity. PCS has raised the issue of the use of consultants in the Department over a number of years, and
we have noticed a rise in the use of consultants as a result of the reorganisation of the DfES.

29. Anecdotal evidence from Schools Directorate suggests that consultants have not added value to the
reorganisation processes, and the role of consultants in the preference exercise undertaken by Schools
Capital and Building Division (SCBD) has not demonstrated that their involvement has led to outcomes in
terms of the preference exercise that does not represent an improvement on other preference exercises despite
a considerable outlay from programme funds for their services. This example has intensified our fears that
an inadequately resourced Department will turn to consultants to undertake work that can be undertaken
as eVectively and far more cheaply by DfES civil servants. We believe this is an inappropriate use of public
funds, and risks bringing about a situation in which public funds do not reach the front line but are diverted
to meet expenditure on consultants.

September 2004

Memorandum submitted by Capita

Education Maintenance Allowances

Capita responded to the invitation to tender issued by the Department for Education and Skills for a
partner to provide the national Assessment and Payment Body (APB) service in support of the Education
Maintenance Allowance (EMA) scheme.

In bidding for a contract of this nature Capita undertakes a very robust process to ensure that the
opportunity is compatible with the Company’s capacity, competencies and experience; to test the
commitment and capacity of the client and the achievability of its requirements; to ensure the commercial
viability of the potential contract; and to test whether Capita can add value to the programme. In the case
of the EMA APB Capita was, and is, of the opinion that this was an appropriate opportunity to bid and
that the requirements are consistent with capita’s strengths.

Capita was selected by the DfES through a robust and competitive process.

Capita’s responsibilities as APB are to process applications; make payments to students following
confirmation of attendance from the learning centre, requests for bonus payments or instructions to
withhold payments from learning centres; operating information services for stakeholders including a
contact centre and web site; and providing management information for the Department. Capita’s role is
only part of the overall EMA programme. The roles and responsibilities of Capita, the Department, the
Learning and Skills Council, schools and colleges, and students and their parents/guardians are clearly
defined by the Department.

The project received a green light in its OYce for Government Commerce (OGC) Gateway Four review
in April 2004. Implementation including registering students and the commencement of assessments of
applications is progressing well. Capita is confident that it will continue to meet the Department’s
specifications and requirements in order that the successful implementation of the EMA Assessment and
Payment Body services will contribute to the success of the overall programme.

4 August 2004
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